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This thesis is an exploration of mon-ment-building in Canada: an activity which 
is a refiection of the desire on the part of society to build national symbols. In an age of 
increasing globalization and cultural diversity, the need to build relevant symbols for 
national identity and social cohesiveness is growing. In this thesis, various functions of 
monuments are discussed, with particular reference given to the ideolo_oical role that they 
play in nation-building. ï h e  monumental heritage of the country and the symbolic 
Iandscape of Ottawa-Hull are explored around the central research question of how far the 
monumentalization to date characterizes the national society and what recent efforts have 
been made in this direction. To this end, the thesis narrows to consider two recent 
monument projects in the capital, Reconciliation or the Peacekeeping Monument and the 
Canadian Tribute to Human Rights. Discussion of these two examples wiU focus on the 
process of their production. using primarily inteniew materid. A consideration of how 
each monument is interpreted or consumed will then follow using research fiom an on- 
street survey. The conchsion considers the contribution of such recent endeavours to the 
contemporary symbolic order. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Perhaps one of the most tangible imprints that a person or group can leave on the 

physical landscape is through what is known as the monument. By monument (mernorials 

included), 1 refer to "any object whose sole function at present is to celebrate or 

perpetuate the memory o f  particular evenrs, ideas, individuals or groups of persons" 

(Zehslcj, 198 8 : 180). Monuments c m  Vary in size, shape and material, but they are O fien 

built to 1st for a long time and are usually of sufficient hcight and visual appeal to be 

noticed by observers. Monuments are deeply social in their production process. Their 

meanhgs and form are often the result of intense discussion by those involved, and their 

subject matter is usually relevant to the broader society. Monuments "function as social 

magnets, crystalizations of social energy, one of the means civilization has devised to 

reinforce its cohesiveness and to give meaning and structure to Iife. Monuments are a way 

men transmit communal emotions, a medium of continuity and interaction between 

generations, not only in space but across t h e ,  for to be monumental is to be permanent" 

(Tranchenburg, 1976:IjO). As evidence of the important role that they play in society, 

monuments are usuaIiy located in central areas of cities or towns where people gather. 

Monument-building is about makin; thoughts and ideas into concrete fom.  It is a 

process that reflects a strong faith on the part of those involved and one which deeply 

engages participants Iives. "Faith in whatY7, one might ask ? For my purpose here, it is 

a faith in nation. .And, as MI1 be discussed in more detail later, nation refers to that set of 



ideas that has the attention of the world so that nations are now seen by many as nahiral 

phenornena. In national capirals, monuments are usually integral to building efforts meant 

to inspire and reflecr national ideals. Making permanent interpretations of events or 

ideas that concem the national socieq- is a process that involves a distillation of thought 

and experience on the part of monument creators and involves at times intense discussion 

over meaning. The final result is thus ofien reflective of "goodwill rather than 

consensus" (Senie, 1992:1). And yet when one looks at the polished fuiish of 

monuments. projecting a seemingly impenetrable objectivity on events or peopie or 

both, this constmcted nature is often lost. There is no plaque commemorating the intense 

negotiation of meaning and the ideas and motivations o f  those involved. We are lefi with 

a monument that at best offers to the viewer a reflection of "distortions, generalizarions, 

[and] focalizations" (Paquet, 1993275) of reality. What more cm one expect fiom an 

object that must condense al1 the multitude of ideas and Ïnterpretations offered on the 

reality it marks? It is created by people whose personal expenence and self-interest 

colours the attcmpt to comprehend reality Since these permanent markers are meant to 

inform and shape public opinion, it is worth attempting to pierce these polished shells 

and to explore their rich history before their birth in the landscape. 

In Canada, efforts to materialize the values and ideals of the nation in 

monument form date from the early nineteenth century. Most of the monumental 

heritage reflects a disproportionate share of British-oriented themes. ï h i s  legacy reflects 

the fact that the height of monument-building occurred when the nation was still 

identieing itself primarily as a colony of the British Empire, between the late nineteenth 



to early mentieth centuries. This identification provided a rich repository of matenal to 

help Ï n  the formation of a new country. -4s Canada emerged from this identity around 

the end of the Second World War, the era of larse-scale commemoration began to 

decline. Yer, due to the permanence of monumznts, we are lefi wïth this colonial 

heritage; this hentage serves as ar, effective i n s r n e n t  of distinction fiom the US. and a 

useful tourïsrn asset. but no longer adequately defmes Canadian reality. While the old 

British identity was transfonned ovcr M e  to recognize a p i d i t y  of cultures, how to 

portray this ideology has become a concern for the Canadian government. 

Canada is regarded by Grimmond (199 1) as the first post-modem country. h o n g  

other aspects, this situation entails an increasingly decen~aiized state and multiculturd 

society, and a respect for a diversity of identities. Grimmond also argues that to hold the 

country together, new ideas of what it means to be Canadian should be put fonvard. As 

thz capital of Canada, Ottawa-Hull must reflect a symbolic landscape, identified with by 

Canadian citizens. Here? in recognition of the centrd research question, consideration of 

the symbolic capital and monument-building wïll provide a glimpse at efforts to consmict 

new symbols of Canadian national identity. 

In this thesis, I will explore the broader efforts in building a capital that is 

representative of Canada and how this task has then specifically been carrïed out in the 

realm of monumentalization, 

Chapter 1 relates monuments to the study of culture and cultural landscapes in 

geography: emphasizing the symbolic role that monuments play in society. As a 

symbol, monuments denote specific meanings and ideas about the society and are 



therefore ideological in nature. Messages coxnmunicated through monuments and 

mernorials are o k n  the product of the state or of cultural groups interested in 

influencing public opinion over issues related to nationalism or about the national sociery. 

Accordingly, Chapter 1 also discusses ideology and the role of nationaiism in 

monument-making and considers briefly other roles that monuments play in society, 

including city beautification and legibility and their economic heritage use when 

marketed as tourist experiences. 

Chapter 2 considers methodoLog and links the research approaches used in the 

thesis (including interviews, street sunreys and secondary sources) with work carried- 

out by other geographers and art historians who have studied monuments. This chapter 

will dso  discuss limitations of the research in tenns of the kind of monument studied, 

the study area and choice of case studies. 

Chapter 3 traces the evolution of Canadian identity and how this process was 

reflected in monument-building, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

Changing attitudes towards large-scale commemoration and shifis in style are also 

discussed. I focus in pmicular on how monuments and other commemorations change in 

order to more accurately reflect the changin; nature of Canadian identity. 

Chapter 4 reviews the symbolic importance of capitals to national identity. As a 

capital city, Ottawa-HulI's built environment has received much attention through formai 

planning efforts aimed at trying to reflect the ideals and aspirations of Canadian identity. 

The capital thus provides a powemil backdrop for monuments and their messages. The 

chapter traces some of the efforts to build the capital's identity, including construction of 



the ceremonid route; a concened effort at landscape planning to Iink some of the most 

important national symbols. The monumental landscape of the capital is then considered, 

focusing on what has been produced to date, and how this production varies over time 

by theme. location and style. The main players invotved md related cornmernoration 

policies will also be explored. 

Building on th is frarnework, 1 then focus in Chapter 5 and 6 on the production 

and consumption of IWO recent monuments, selected as case studies, the Canadian 

Tribute ru Hunzan Rights and Reconciliaiion, or as the latter is known less fomally, the 

Peacekeeping Monument Chapter 5 compares and contrasts the monuments chosen as 

the case studies and links the empincal research to the theoretical, social-cultural and 

historical fiameworks developed e d i e r  in the thesis. These two case studies are 

excellent examples of innovative attempts to monumentalize the new realities of 

Canadim identic. Both monuments seek to articulate facets of the national identity: 

the former through recognition of the primacy of human rights to Canadian sociew, the 

latter, as an expression of attempts that Canadians have to make to create and secure 

w-orld peace. Both monuments appeal to a 'minimalist' approach to national identity by 

attempting to represent values that cut across cornpethg identities (Tunbridge and 

Ashwoah, 1996). 

While monuments are intended as expressions of national values, it is vitd to 

examine just what the intentions of their makers are and how these intentions are 

realized. This thesis attempts to discover whether or not these two monuments 

successfully reflect those intentions and values. The theme of each cornmernoration is 



linked to Canadian identity and history; its location is related to the symbolic capitd, 

and the motivations of each agency and how these translate into meanhg for the 

monument in question are considered. The case studies M e r  explore hour each 

monument was produced, including the cornpetition process, the initial reasons for 

commemoration and its symbolism and form. 

How monuments are interpreted or consumed, however, wiil change as society 

evolves. In sorne instances they are so rnuch a part of the general nature of society that 

they are almost unnoticeable. As Musil (1936:87) notes, "There is nothing in the world 

as invisible as monuments. Like a drop of water on an oilskin, attention nuis down them 

without stopping for a moment.'' .And yet they c m  fall out of favour quite quickly, for 

instance, during a revolution when there is a major change in the symbolic realm. Or they 

may just quietly reside in oblivion, their messages so out of date that they hold no more 

relevance for society &ewis, 199 1). 

How a monument is interpreted is a complex affair which involves questions of 

personal identity as well as the changing name of ideas surroundhg the issues that 

monuments cornmernorate. In Chapter 6, 1 will note the contested nature of this 

monumental landscape as exemplified by the two case studies. 

The final cliapter summarizes the overall thesis fmdings and discusses potential 

areas for friture research. Lastly, I will explore reasons as to why continuing study in the 

area of monuments is of importance for the fieId of cultural geography, and as a result, 

the attention given to it, expanded. 



CHAPTER Oh%: THE STUDY OF MONUMENTS 

INTRODUCTION 

Monuments must be seen as cultural products that function in the symbolic and 

material realm. The meaning inscribed in monuments resulrs fiom the intentions of 

various groups to shape or pattern socieq in a particular way, usually for purposes of 

nation-building or Iesser foms  of social cohesion. Monuments are therefore ideological 

in nature in that they reflect the ideas of their producers. Monuments are part of the 

cultural landscape and are usuall y locared in centres of power andior near areas of social 

interaction. One of the most potent landscapes which monuments reinforce, and are in 

turn strena&ened by, is in the national capital. These landscapes are meant to inspire awe 

through their careful attention to architecture and sculpture. A consideration of  the 

capital landscape as one of the ultimate backdrops and reason for producing monuments 

is thus included. 

The f i s t  part of the chapter deals with functional aspects of monuments then nims 

to consider in depth their place in culture and landscape as sigificant symbols involving 

the use of power and ideology. The discussion then considers the activity of nation- 

building and the particular role of nationalist ideology in relation to why monuments are 

built. The role of national history and hentase and capital landscapes are integral to the 

above and will form part of the discussion on nationalism. The latter half of the chapter 

reflects on the contentious nature of monument-building and interpretation and provides 



a number of examples to illustrate this controversy. The chapter finishes with a brief 

consideration of the place of postmodernisrn as a reflection on reasons why the need to be 

more representative of diverse social elements has become a concern for the federal 

government and other interested groups. 

THEOFETICAL ISSUES 

Functional Aspects of Monuments 

Public monuments have long been used in order to decorate buildings, parks and 

squares, large- in a setting related to civic improvement by conveying ideas of beauty 

(Robinson, 1970). Related to this function is the strong belief that monuments contnbu~e 

sornething special to the experience of the city. Monuments make places special by 

imbuing their surroundings ~ 5 t h  symbolism and a sense of history. They may allow one 

to remember, ponder or discuss meaning or simply offer oppominity to consider 

more aesthetic attributes (Berlyne, 1974). 

In addition to their symbolic and aesthetic anributes, monuments can help a city 

or town be more legible ro its inhabitants. The stimuli that exist in an urban setting are 

vast, but tliere are particular phpical elements withui it which help peopIe to navigate 

their way through iir For exarnple, monuments can serve as landmarks by virtue of their 

height and ofien placement in very visible locations. Such is the case of the Arc de 

Triomphe in Paris, France. Monuments located near major roadways senre as markers 

to aid in traffic flows and help to designate symbolic space. This way, not oniy do they 



senre as potentid elements tools in city planning, but their visibility is also increased 

(Lynch, 1960). Moreover, in earlier penods, they were strategicdly placed near civic 

buildings and were made to represent ideals or persons or both related to the functioning 

of the building. In this way, the p q o s e  of the building was made more clear to the 

public. 

Monuments senring as functional objects represent one side of these cultural 

artifacts. Another side involws a consideration of what ideals and beliefs monuments 

and through their creators are trying to convey to sociev around them. Thus I now tum 

to consider tlieir place in a uider context of culture and ideology. 

Culture and Syrnbol 

The fact that monuments are products of culture beckons us to take a bnef look at 

the word "culture", since it has been an area of contention in cultural geography for at 

least the last decade (Mitchell, 1995). The contention around culture is part of a wider 

debate where a nurnber of cultural geographers have argued for a more theoretically 

informed sub-discipline and a broadening of the range in study topics and approaches 

(Price and Lewisl 1993). Earlier definitions approached culture as "an entity at a higher 

level than the individual, that is govemed by a logic of its own and that it actively 

constrains human behaviour" (Jackson, 198 9: 1 8). This approach to culture, termed the 

superorganic_ is most notably attributed to the influence of Carl Sauer and is argued to 

have lirnited the scope of inquiry of the cultural geogaphy to Iooking at culture traits at 



the expense of investigating the actions of individuds who make up culture (Jackson, 

1989). As a result, artifacts produced by culture, such as barns, houses? graveyards, etc. 

were mapped and described in order to delineate the particular boudaries of culture 

grooups who were responsible for differences in style and construction. This approach 

tended to focus more on the functional nature of aaifacts rzther than on the emphasis on 

the more symbolic dimension. 

More recent approaches ro cultural study have been forwarded by a number of 

geographen \ h o  have been iduenced by other sources (including Marxism and 

contemporary cultural studies). For example, Cosgrove and Jackson (1 987:99) present a 

view of culture cliaracrerized as "the medium by through which people transform the 

mundane phenornena of the material world into a world of significant syrnbols to   hi ch 

they give meaning and attach value." Duncan (t990:15) quotes Raymond William's 

(1 983: 13) formulation of culture as "the signifying system through which necessarily 

(thougli among other means) a social order is communicated, reproduced, experienced, 

and explored." 

These two definitions, which characterize culture as an active process involvin; 

the use of symbols, are reflective of a tum in cultural geography toward understanding 

the symbolic aspect of artifacts (Ley, 1988). A symbol can be defined as "any object, act, 

event, quaiity or relation which serves as a vehicle for a conception" (Geertz, 19665). 

Symbols serve a fundamental purpose in that they facilitate the process by which people 

make sense of the physical world. People deveIop a symbolic sense through their 



interaction with the culture in which they participate. This spbo l i c  sense is important 

for social order and yet also allows for persond idiosyncrasies (Kertzer, 1988). Beliefs 

and ideas rhat define a collective identity are represented through symbols in the various 

rituals, commemorations of events and people and the functions of institutions in a 

sociev (Breton, 1988). The fact that a symbol involves rneaning raises a number of issues 

regarding power relations, how rneanings are constmcted and ro what end, how they are 

contested by various p u p s  in socie~., and what happens to symbols as their perception 

change over time (Kertzer, 1988). 

Kertzer (1988) argues that the production of symbols are tied to the distribution 

of societal resources. This involves the use of power, argued by Peet (1996:23), to entail 

* - 
"the creation and manipulation of social imaginary significations, that is, the making of a 

world of meanings." Those who have the ability to change and create meaning are usually 

the dominant groups in society. The meaning of symbols is tied to ideolos, which is 

defined as a "system (possessing its own logic and smcture) of representations (images, 

myths, ideas or concepts) existing and playing a histoncal role withùi a given society" 

(Duby: 1985: 152). Williams (1 98 1) argues that ideologies reflective of the particular 

interests of dominant social groups work in a selective fashion by promoting particular 

ideas and meanings over others. These systems of ideas and beliefs "offer ordered, 

simplified versions of the world; they substimte a single certainty for a multiplicity of 



ambi30Uity; they tender to individuals both an ordered iiew of the world and of their own 

place within the natural and social systems" (Baker, 19924). 

The tangible symbolic realm c m  be found in concrete representations including 

the monument. The monument as many other visuai cultural aaifacts are signs or 

markers that convey societal messages which reflect the interests of their creators: "public 

art, in overt and covert ways, embodies the ideds and aspirations of its patron, be it a 

national governmento a local cornmunity, an individual or a corporation" (Senie, 

1992:101). The production of a monument is intimately tied to specific motivations 

where "personal ambitions as well as h g e r  political and economic agendas often merge", 

hence the link to ideology (Ibid.). These ambitions may be related for instance to the need 

for national unity, to perpetuate particular social and/or economic policies or to simply 

provide a more aesthetically pleasing environment for commercial consumption. 

Landscape 

Since monuments are situated in the physical world and are also cultural objects, 

they form part of what is referred to as the cultural landscape. Within cultural 

geography, much of  this new work on the qmboIic aspect of artifacts has been carried 

out relates to snidies of cultural landscapes. The cultural landscape defmed by Wagner 

and Mikesell(1962: 1 1) refers to a "concrete and characteristic product of the complicated 

interplay between a given human community, embodying certain cultural preferences 

and potentials, and a particular set of physical circumstances." Landscape study can be 



approached through a varie. of perspectives (Meking, 1979): one of which focuses on 

the role of thought and idea in their make-up. From this perspective cclandscapes are 

ideological in that they can be used to endorse, legitimize, anaor  chaIIenge social and 

political control" (Kong, 1993 :24) . 

Landscapes aid in the process of taining control over rneanings through %e elite 

manipulation of the image-making capaciq- of the socialized subject at that cognitive 

level where thoughts are colored by mental pictures of reality" (Peet, 1996:23). This 

process is argued 10 be reinforced when a natural area is invested with markers with a 

particular social or histoncal message. Since nanire is ofien taken for granted as part of 

Our basic reality, these markers, located in this "nanual backgro~nd"~ tend to blend in as 

well. Hence, despite the fact that Iandscapes are heavily Iaden with ideas and beliefs. they 

are often interpreted without cntical inquiry (Duncan, 1990). This rendency enables 

landscapes to be particuiarly welI suited to the imposition of certain cultural rneanings on 

to people. Consequently, political and historical markers such as monuments. which are 

ofien long-lived: offer images of the p s t  and future, thereby helping dong a set of beliefs 

about how society should evolve ((Rertzer, 1988) For Duncan (1990:123), the most 

important role for landscape in the social process is the "ideological, supporting a set of 

ideas and values, unquestioned assurnptions about the way a society is, or should be 

organized." As a resulr' much of the geographical research focuses on the need to expose 

the various beliefs and ideas that f o m  the "ideological sediment" irnplicated in 

landscapes (Duncan, 1990: 1 17). 



An importanr aspect to be considered is the fact that dominant ideologies are in 

fact contested fiom t h e  to time. This fact is central to Gramsci's (1985) concept of 

hegemony. Essentially this concept refers to the use of the power of persuasion as 

opposed to coercion by dominant goups in their effort to have subordinate groups accept 

their ideas and beliefs. And yet there never is a situation of total hegemony or 

acceptance of these ideas and beliefs. Rather than think of this process as en ta ihg  a 

straightfonvard assertion of the dominance of one group over another? we must see 

landscapes as having any number of cornpethg ideologïes present at any one time (Baker, 

1992). As a result, dominant ideologies c m  be and are contested by subordinate groups. 

Moreover, dominant and subordinate groups should not be seen as homogeneous entities 

but as broad categories entailing fluid identities, that may espouse different and 

competing ideologies withui each broad g o u p  (Jackson, 1989). 1 will r e m  to this issue 

of contestation later when 1 discuss monuments and their production and consumption. 

The themes ùiat make up the messages of monuments can Vary ,  but their use in 

nationalist politics is perhaps the rnost popular. One of the strongest areas in which 

ideology operares c m  be found in the nation-building process, where the idea of 

nationalism fi-mes prominently. This connection between monuments and nationalism 

is well suited to my study, in that much of the research on monuments centres on thek 

use as political resources. 



NATION-BUILDING 

Origins and meaninps 

Nuaia Johnson (1996) argues that monuments are a useful, albeit underutilized 

resource in geo+graphy in the investigation of the nation-building process. The 

importance of nationdism in human culture is particularly evident in that the primary 

leveI of political organization in the world today is based on the concept of the nation- 

state. The literature on concepts such as nation, state and nationalism is vast and much 

of it stresses the difficulty in defining these t ems  (Eley and Suny, 1996). However. what 

is apparent is that there has been a shift in the u7ay nations have been conceptudized. 

The nation is ofien presented in such a way that it is seen as a real object in space, 

bounded in time and remto-, possessing a unique history and coinmon people. In effect, 

they are conceived as natural entities. This unitary and essentialist approach to viewing 

the nation is common to nationaiist idedom- but it is in contrat to more recent research 

which stresses the nation3 imagined characteristics (JO-hson, 1994). The nation 

according to Anderson (19836) refers to :'an imagined political community and [is] 

imagined as both inherently limited and soverei;n." Th? collective identity is imagined 

since not al1 members of a society wil1 ever meet d l  the inhabitants of the nation-state in 

a lifetirne. The belief in the existence of such an entity by its inhabitants is related to 

nationalism. 

Nationalism as defined by Breton (1958:l) as an "ideology, a system of ideas that 

orients the social construction process and legitimates its outcorne." Nationalism has its 

origins in eighteenth century European Enlightenment and Romanticist thought. Its 



advent is said to have bepun with the events leadhg to the partitions of Poland in 

1772, 1793 and 1795: the Amencan Declarationof Independence in 1776, and in the 

srart of the second phase of the French Revolution in 1789 to 1792 (Smith and 

Hutchinson, 1994). A sumat ion  of the doctrine of nationalism by Smith and 

Hutchinson (1 991:4) clearly indicates its emphasis on the principles of autonomy, unity 

and identity: 

The people must be liberated-that is, free from any extemal consu-aint; they must determine their own 
destiny and be masers  in their own house; they rnust control their own resources; they must obey their 
own "innei' voice- But that entaiZed fraterniq, The people must be united; they must dissolve alt 
interna1 divisions; they must be gathered together in a single histonc territory, a homeland; and they 
must have legal equality and share a single public culture. 

In practice, nationalism is said to have two broadly defined ideal types. 

Nationdistic ideology can stress either one and c m  move back and forth between the two 

through time. The first is known as ethnic or culmal nationalism. In this instance, the 

foundation of inclusion is based on characreristics related to language, genetic 

background and common ancestry. A collective feeling exists based on a sense of 

cuItural distinctiveness. The creation of a political state M e r  articulates the aspirations 

and beliefs of the colIective. In this case, the boundaries of the nation are more in line 

with the actual boundaries of the culture (Breton, 1988). 

The second ideai type is known as civic nationalism, whose basis of inclusion is 

based on political principles rather than ethnicity. The collective society is regarded as a 

political and rational construct. People are united in order to secure economic resources 

and to defend the boundaries of the state. The primary glue that holds the people together 

is conunon interest and not attachent to an ethnic identity per se (Ibid.). 



It is important to note that, in order for nationalism to be fully reaIized as a 

process, a sovereign state must be created. (Anderson, 1986). The state is the "political 

apparatus that claims or exerts absolute sovereignty over a given territory and its 

inhabitants" (Zelinsb, 1983:4). The state as a means of social organization predates 

nationalism. The rise of the state dates back to the fifteenth century, when ir becarne a 

means by which to provide security and to access and control economic resources related 

to the rise in the world economy (Eley and Suny, 1996). The rise of the nation-stare is a 

rather recent phenornenon that has involved a gradual transformation of identification in 

its inhabitants from seeing themselves as subjects, to citizens with rights under the 

nation-state (Ibid.). 

The nation-state may corne about through the ciiltivation of a sense of distinct 

culture and teritory- leadin; to a gradual creation of the state to M e r  articulate the 

beliefs and ideals of the nation (ethnic nationalism). But o h ,  states are created in a 

more utilitarian rnanner (civic nationalism) and the belief in a nation is poorly 

articulated or lacking in cohesion. In addition, the state may contain a number of nations 

that may or may not be politically motivated to form their own state, but, regardless, 

must be enveloped by a broader conception of identity associated with the state. In this 

case the state uses its resources to foster a sense of nation in order to secure its 

legitimacy. In order to maintain sorne level of cohesion and stability, the state embarks 

on the consîruction of a national identity. Ideally this identity will transcend the multitude 

of cornpeting identities, such as religion and ethnicity, and, in place, leave a collective 

belief that people are part of a unique, single and cohesive society (Zelinsky, 1988). 



This on-going process is temed nation-building and essentidly involves the 

transfer of loydty IO the state. Somehow people must be indoctrinated into the feeling 

thac they do indeed share something in cornmon with others. The idea of the nation-state 

must be made tangible, "it m u t  be personified before it can be seen, symbolized before it 

can be loved, irnagined before it c m  be conceived" QYalzer, 1967:194). This process is 

carried out on a number of fronts including the actual building of ï n f k ~ c t u r e  to secure 

economic resources, the creation of institutions involving education, defense, and the 

articulation of cultural ide& and beliefs- 

Related to the development of national identity is the creation of a national 

histon; or past. In the past one can find the myths, ideals and beliefs of the culture and 

socie- ,  al1 of which malce up raw matenal for the themes of national monuments. A 

vision or interpretation of history, therefore plays a strong part in the effort to create 

common bonds, 

A consideration of national h i s r o ~  and the related concept of heritage will help to 

place monuments in a context that ernphasizes their use as containers of power through 

their ability to transmit ideas and beliefs about the national society. It will also make 

clear how the intentions of their makers are ofien formulated through attempts at 

consensus and are at h e s  debated afier their unveiling. 

NationaI History 

The creation of the national past by the state or other interested groups is c k e d  

out in such a way that it supports the idea of the uniqueness of the coIlective sociev. 



The role of public rnemory is central to this task. Bodnar (1994:76) defines public 

memory as "beliefs and ideas about the past that help a public or society understand 

both its present, and by implication, its friture." Memory sustains a sense of identity 

through tirne, but what is remembered is also related to the particular time and socid 

contex7 in which identig is operating. Rather than thinking of memory and identity as 

fixed objects' Gillis (1991) argues that both are subjective since socieq is constantly 

reworking memory in order to support its sense of identity. These national memones 

are dius selective in nature and "feature[s] fantasy, invention, mystery, error" 

(Lowenthal, 1991:49). 

Another cûncept that is related to memory and identity is the contemporary idea 

of heritage. This term has gomm from its original meaning of referrïng to one's 

inhentance f?om deceased ancestors to that of r e f e f i g  to an ever-growing 

compendium of phenornena (Tunbridge and Ashworth, 1996). In short, heritage can be 

seen as encapsulating both physical and non-physical culturd production from the past. 

This may well include elements from the natural world. Hentage is primady the 

tangible aspect of what is remembered, including monuments, and it is used in the 

nation-building process to "promote ciezenship- to catalyze creativity, to attract foreign 

sympathy and to enliance all aspects of national life" (Lowenthal, 199445). A nationai 

heritage is what separates each nation f?om another and provides a tangible link to its ps t  

and future, 



Heritage also refen to the growing commercial activity involving the s e l h g  of 

goods and seMces which have some heritage element associated with them. Much of 

this cornmodification activity is related to the tourist industry. While not the focus of th is 

particular thesis, ir should be noted that it is an important motivation in the creation of 

heritage. 

The creation of heritage relates back to the role of public memory. Bodnar 

(1991) argues that one is presented in fact 1~6th two distinct forms of memory: the officid 

and vemacular. The officia1 memory is created or perpetuated by politicians and the 

social elite, whose main concem is to foster national unity and maintain the status quo. 

Vernacdar or popular memory- represents a varie5 of interest groups, whose 

conception of what to remember and how usually differs £kom those involved in the 

making of official memory. These people may have been directly affected by a war, for 

instance, and may wish to have rernembered a version of events which is more related to 

the actual experience rather than a polished account deemed suitable for the national 

interest. Official memory tries to interpret events in the past and present in such a way 

as to limit controversy between its citizens in order to ensure national stabiiity. 

How this process is carried out is ofien through the cornmernorative activities of 

the stare or by the social elite. Cornmernorative activity around the unveiling of 

monuments can involve much fanfare including official speeches by important people, 

Street decoration and parades. The erection of a monument and the associated events 

around it entail the "practice of representation that enacts and gives social substance to 



the discourse of collective memory" (Sherman, 1992:186) and serves "90 anchor 

colIective remernbering ...in highiy condensed, fuced, and tangible sites" (Savage, 

1992:130-1). These activities are carried out by the state or by cultural leaders "to caIm 

anxiety about change or political events, eliminate citizen indifference toward official 

concems, promote exemplary patterns of citizen behaviour, and stress citizen duties over 

rights" (Elodn- 1996:76). These efforts are a response to the need to ensure societal 

cohesion in light of dremative political vïews, citizen apathy toward the state, and social 

conizadictions (Ibid-). 

The pinnacle of monument-building on both sides of the Atlantic occurred during 

th5 late nineteenth and early twentieth century, and much of this activity was related to 

the nse in nationalism (Johnson, 1 994,1995). The events surrounding the &&nericm 

Civi! War and French Revolution were particularly fniitfül in this regard. The First 

World War \vas responsible for the rnajority of monument conmernorations in Canada 

and will be discussed more in more detail later. Sculpture depicting nationdist themes 

and individuals is particularly evidenr in Washington D.C., which has the highest 

concentration of public sculpture in that counm (Goode, 1974). 

War mernorials are an integral part of most city landscapes and reflect the vital 

role d ~ a t  war plays in most national histories (Osborn, 1996; Maya, 1988). Since they 

highlight such values as service and duty, and often involve collective participation, war 

and battles are particularly usehl to national identity. As Renan (1990:19) points out, 

"suffering in c o m o n  unifies more than joy does." 



Capital Landscapes 

The efforts toward the building of a symbolic capital are an important elernent in 

the nation-building project- Capital cities often reflect state-derived atternpts at 

constmcting monumental architecture and sculpture, grand boulevards and parks in 

order to impress values and rneanings onto the sociev and nation (Taylor et al, 1993). In 

this way, capital landscapes seme as ceremonial space for commemorative events such 

as national bkthdays and culturd festivals. These events have been characterized as 

"spectacles and rimals.?' A spectacle entails "fanfare and theatricality" and serves to 

impress upon participants and onlookers feelings of achievement and wonder. They are 

also r i n i d s  in that they are recuring activities carried out in a s e t h g  which is a plzce 

and time apart fiom the eveqday (Kong anc! Yeoh, 1997). This aspect of r i tuals is said to 

contribute to the idea of lirninality, where the usuai dominant relations between social 

goups are suspended or suppressed and which is "potentidiy a period of scrutinization 

of the centrai values and axioms of the culture in which it occun"(Tumer 1974:156). 

Thus these activities lead to preater social cohesion and ernphasize citizenship (Goheen, 

1993). 

In tems of nation-building and monuments, the capital setting could be argued to 

provide the ultimate back-drop for these symboIic devices. Not only does the setting 

contribute 10 their consumption, but the monuments themselves contribute to the overall 

experience of this "extraordinarf' landscape. 



Use of the landscape of the capital as a syrnbol to impress societai meanings has 

a long history. Duncan's (1990) study of the city of Kandy in early S n  Lanka is an 

example where monuments? architecture and ceremonid pathways were all used in an 

elaborate rnanner to irnpart meanings to the populace. However, it is argued by 

Rapoport (1993) that the ability of physical landscapes to impart high-level meanings 

may be difficult to achieve in the modem era, for a variety of reasons. Firstly, meaning 

can be irnparted through other means inchding the wntten word in a much more efficient 

manner. In addition? communications technology, includin- television, makes the need 

to visit the capital less of a necessis-, leading to its erosion as a place for collective 

oathe~; .  Secondly, the planning of capitals usually involves more than one agency and 
Y 

rnust mediate among a number of interests, including those of the vemacular city, which 

rnay or may not be interested in sustaining a capita! image. The result may be a capital 

that is unable to project a coherent image. As well, the typical city has such a profusion of 

signs and other objects used for practical everyday living that it takes away £kom the 

ability of symbolic elements to imparr value. Finally, the values that are said to be shared 

in highly pluralistic societies such as democracy and equality typically are those that are 

not unique to any one nation& culture, thereby diminishin~ the capacity to impart a 

unique national identity. 

Despite rhese arguments, efforts continue around the globe to construct such 

symbolic capitals. When we nim to the siniation for Ottawa-Huil in Chapter 5, one can 

most certainly identie continuing efforts at building a narional symbolic capital. 



Moreover, these efforts are not just tied to the state but can also be seen in the on-going 

production of privately fünded monuments in the capital by both local and out-of-town 

Canadians. This is evidence that people indeed see the capital as a symbolic resource. 

While many of the points rnentioned earlier stilI ho14 one must also consider that such 

landscapes are being increasingly produced for purposes of international tourism, and 

any defining feature that can be ccsoId" offers 2 cornpetitive advantage over other places 

(Ashworth and Tunbridge, 1990). 

As heritage, the expenence o f  monuments c m  be sold to the consumer in a 

touïst situation (Ibid.). The potential for monuments to attract attention in ui is  fashion 

leads of course to their ability to create distinctive places to visit and hopefully to garner 

tourist income accrued rhrough accommodation and rneals. Since monuments are 

usudly particular in theme to the culture or society in which they are located, they serve 

as particularly interestïng tounst destinations. Ofien monuments become signature 

elements in the selling of a ci@s image. One only has to think of New York and the 

Statue of Liberty or the farnous Mau in Washington, D.C.. For a more in-depth treatment 

of the role of public art and selling places, see Shamash (1992). 

MONUMENTS AND DISSONANCE 

Heritage Dissonance 

WhiIe 1 have argued the fact that monuments are ideologicd in nature, it is 

relevant to note that they can be controversial both in their creation process and in their 

subsequent interpretation. The selection of themes and how they are hcu la t ed  in the 



monument make up a process of attempting to represent or interpret reality. This 

undertaking o h  resuits in a process characterized by the need for consensus, since, not 

o d y  must the broader context of societai opinion and belief over content be taken into 

account, but it involves the personalities, ambitions and experience of those directly 

uivolved. Thusl monument-building can be iilustrative of the constant interplay of 

differing ideologies at work in the construction of meanin;. Yet the constructed meaning 

and al1 its ideological impiications rests on the basic assurnption that the monument is 

able to reflect these messages through its form? if, in fact, the people on the Street 

interpret them the way the' werz meant to. 

LVhile not central to this thesis, the issue of consumption of monuments must be 

mentioned since much of the work in monuments centres on how they are received, and 

that reception is given significant attention in the case studies below. As well, it is hard 

to separate consumption fiom production since the way in which works are received is 

the main reason why monumenrs are built to begin with. Moreover, these concems are 

often central in the rninds of proponents and thus affect their production. 

A central fact of hentage including monuments is that its interpretation is 

invariably contestable and at times it can become quite controversial. Tunbndge and 

Ash~voah (1 996) examine this controversy under the heading of "heritage dissonance." 

Essentially, heritage dissonance refers to a "discordance or lack of agreement and 

consistency" (p. 20) in hou. heritage is Iiewed. Implicit in dl heritage is that it must 

CO nvey some meaning for the society . hTational heritage contains value-laden messages 



for the collective soc ie- .  Hoviever it is not so easily apparent if the messages or ideas 

that are meant to be imparted are received in the expected fashion. 

Central to this hentage dissonance is the fact that identity itself varies over time 

and space. Human diversity entails many aspects, and there are a number of potential 

areas for identifkation ranging fiom class, religion, gender, language and so on. As well, 

identity c m  v q  by scale; for instance, one can have local or regional identity, which 

rnay or may not be in Line with present conceptions of national identity. Al1 of these 

identities compete for the individual's sense of who and what he or she is. Consequently, 

there is a multitude of perspectives kom which messages can be interpreted (Lowenthal, 

1994; Tunbridge and Ashworth, 1996). 

Outside of content itself lies the controversy or dissonance over the aesthetic 

consurnption or interpretation of monuments. This will be discussed in more detail in the 

next chapter but one point should be made here: if the style of the monument proves 

unintelligible to vievers, can one not expect that this in some uray will affect his or her 

ability or motivation to consider the work M e r ?  This point is important in that 

monumental art has expanded to include more abstract expressions which have not 

always proven to be popular. 

Since monuments are simated arnongst a variety of competing stimuli in the city, 

it is worth exploring how this affects their consumption. Approaching the problem fiom 

an environmental psychology perspective, Degnore(l9S7) advances the idea that people 

perceive monuments as part of an evo cative-provocative continuum. S he postulat es that 

the perception is a product of the cornplex relationships between the viewer, the 



surroundings and the qualities of the artwork. Not only is the expenence unique to the 

viewer, it also changes over t h e  as the surroundïngs and the viewer continue to evolve. 

The above considerations on interpretation point to the issue of just how 

difncult it may be to adequately convey intended messages in monuments. Moreover, the 

monument may refer to cuiturally specitic events and penons which wt1ili limit its 

distinctive message for those outside the culture. Also, over rime, people become 

accustomed to their surroundings and the monuments they contain. As a result, the. ofien 

cease to take an active interest in noticing or questioning monuments. This process is 

referred to as the "leveling effect" that is part of the human response to visual stimuli 

@egiore, 1987). niis response to stimuli relates back to how symbolic artifacts in the 

landscape become ''natudi despite their ideological content. This response however is 

less present in those such as the young or tourists; who have not been exposed enough to 

the work (Degnore, 1987). An interesthg point about this aspect is that, while people 

become accustomed to monuments almost to the point of not seeing them, their 

perception can change dramatically if the meaninos conveyed by the monuments are no 

longer valid to the beliefs and values of sociew. A recent example of this can be found in 

the widespread removal of statues of Communist leaders such as Lenin in the former 

Soviet republics and satellite countrïes after the fdl of Cornmunism. If one ever doubts 

the power of monuments due to their invisibility at times, one only has to see how in 

times of great social upheaval they are often rreated as living entities, where statues are 



decapitated, spat on or destroyed on the spot. In these insrances, the power of the icon 

and its place in society are reveded (Lewis, 199 1). 

Dissonance Case Studies 

At this point 1 will provide some tangible examples taken fkom culnual geography 

and art history of how controversial monument-making and inteipretation can be. niese 

studies emphasize the intensity of ideology as expressed by monuments and highli&t 

the fact that building a national identity is a contested process. 

Johnson (1994) hi_ghlights how parts of Ireland in the past have resisted the 

union with Britaul and illumates how dominant ideologies were contested. n e s e  rimals 

of resistance were inscribed in monuments erected in 1898 in celebration of the 

centenary of the Rebellion in 1798. As wel1, she documents how memoly itself is 

contested and negotiated in space amongst those involved in t h i s  heroic and mti- 

Unionist interpretation of the past ment. Tnis sarne author? Johnson (1995)? shows how 

local and popular memory c m  be divided in terms of who is commemorated. A 

monument to a prominent Irish political leader? Charles Stuart Parnell, was proposed in 

1899. This fipure aroused considerable debate over his commemoration~ not o d y  on 

political grounds but also in virtue of his recent adulterous affâk. This debatc over 

monuments in general was reflective of their role in "negotiating and contes* popular 

nationalkt politics" (Johnson, 199559)- 



reference to Scotiand, Withers (1996) focuses on 

ons and one fiom the past in order to focus on the more loca 
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use ot merno. in the formation of communal identity. His study reirforces the ideas of 

Bodnar (1994) mentioned earlier in that rnemory should not be conceived as something 

--  
always "shared and unproblematic." For example, a movement to destroy a past 

monumenr to the Duke of Sutherland created considerable debate. This fi-me is 

associated with the Clearances, a process wkch brought radical chan, me to land tenure 

and, subsequently, to nineteenth century Highland society. The debate highlighted 

conflicting ideas about hou7 the past should be viewed and accentuated the dilemma 

about what should be done with monuments f?om the past when their vdidity for 

present society is questioned. 

Radford (1992) reveals how the nationalist identity in the Codederate States was 

perpetuated rather than desrroyed by the events of the Civil War. Civil War statuary, 

erected afrer the war in the South, is argued to be reflective of a romanticized version of 

the past favoured by elite elements. The monuments were commemorated as part of the 

*. 

"cult of the Lost Cause," referring to the attempt of the Confederacy to create its own 

nation-state, thereby rnarginalizin; dissenting social groups and viewpoints. 

Work in art history also schoes the conflicting process by which monuments are 

created and perceived (Senie and Webster, 1992). Two examples, both fiom Washington, 

wiLl highiight controversial interpretations of national identity. The first is the 

Washington Mernorial, a 550-foot obelisk. The desire to commemorate Washington 

originated as early as 1783, when it was felt that an equeshian monument would be the 



best way to mark the first great leader of the United States. However, this view felI into 

disfavour over connoversy surrounding how to mark hÏs accornplishments and his place 

in a nation supposedly founded on the idea of a people who had renounced the need for 

great leaders and instead upheld the viaues of the self-regulated and self-reliant 

individual. In 1848, the idea of the obelisk was approved but the controversy surrounding 

this cornmernoration decreased the momenturn to finish the project, ~vhich was 

completed in 1885 (Savage, 1992). 

The second example is taken from Fryd (1992), and is highly illustrative of how 

personal motivations and political agendas c m  affect an artist's design of a work. The 

statue of Freedom on top of the White House Dome \vas commissioned in 1855 and 

erected during the Civil War. The design went through a number of changes due to the 

direct influence of government officiais, most notably the Secretary of War, Jefferson 

Davis. The first major change proposed by Davis was the reinterpretation of the 

original emphasis on Peace and Liberty. For example, the statue was placed on top of a 

- - 
olobe which was meant to "reflect her protection of the Amencan world" (Fryd, 
CI 

1992106). This idea is Iinked to the belief in an imperid Amerka which would 

influence other nations about the supenority of Republican govemment and reflected 

Davis's position on the idea of acquiring Central Amencan countries. In addition, 

changes were made to the headdress by the removal of a liberty cap for a helmet which 

alluded to the liberty of the "original .herical', a conception of the nation which did not 

include the yet-to-be-fieed slaves in the Southern States. These changes reflected the 

wishes of Davis, a plantation owner in the South and eventual leader of the Confederacy. 



The monument therefore reflects perso~al compromise on the part of the artisf resulting 

fiom the persona1 influence of oEcials operating with wïder political motivations. 

As a result of the producer's motivations and intentions and the efiects that these 

have on meaning and form, it is well worth investigating the place of such intentions in 

any consideration of monument creation and how these are negotiated (Senie, 1992). 

The Iast theorztical consideration 1 will explore is that of postmodernism. Ley 

(1 99M66) offers tlis d e f ~ t i o n  of postmodemism: 

... a recent movement in philosophy, the arts and social sciences characterized by skeptics 
towards the grand clairns and grand theory of the modem era, and rheir privileged 
vantage points, stressing in its place an openness to a range of voices in social inquiry, 
artistic esperirnentation and poIiticaI ernpowerment. 

Posunodernism is a terni which encapsulates a variety of phenomena and meanings and 

varies according to the discipline and author (Ibid.). For rny puposes 1 wil1 discuss only 

a few salient aspects (sse Hassan, 1985). Dear (1986) divides posnnodemism into three 

main elements: method' epoch and style. The fint trvo are of importance here and will 

be discussed in m e r  detail. The first refers to the method of "decons~ction" which 

involves critical interpretation (Ley, 1991). Deconstruction is ofien applied to show the 

fiaws in the universalizing "rnetanarratives" found in Western philosophicd thought 

(Hassan, 1985). For instance, the enlightenment ideas around nationalism and the need to 

incorporate various particular identities such as ethnicity under a single homogenized 

public culture is a universal assertion whose validity is questioned by postmodernist 



thought. As an exarnple, separatist movements in the world are interpreted as signs of 

dissatisfaction with present modes of oqanization including federalism. 

The result of the questioning of these universal beliefs and ideas is that it allows 

for a multipiicity of views to corne forth. This aspect Yes into postmodemism as egoch, 

Dear's second element, in that it c m  be seen as a description of the Western World in the 

final decades of the twentieth century (McLennan and Richmorid, 1994) In essence, all 

viewpoints are purportedly- valued, and this change has led to a situation where we see 

';the emergence as political forces of a number of soups  that have ~aditionally been 

excluded from the political forum" (McLennan and Richmond, 1994:665). For example, 

women, gays, certain ethnic groups and others advance alternative ideas for mainstream 

society through the struggle for the recognition of rights previously denied- 

The last component of Dear's approach to postmodemism relates to architectural 

style. Essentially, postrnodern architecture is characterized as a focus on facade and the 

incorporahon of a multiplicity of design elernents and coloun, ofien incorporating several 

former styles in one expression (Ley, 1 994)). 

Related to the above emphasis on diversity and identity are changes to economic 

modes of production away from large-scale rnanufactunn; to decentralized forms. This 

new form of production is indicative of "Îiexible accumulation" (Harvey, 1989) and 

offers a diversiv of product in response to a marketplace increasingly segmented by 

various Iifestyle choices. This emphasis on lifestyle has also resulted in efforts to 

increase the arnenity value o f  cities through special attention to urban design, 

entertainment, and the environment. This focus on city amenity also serves to distinguish 



cities as distinct places to attract investment and to keep residents. Heritage production 

can be linked as part of thïs eEoa  to create distinct places by reinterpreting the past to be 

sold to various groups in ways sensitive and supportive of identity (Ashworth and Voogd, 

1992). 

Postrnodernisrn is also charactenzed as a reaction to the globalizing forces in the 

world today, and this aspect has direct bearing on the issue of national identity. Some of 

these globalizing factors include global cultural media and communications and 

international trade and military organizations. Global culture is argued to be able to 

break through the boundaries of language and distance through technology and thereby 

threaten "to swamp the cultural networks and more local units including nations and 

ethnic cornrnunities" (Anderson, 1990: 175). International trade organizations (e-g. 

GATT), multinational corporations, and military pacts (e.g. NATO) are dso  argued to 

Limit the ability of the nation-state to act in a sovereign manner. The response to the 

onslaught of global culture is an increase in the actions of the state in prorecting and 

enhancing its own unique idea of the national culture. This is related to the need to ensure 

national stability and to the cornpetitive nature of national identities on the world scene. 

Heritage is used by the state as a means to bolster national identity in regard to these 

global influences. * 

As discussed in the next chapter, the relevance of postmodemism to this thesis is 

that Canada reflects some of the characteristics rnentioned above. Our country is a 

multicultural society experiencing profound issues of identity and is increasingly 

becoming decentralized as powers are disseminated to the provinces. The attempts to 



build z spbo l i c  capital by state zigencies is one way in which the government 

an homogenizin; influence on rhe diversity of Canadian sociee. The 

can assert 

policy of 

multiculturalism is also indicative of efforts to bind together disparate eIements in a way 

that is nationally distinctive. 

CONCLUSION 

Monuments are integral parts of most cities and towm as they serve to make cities 

more legible and aesthetically pleaçing. They also form a part of the syrnbolic web of 

rneanings in the society in which they are located. These rneanings are ofien associated 

with nationalist ideology. Monuments and their associated commemorative activities are 

evidence of the actions of the state and of groups and individuais who are concemed with 

expressing a particular national memory. The meaning inscnbcd in these monuments is 

meant to serve as a vehicle of communication to citizens in an attempt to ensure societal 

cohesion. And yet this production is a process of negotiation of different interpretations 

around ideals andior social mernories. The final form is a product of this negotiation and 

of mider social constraïnts placed upon objects in public space. 



CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

The precedùlg chapter explored theoretical issues surrounding monuments, and 

laid the groundwork for the conceptual approach to the thesis. From this basis, this 

chapter outlines the major methodological concems of the thesis. The fist half of the 

chapter is devoted to a review of the approach and data sources for the study of the 

monumental landscape in Ottawa-Hull and subsequent case studies. The data sources for 

this rhesis are then discussed in relation to other research in geography and other 

disciplines utilizing similar idonnation and approaches. The second half of the chapter 

discusses the study area and Limitations that have been set in regard to the kînds of 

monuments which will be explored. Finally: 1 consider briefly reasons for the choice in 

case studies. 

METHOD 

At a fundamental level, this thesis is an attempt to reconstruct different 

perceptions of reality. As such? it is part of that "torturous business of teaming to see the 

world of individuals or goups as they see itYy (Eyles, 1988:l). My approach in the thesis 

involves the use of prirnary sources such as interviews, field work and on-streb 

surveys, as well as the analysis of secondary sources, including archival materials, 

newspapers, books and scholarly articles. As a result, the thesis employs a mix of 



methods, reflecting the use of different approaches for different needs. This situation is 

not uncornmon. As Schatzman and Snauss (19737) note: the "field researcher is a 

methodological pra,gnatkt. He sees any method of inquiry as a system of strategies and 

operations designed --at any rime- for getting answers to certain questions about events 

that interest hlln," 

In regard to the description of the monumental landscape in chapter 5, 

uifomation was collected from visiting monuments and recording text kom their 

commemorative plaques and visual observations of form. Monnation regarding form, 

ownership, date of commemoration and initial proponent(s) was then tabulated, and the 

location of each monument was mapped. Three short interviews (less than one hour in 

lena@) were also conducted, with indivïduds in the commemorative departments of the 

cities of Hull and Ottawa, as well as at the NCC. The interviews consisted of closed 

questions primarily designed to ascertain the existence of a commemorative policy, the 

kinds of works canied out by the respective govemment bodies, and to obtain other 

general information on monuments. 

The approach to the case studies was more cornplex. 1 first approached the case 

studies with an emphasis on the use of secondary sources to construct an account of the 

events and issues surroundhg the monuments. Information included intemal department 

memos and bnefs, amateur videos and audio recordings, artist's statements, and minutes 

of meetings. In addition, other sources such as newspaper articles, scholarly joumals, 

and commemorative booklets and pamphlets were consulted. The categories used to 

order the data were designed to cover the main aspects of monument production and 



consumption and included the following critena: reason for commemoration, the 

proponent, choice of site, cornpetition process, the design, related promotion activities 

and general comments on hour the work had been interpreted or received. 1 developed 

these categories in an effort to capture the issues relating to a) how rhe commemoration 

had corne to be seen as syrnbolic of Canadian identiv by its proponents, b) the efforts 

proponents took to transmit their ideas and beliefs, c) how these messases became 

inscribed in the monument and, d) how the messages were being interpreted or no t. 

How the categories above were initially derived, and their importance, needs 

some elaboration. BroadIy speaking, except for consumption, all relate to major aspects 

during the building or production of a monument. The categones are borrowed eom a 

number of sources including: monument competition design booklets (see NCC, 19921, 

the National Capital Commission's study on commemorative monuments (NCC, 1988) 

and the interview wïth Elizabeth Doherty, the project manager for Reconciliarion. Their 

importance for a consideration of monuments is elaborated below; g-reater jeograpphical 

awareness of this importance wouid be appropriate. 

Reasoning for commemoration and rhe proponent 

A consideration of the reasoning behind the commemoration h iwghts  the 

importance and relevance of the monument to society. It also makes the connection to the 

proponent, and why they might be particularly interested in the commemoration. Who 

the proponent is will speak to the kind of interpretation or slant that rnay be placed on the 

socid event or persons they wish to honour, and is reflective of particular ideological 



concems. The type of proponent Ïnvolved is also relevant in the kinds of limitations that 

the proponent may encounter in the building process. For instance, private initiatives may 

need to undertake public bdraisin; to pay for the monument and the volunteer nature 

of the work may affect the time needed to complete the process. In addition, the limired 

resources will define the size of the work and the level of public promotion Wven to it. In 

contrast, public bodies usually have more rnoney and human resources upon \.hich to 

draw. Thus, there may be no need for public fündraising and the production process rnay 

be subsrantially shorter than private initiatives. Xoowever, public bodies are limited in 

regard to financing, in that there is a greater leveI of care expected in how finances are 

spent due to public accountability (see Carr et al, 1992). 

Site 

The location of the monument is another vital consideration. The placement of the 

monument will partly define who the monument's predominant audience will be and 

speaks 10 symbolic issues. Monuments are meant to be seen and experienced. A 

monument in a public space deemed to be locationally strategic by society will cany 

greater symbolic weight than if placed in an obscure city park The placement of the 

monument, however, may be limited by policies in place by the concemed level of 

government on the kinds of public commernorations deemed acceptable. These 

limitations will have an effect on the overall message and appearance of the work if it is 

placed in these public locations. 



To initiate the process of building a monument, the proponent either commissions 

a sculpture directly or wiIl undertake a design competition. Since the case studies in this 

thesis involved a d e s i s  competition, 1 urill only discuss the latter process M e r .  The 

competition process allows a number of interested parties the opportunity to compete on 

a project. Thus, it serves the purpose of being equitable and objective. Cornpetitions help 

to mediate the Likelihood of a single vision being dumped onto an unwitting public, by 

vimie of the fact that desiam must p a s  the discretion of an objective panel. This is 

especially crucial today- due to the controversy over abstract art, which will be discussed 

briefly later (see Carr et al, 1992). 

The main ,pide for designers who participate in a design competition is the 

competition ,gI.ïdelines. Of parti-cular importance is the "spirity' or "intent" of the project 

which lays out the distilled ideas and intentions of the proponent(s); often arrived at 

through intense deliberation. A consideration of how the guidelines were negotiated is 

thus important for ascertaining proponent intention and how meanings were arrived at. 

In addition to the intent, there are also a number of other *guidelines dealin; with 

economic and physical aspects such as budgets, site characteristics, deadlines for 

submission etc. (see CTHR, 1985). The ,guidelines are thus an important piece of data in 

that they embody the ideological intent of the proponents. They are also valuable in that 

they may elaborate on why the site might have been chosen and its physical limitations, 

and rnay speak to the nature of the limitations placed on the wording or look of the design 

by the city or interested level of government. 



From the ,guideLines, an artist must corne up with a creative solution to the intent 

of the proponegts. The jury selects fiom the desi-- submitted and elaborates on why it 

was selected In addition, it rnay stipulate certain changes to the design that will have to 

be undertaken, if the designer wishes to build the monument. Moreover, alterations may 

be asked for by the proponents in order to meet specific physical needs or symbolic 

considerations or both. Attention on the part of the researcher to the wïnnhg design will 

make clear how the artïst attempted to embody the intent of the proponents. In addition, 

sensitivity to the changes undertaken afienirard allow one to consider how they affected 

the overall rneaning of the initial desip. 

Promotion 

The final stages of the production of a monument usually entail efforts to prornote 

interest in the commernoration to the public. However, promotion can also be canied out 

throu;hout the process especially if fundraising is involved. ïhese activities will Vary by 

project, but one of the most relevant is the actuai unveihg ceremony, discussed in the 

previous chapter. Most ofien, speeches are given by prominent people, and explain the 

importance of the commemoration event to society and how the monument embodies the 

reason for commemoration. Promotion activities and the kinds of messages proponents 

put forth through them are integral to the monument building process and thus are an 

invaluable source of information in regard to ascertaïning proponent intentions. 



Consumption 

In regard to the consumption or interpretation of monuments, the comments 1 

include in this thesis (both nom published sources and the s w e y s )  are based on 

observations made on the f o m  of the monument and its symbolic contenr. These 

observations have been made after the monument has been completed. They are 

important to consider since they speak to the overall effectiveness of the work, and will 

give some sense of how the monument is seen by others in the future. 

From the initial use of secondary sources, 1 discovered that the production of 

Reconcihtion involved intense negobation and would necessitate more in-depth research 

methods. The need for more research was also made clear by the fact that subsrantial 

areas for both monuments remained uncovered or unclear with regard to the meaning of 

what had been recorded by others. Since a number of individuais involved in the 

production of the nvo works still resided in Ottawa, it was decided that the interview 

approach would be a uszfid tool in pursuing these issues. As Burgess (1 982: 10 1) a m e s ,  

the i n t e ~ e w  allows the researcher to "probe deeply to uncover new clues, to open new 

dimensions to the problem and to secure vi~id,  accurate, inclusive accounts &om 

infamants based on persona1 experience." The categories used in the approach to 

secondary sources, outlined clearly above, also formed the general areas of questionhg in 

the i n t e ~ e w s  (see Appendùc A). Again, these categories were aimed at ascertaining 

motivations and beliefs and how these became inscribed in the monuments- The 

categones were also broad enough to allow for a relatively unstructured dialogue. This 

open dialogue was important for probing motivations, since '%vithout allowing people 



to speak fieely we will never h o w  what their real intentions are, and what the me 

meaning of their words mi& be" (Cottie, 1958:17). A total of nine interviews were 

conducted in a setting suggested by the participant, and varied in len& fkom one to 

two hours. Participants were asked by telephone or electronic mail if they would be 

interested in participatin;, and, in order to obtain a sense of trust, were garanteed 

anonymity if so desired. Where anonymity was desired by a participant, a pseudonym 

was used in the thesis; othenvise they are identified and listed in the sources. The 

conversations were recorded on microcassette and then transcnbed and analyzed 

thematically to obtain Somat ion  on the areas raised earlier and specifically, to detecr 

the presence of any conflicting viewpoints. M e r  the interviews, it became necessary to 

contact some of the participants by telephone or electronic mail again in order to dari@ 

certain issues or to expand on meanings. 

With this expanded perspective on events, 1 then revisited the archival material 

to better understand what 1 had previously read' and this in tum changed my perspective 

on the u i t e ~ e w  data In regard to Reconciliation, NCC storage file 8817-031-04, 

proved to be quite valuable for information on the collaborative relationship betw-een 

producers. For the Canadian Tribute to Human Ri'hts, the availability o f  amateur vide0 

and audio tapes was made possible through the relationship that fomed behveen 

George Wilkes, a founding rnember of the Tribute group, and myself during the 

interview process. The sources mentioned helped to uncover the politicized events 

around the unveilin; and the mechanics of the cornpetition process. The meanings 

uncovered by this interactive sbategy between different sources were îhen luiked to the 



rheoreticd issues covered earlier. In essence, an account was developed of the 

motivations of the  producers, the specific ideas and beliefs they wished to impart about 

Canadian identity and the nature of the process by which these ideas were impaned to 

the monument. The monument was also considered for the s p b o l i c  importance of its 

site and meaning in the capital landscape. Once I had finished constructing an account of 

the production process, I then undertook the street survey to delve into issues of 

consumption. 

The choice of the inclusion of a street s w e y  came late in the research process. 

The decision was made after it had become clear that the production of monuments could 

not be effectively anaiyzed without some reference to the interpretative or consumptive 

process. Thus, it should be stressed that this w a s  designed as a small snidy aimed to 

gather preliminary results and fïndings in preparation for any future undenaking on how 

monuments are interpreted or consumed. The on-street survey was conducted in the 

winter of 1997 and involved a sarnple of sixty or more respondents. lirnited to people 

twelve years of age or older. The sw-eys lasted anywhere h m  two to five minutes, and 

involved participants answering eleven questions at the site pertaining to aesthetics, 

purpose and recognition of the w-ork; as well participants were asked to answer questions 

pertaining to their sex, age, level of education, how often they pass by the site and the 

nationality they most sbongly identiQ with (See Appendix B for a copy of the 

questionnaire.) The surve y included two op en-ended questions pertaining to what 

respondents thought the purpose of the monument was and reasons for the score they 

gave to its aesthetic appearance. The generai areas of questioning in the survey 



attempted to reveal if issues over aesthetic consumption were present, if participants 

were aware of any of the messages being put forth by the proponent(s), the level of public 

reco_@tion for the works and how personal background factors affected the response 

g-iven. These considerations were meant to highlïght ùie compkated nature of 

monument consump tion. 

The results f?om both the closed- and open-ended questions were coded and 

tabulated. &\vers to the open-ended responses were coded by category (see Nachmias 

and Frankfort-Nachmias, 1992). Categories were developed by taking a sample of the 

responses and identiSin; the main themes present. As a result of the standardization 

involved, one will always lose some information, but the process was necessary in order 

to consider them for statistical analysis. However, some of the richness of the matenal 

fiom the ori,ainal uncoded answers was also used as additional information for 

descriptive purposes. 

The coded responses were then compiled and analyzed using the computer 

program "Student Statistical Package for the Social Sciences" (SPSS) through cross- 

tabulations and the use of the chi square statistic. The use of cross-tabulations is a means 

to highlight relationships that might exist between sample groups. The chi square was 

chosen as a simple test of cornparison and is suitable for nominal or fiequency data 

which the survey results reflect. The chi square allows one to ascertain if two samples are 

in fact statistically different fiom one another. This process enables us to consider, for 

instance, if men and women perceive a monument differently, or if perception varies by 

age. 



A limitinj factor for the questionnaire was weather. Cold temperatures and wind 

most likely affected the length and depth of thought b e h d  some of answers given. The 

cold weather conditions and limited t ïme available also resulted in the adoption of an 

purposefil sample. In other words, 1 asked as many people as possible for their 

participation in the survey. This is not, therefore, a random sample. 

X random sample must reflect two important considerations: firstly, individuals 

m u t  have equal chance at participating, and secondly. the choice of one participant 

should not affect the chances of another to be selected (see Ebdon, 1985). The sample 

method ernployed suffers fYom the possibility of bias, in that there were instances where 

two or more people w a b g  together were interviewed consecutively. Hence, each 

undoubtedly knew the another and potentially affected each other's responses. Although 

the survey is somewhat limited in its ability to infer or predict. it is quite reflective of the 

opinion of those who were willing to gïve it. 

Another limitation involves sample size. The Iise of the chi square necessitates a 

large enou@ sample f7om a category in order to compare it to another (roici.). In many 

situations, therefore. cornparisons could not be made due to the limited responses in 

some categorïes, These considerations aside, the survey gathered descriptive statistics 

for areas related to monument recognition, perception of aestherics and understanding of 

purpose. 



LINKS TO WIDER RESEARCH 

The use of i n t e ~ e w s  and other secondary sources such as archival materid is 

representative of qualitative or  interpretative approaches toward the reconstruction of 

meaning. Qualitative methods have become increasingly popular in geographical 

research (Eyles and Smith, 1988). These methods stress the acquisition of  "insider 

laiowledge" when appropnate to better understand the personal meanings o f  those 

involved in the research issues @id.). An example of the use of interviews in 

geographical research c m  be found in Withers (1996) who, in his account of the 

contested nature of memory around monuments in Scotland, utilizes persond 

interviews as well as secondary sources. An example fiom art history is provided by 

Young (1989), who interviewed the artist Nathan Rapopoa, to build a picture of the 

events and personalities around the creation of his warsaw Ghetto monument, erected 

in 1948. 

A closing comment in regard to qualitative methods must point out the overall 

inevitability of subjectivity on the part of the researcher (Eyles and Smith, 1988). I have 

made efforts where possible to reduce this likelihood, for instance, by inviting interview 

participants to comment on quotes or points related to information provided in the thesis 

and by re-reading earlier documents when new contextual information was provided. 

However. there still remains my own personal biases and interests which undoubtedly 

will have some effect on the overall order 2nd slant placed on events and issues. 1 raise 

this point not as an admission of failure, but rather as a general note of caution for the 

reader when considering attempts to represent perceptions of reality. 



Most of the monument studies mentioned in Chapter 1 were historicd in nature 

and thus rnake extensive use of archival and other secondary sources. For example, 

Savage (1994), in his work on the Wishington Monument, draws on such sources as: 

Congressional reports and debates, persona1 Ietters and biographies of those involved in 

the monument's production and a wïde mix of secondary material including newspaper 

accounts and journal artides. In Johnson's (1991; 1993) expIoration of Irish monuments 

fiom the nineteenth and mentieth centuries, she utilizes newspaper accounts and books 

fiom the period to highlïght the role of these monuments in nationalist politics. 

The use of a statistical suvey or quantitative approach is one which does not seem 

to have precedence in geography in regard to monument interpretation. One exarnple 

provided fkom social psycholog is cited in Degnore (1987). Her work surveyed over 

200 people at seven art works in New York City over an Il-month penod. Her aim was 

to investigate factors relating to personal background charactenstics, seating availability, 

density and type of place in how people experience amork. Her study was primarily 

quantitative in method, and employed techniques for an analysis of variance ancialso 

ùivoIved the use of the chi square test. 

-4part fiom possibly breaking new temtory in geographical research, the inclusion 

of the survey in this thesis wilI also allow for some consideration of how well people 

understand the purpose of the w-ork, and their feelings of aesthetics and levels of 

recognition; and will provide additional clues for fuaher research. 



In re~ard  to the kïnd of monuments to be examine& oniy those which are kee- 

standing, visually commandinj and out of doors will be considered. In addition. I will 

exclude both buildings and fountains, which dso perform commernorative functions. A 

M e r  limitation however, is needed. Broadly speaking, monuments can be classified as 

public art, in that they are meant for public viewing and are located in public space 

(Robinette, 1976). Yet, monuments are a specific kind of public art in that they possess 

a distinctive rnemorializing or commemorative fimution. -4s I discuss in Chapter 4' one 

sees the emergence of public art in the 1960's with little or no commemorative function. 

And yet, these forms occupy many of the same sites where traditional monuments are 

found. Public sculptures reflect a diverse thematic focus (often abstract and 

contemplative), rather than senring as specific markers to past ideas, persons or events, 

and are meant to be consumed primarily as aesthetic a d o r  functional objects- For the 

purposes of this thesis, therefore, I will only consider forms of public art that have a clear 

cornmernorative funchon or display relevant social themes, namely of a national or 

local sigiificance. In order to accentuate their primary aesthetic component compared to 

the monument, foms of public art other than monuments are referred to as public 

sculptures in this thesis. Reference will be made to them when appropriate, insofar as 

they may share broad attributes of message communication and continuity in time or 

space or both with monuments. 



Figure 2.0 Locations of public art in the Ottawa-H?ilI region, 1998. 
Adapted from: Carleton Univenity Dept. of Ceograph;- 

Figure 2.1 Approxirnate study boundaries for monuments 
in Ottawa-Hull, 1998. 
Xdaptcd from: NCC, 1986:294. 



The study boundaries for the thesis were denved 5om observations related to the 

locational concentration of public art in the area. Based on fieldwork ana fkom 

information gathered fkom municipal departments, Fi,gxe 2-0 depicts the location of 

public art in the greater Ottawa-Hull uea. It should be noted that Fi-me 2.0 is not 

representative of d l  public arc in the z e a  since one may corne across the occasional 

example on private property. Despite this small limitation, the concentration of public art 

is well situated withui wallcing distance of Confederation Boulevard, a symbolic route 

that physically links and serves as a backdrop for national institutions and areas of 

cultural and tourïst importance. Thus, the study area for this thesis will be w-idiin one 

kilometre of the Boulevard (see Fi,pre 2 4 ,  a limit which is deemed to be within easy 

wakhg  distance by the NCC to visit monuments (Nesbitt; Interviews, 1997). 

SELECTION OF CASE STUDES 

The fkst reason for choosing these case studies is that both monuments represent 

two of the most significant monumental projects undertaken in the capital in the 1 s t  fi@ 

years. As a result, they represent major additions to the symbolic aspect of the capital, 

and are quite reflective of an attempt to be more inclusive of the plurality of Canadian 

culture dirough themes that are perceived to matter to most Canadians. 

Secondly, both monuments have international significance in that they are 

claimed to be the first in the world dedicated to their s~bject  matter. This elevates their 

importance as national heritaze, and therefore, as potential symbols of national pnde 



and identity. Moreover, their unique stams makes each work a valuable economic 

resource for heritage tourism. 

Thirdly, these case studies oEer insights into the building of monuments by both 

public and pnvate proponents. Reconciliation was a project involvin,o two organizarions 

related to the state: the K C  and the Department of National Defence @ND). This case 

study offers an insight into the specific concems of each orjanization in rems of what the 

monument should mean and how they should look. T'hese different ideas do not 

overlap weli in this particular case. In a sense, this incon-mence highlights the fact that 

cultural production can be a complex undertaking; a dimension easily missed when one 

is confkonted with the finished product. 

The second case snidy, The Canadian Tribute to Human Rights, is an example of 

a monument produced fiom a loosely tied goup  of individuals 60rn various social 

backgrounds with an aim to make a permanent commemoration to the ideal of human 

rights. In contrast to the organizations responsïbie for Reconcifiation, th is group had Iittle 

or no idea as to what fonn the monument should take, but rather concentrated their 

efforts on raising adequate funds and interest for the project. However: the goup 

espoused particular a ims with regard to the purpose of the work, reflecting a strongly 

activist stance. 

Lastly, these two commemorations are relatively recent undertakings, with the 

Tribute unveiled in 1990, and the Peacekeeping erected in 1992. This consideration is 

imponant in that it makes the availability of people to participate in the interviews more 

likely, and aids in the process of remembering. 



CONCLUSION 

The methodology and sources used in this thesis reflect both qualitative and 

quantitative approaches. Their use in acadernic research is well grounded (see Nachmias 

and Frankfort Nachmias, 1992; Eyles and Smith, 1988) and, as a result, helps ro form a 

strong basis for the consideration of the issues explored in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 .  

Now that I have discussed the methodology and sources of this thesis, it is 

appropriate to consider the process of nation-building and its chan*$ninp evolution in 

Canada. Accordingly, the next chapter \rd1 discuss this process and how it was made 

manifest through monument-building. In addition, it wïll also hi;hlight changes in the 

style and f o m  of commemorative work in the latter part of the twentieth century. 



C W T E R  THREE: MOhWMî3NTS AND THE EXPERIENCE 

OF CAN+QDIAN NATION-BUILDING 

XNTRODUCTION 

This chapter will discuss how efforts at nation-building have been carried out in 

Canada through a consideration of the main sources of identification and how this 

changed over tirne. Pmicular reference wi l l  be given ro how monuments and 

commemoration have been part of this nation-building process. 

Since the birth of the Canadiafi state was more a result of political necessity 

than that of widespread nahonalistic zeal, the creation of a collective identity behind 

ahich people could rally became that much more important- U%le Canada was created 

with two distinct cultures, the dominant Canadian identity failed to reflect this reality 

and instead focused on the creation of a distinctly British-oriented society. ni is  core 

identity was based on the cenbal foundinj myth involviq the hentage of the Loyalists 

as then interpreted (Bell, 1970). Changes in Canadian society, primariiy as a result of 

growing diversity, would bring to poiitical prominence a variety of groups who had 

previously been excluded. Challenges to the conception of a single founding culture came 

fiom both the French and Native populations and wodd be M e r  srretched to include 

other ethnic goups. 

Early monument-building reflected the British orientation of the society. Since no 

other era would equal what was produced during this period, these monuments represent 

a disproportionate share of our monumental heritage today. Since they still fi,gure 



prominently in many towns and cities, and in effect are made to be permanent, 

monuments continue to reflect an identity out of step with present national beliefs. 

Present ideas value cultural divenity and aim for more explicit respect and tolerance 

for al1 groups. In recognition of thk imbalance, there can be seen today a change in who 

and what is comrnernorated throujh monuments. 

The use of monuments themselves began to decline around the 1950's as a result 

of changes in attitudes touwd comnlemoration. In addition, the form of monuments 

incorporated more abstract designs because of influences in the art world. These forms 

proced to be less popular and in tirne changed to suit the demands of the public. 

EAEUY IDENTITY 

The Loyalists were a group of diverse individuals who made their way to 

Canada from the United States between 1770 and 18 14. These 100,000 Loyalists took 

their name from the simple fact that they rejected the Amencan Revolution by remaining 

loyal to the King of England and the ideals of British society. What is paramount, is that 

the Loyalists w-ere "ad-US. Yankees", espousing views that celebrated and retained 

British traditions. Consequently, th is  migration uras crucial to the development of British 

society north of the border. Canada thus was formed as a result of a counter-revolution by 

virtue of rnaintaining and upholding ties to the mother country. The development of 

Canadian values as a result of this counter-revolution, argues Lipset (1990), made 

Canada more conservative than Arnencans. Canadians are argued to be more "class- 

aurare, elitist, law-abiding, statist, collectivity-oriented and particularistic (group- 



oriented) s o c i e ~ " ?  in opposition to the Amencans, who propound ideals of individualism, 

egalitarianism and free enterprise (p.8). 

By the turn of die twentieth c e n w ,  the French in Quebec began to assert a 

different vision of what it might mean to be Canadim. The French, who had been 

defeated by the British in 1763, had their culture and language guaranteed by the Quebec 

Act in 1761 and had been accornmodated within Confederation. Previously, the French 

espressed little concem for what occurred elsewhere in Canada, but by 1900 be, aan to 

take interest in specific events. The Riel rebellion in Manitoba, which saw a small 

rninority of Metiç (French-Indian) cmshed by Canadian troops and their leader hanged, 

became a source of identification for the French. They also began to advocate the 

protection of French- language rights outside Quebec. The Boer War in South -4frica 

proved to be another point of contention between English and French Canada. French 

Canadians felt there \vas no need to send troops to a war that wasn't threatening the 

surc-ival of the nation. Their nationalism stressed the uniqueness of a North American 

identity fiee fkorn the trappings of a rnother country (Morton, 1983). However? these 

sentiments ran counter ro the English-speaking population, who were caught up in the 

greatness of the British Empire and the contributions Canada could make to it. 

Dissatisfaction with the way the country was evolving strengthened the resolve of the 

French to survive as a viable cultural entity. 

The French threat to the British-onented conception of society would not become 

a major problem until the 1960's. While Quebec's cultural and political leaders were 

advancing the views just described, the reality of the matter was that most of Quebec 



society could be charactenzed as "rural, traditional and deferentid" (Tunbridge and 

Ashrvorth, 1996: 1 83). Quebec nationdism refiected a defensive nature, known as "la 

sunivance" and tended to be focused on the past (Breton, 1988). This orientation, 

however, undenvent considerable change in the early 1960's and will be discussed 

below. 

Meanwhiie the policy of assimilation into a British-style socieq proved 

successful. Waves of immigrants settling the West during the early half of the twentieth 

century had for the most part adopted the identity of being Canadian, even if it was 

fundarnentally British in origin. Canadian institutions were accepted, and the threat of 

diverse cultures upsetting the order became less of a fear to the dominant British group. 

Evennially. the racial or ethnic component of Canadian nationalism diminished 

somewhat, ailowing for a more pluralist conception of Canadian identity (Breton, 1984). 

Ar this point, it is appropnate to relate how this early British orientation was 

reflected in early monument-making in the nation. 

MATERIALIZING THE NATION 

The Canadian state created a number of departments and agencies involved in the 

dissemination of Canadian values and beliefs. Amongst others, these included the 

National .r\rchives (1 S72), National Broadcasting Corporation (1 E2) ,  the National Film 

Board (1939) and the Canada Council (1957). In addition to these state agencies were 

efforts by individuals to foster values through such organizations as the Canadian Club, 

the Champlain Society and the Royal Canadian Geographical Society (see Osborne, 



1996). In t ems  of monument-building and commemoration, the Canadian state created 

the Historic Sites and Monuments Board in 1919. The board selected sites deemed 

reflective of the national heritage and usually commemorated them using a bronze 

plaque. The board also commernorated important people and at times erected 

monuments. Quebec, in defense of its own version of history and hentage, created its 

oun Monuments Board in 1 923. 

Prior to the 1 97O1s? Canadian monument-building was iimited mostly to the 

large urban centres, mai* because of the cost of such uodertahgs. The majority of 

these efforts were directed toward the erection of monuments depicting individuals and 

events pertaining to \vars: but almost always reflected a distinctive British orientation. 

The first monument in Canada was erected in 1805 in Montreal and commemorated the 

death of Admirai Nelson of the British Beet in the battie at Trafalg- which established 

British naval, hence imperial, hegemony in the nineteenth century. Located in the heart 

of the city, the monument featured a statue of Nelson atop a fifty-five-foot column of 

Stone. The Wu of 18 12 and the Fenian raids were IWO other military events that led to the 

erection of monuments- So too, were the Red River Rebellion of 1868 and the 

NorthWest Rebellion of 2 885 and the Boer War in L899-Ol, ail of which occurred before 

World War One (see Shipley, 1987). 

One of the differences between this early era of commemoration and that which 

followed the 1950's is that, in earlier years, people took a keen interest in the process. 

When a particular event arose that gamered widespread intcrest, ad hoc committees were 

formed to assist in a variety of areas related to the erection of a monument. Such areas 



included fundraising, site selection, finding an aaist, and fuializing the tex7 and 

wording of the monument. Usually, volunteer organizaîions such as the Imperid Order of 

the Daughters of the Empire, church committees and other social and cultural 

organizations, were the ones to initiate the process, but this did not mean that the 

involvement of the community stopped there (Shipley, 1987; du Toit et ai, 1989). niese 

events generated intense discussion in Iocal newspapers. The form, site and content of 

the memorial were the result of people coming together and reaching more or Iess a 

consensus amcng different points of view. The day of unveiling and cornmemorzition 

\vas often a grand affiiir and involved the participation of thousands. The work came into 

existence only if the public \vas wiIling to get involved In shoa, the process of creating a 

monument ofien helped to bnng a community closer together by initiating discussion 

around events and fosrering community pride in the completion of such an achievement. 

Around the tum of the century, the presence of a monument in a t o m  was ofien a sign of 

progress in the minds of many (Shipley, 1987). 

The real impetus for monument-building in Canada came with the end of the 

First World Wu. This conflict involved one in twdve Canadians directly and led to the 

most casualties the country would ever see fiom a war (66,625 men and women in total). 

While the war ended in 1918, monument-building, occurred across the country in smali 

and large centres between the 1970's and 1930's. The cost of monuments- especially 

during the Depression, \vas one reason for the delay. Al1 of these efforts at monument- 

building were fmanced by public subscnption (except for the govemment memorials in 

Ottawa, St. John's and overseas). (Shipley, 1987). 



This period of monument-building represents the apex of this kind of 

cornmernoration in Canada, The events of the First World Wai and their 

commemoration resulted in the erection of hundreds of monuments, which now reside in 

many of the parks and central areas of many towns and cities and provide an 

iconographic distinctiveness that sets them apart fiom their US.  neighbours. The fact 

that Canada entered die war in response to the cal1 of the mother country reflects the 

Imperid orientation of English Canadian identity at that time. But events of the x.ar. 

such as the Battle of Vimy Ridge, highlighted the bravery and sacrifice of Canadians and 

led to the beginning of a new sense of identity. This chaqging identity reflected a 

coming of age for the nation and a decreasing orientation toward Bntah. This generation 

of monuments therefore not only marks the events of this war, but it also symbolizes the 

beginning of a shifi in identification for Canadians. 

The events commemorated during this early penod on both sides of the Atlantic 

"were laroely - for, but not of, the people" (Gillis,1994:9). Ethnic rninonties, wornen, 

workers and the young were not the usual subject of commemoration. Instead, one finds 

a proliferation of monuments dedicated to the elite males of society, with a 

preponderance toward celebratin; military and political events related to the national 

perspective. One should note, however, that the \var mernorials so prevalent in the 

landscape feature most ofien ordinary soldiers who had no daim to individual 

recognition. This trend is reflective of a shift in recognition fiom famous generds and 

rulers to the contributions of the ranks, a cornmernorative change which occurred in 

Europe earlier (Mosse, 1973). 



Afier 1930, a decline in commemoration through monuments occurred mostly 

because of changing artistic styles, a fack of rnonetary resources, and a desire for other 

forms of commemoration, 

CH&NGmG FORIIS AND STYLES 

Prior to the 19301s, most public art in the United States and Canada could be 

charactenzed as figurative. The forms of representation strove to reflect the natural 

appearance of form in the world. However, during the 1930's. dissatisfaction wfth neo- 

classical representation, whïch took hold in the European art establishment, began to 

emege. Part of this dissatisfaction was a growing desire to experiment tvith new forms 

and materiais as part of artistic expression (Robinette, 1976). These desires were related 

to the emergence of Modernism, a movement which emphasized individual expression 

and minimalism. Under Modemism. the idea of a homogeneous public was no longer 

upheld. thus the idea tliat art in an attempt to "unie a coherent social group has becorne 

a relic of romantic history" (Hein, 19962). Under Modemis- sculpture became an 

expression of personal vision, and its success, more related to formal aesthetic concems 

such as light and shadow. The manifestation of these ideas resdted in works 

characrerized as abstract. This was in contrast to the earlier period, which featured artists 

depicting common values and ideas, while suspending their own private visions (Ibid.). 

Abstract works offered artists a flexibility in form which was not possible using 

figuration. Moreover, in contrast to figurative art, which tried to reflect a comrnon 

meaning, abstract art allowed for a multiplicity of readings. And because it points to no 



comrnon reference: its aaention and interpretation are therefore focused on d e c i p h e ~ g  

the artist's intentions (Young, 1989). 

The role of figurative public art also diminished, partly because the relationship 

between classical architecture and sculpture was severed (Robinette, 1976; Senie, 1992). 

The new International style of architecture in Noah Amenca with its glass-box-like 

appearance was not favourabIe to ornamentation. This architectural style became the 

dominant mode1 for rnost architecture on the continent, despite the fluctuations in style 

that occurred in local settings (Senie, 1992). Important examples o f  specific variations 

exist in Washington D.C. and other American state capitals, where public buildings 

continued to be buiIt in the classicai style leading to the continuation of fi-mative public 

sculpture. 

By mid-century, the dominant mode1 of sculpture had moved fiom realistic to 

abstract expressions. Coinciding with this change in expression was a diminution of 

public art as a form for cornmernoration. The reality of two major world wars and the 

catastrophic loss of life associated with them brought into question how such events 

should be commemorated. While traditional monuments were still erected, the 

prevalence of living memorials, such as hospitals and parks, grew (Mayo, 1988). The art 

establishment wanted no part in a figurative representation, since this would only serve to 

elevate and perpetuate the heroic myth associated with such events (Young, 1989). The 

role of art for man? artists had become one of questioning and challenging the traditional 

views and beliefs of societ).. Young (1989) notes how many European governments 

failed to use such abstract forms of ut as commemorative devices since they would cast 



doubt on the contributions of the nation. Whïie figurative art continued in some places, 

including Ottawa-Hull and Washington D.C., abstract foms took root in gaileries until a 

revival in public sculpture occurred in the 1 960's. 

The importance of this change in style is that it serves to complicate the 

definition of monuments. Monuments are primarily meant to engage the viewer as a 

means toward the consurnption of shared values and ideais. Abstract art tries to break 

d o ~ m  the mimetic quality of memory in monuments by introducing a multiplicity of 

potential meanings through its visual attributes. It may sti11 have a memorializhg 

function, but it no longer aims to seek a consensus in its consumption. After the 1 9 6 0 ' ~ ~  

public m in the form of sculpture and abstract monuments became prevalent in the 

landscapes, both in the US.  and in Canada. 

In Canada, new public sculpture emerged as part of beautification projects and 

as a resdt of federal public sector programs begun in 1964. In 1978, the federal 

governent  pulled out of these prograns, leaving the provinces to set up their own. 

However. by the end of the 1980's most progams had been transferred to local cities (see 

McKnight, 1996). Part of this re-emergence of public art can be comected to ideas 

about art and its ability to enhance quality of life and generate economic benefits. In 

addition to the material benefits generated through the purchase of materials and wages, 

public art c m  be used to foster tourism. 

The ridvent of abçmct public art into the public realrn during this time was not 

without controversy. A major consideration is that this kind of art, when removed fiom a 

controlled setting such as a gallery, nom7 found itself in a unrnediated environment, open 



to interpretation bg a diverse society. The traditionai monument, which served as  a 

rerninder of events or people, could be readily expected to be understood by the 

population at large. Literai meaning through redistic representation and reference to 

worldly affairs ensured a common reference point for viewers. However, abstract art 

placed in the same areas that one would expect to find îraditional monuments was more 

ofien a reflection of the arûst's intention and lefi many who were not comected to the art 

world grasping for meaning. 

In contrast to the earlier period of commemoration, where one saw whole 

communities becoming involved in the cornmernorative process, this penod instead 

featured private commissioning of works on private property, albeit in public space. 

What was introduced ro the public was the personal taste of the panon, often in an 

abstract form. The traditional themes of public art instead became the interests of the art 

patron. There was no cornmunit). discussion around acceptable form and content. In 

many cases, the art \vas simpiy added to a site after construction of a buiIding or park, 

which ofien left the piece at odds with its surroundings. In some instances, the offending 

work has resulted in such outcry that some have resorted to Iegal means to have it 

removed. An exarnple of this is the Airman's ~MemoriaI, built in 1977 on University 

Avenue in Toronto. This privately initiated monument enrased citizens and artists alike 

and earned the t ide "Gumby Goes to Heaven" for its resemblance to a rubbery character 

from the child's cartoon "Gumby and Pokey." While it stiil remauis. the incident 

contributed to the reaiization of the need for public aa cornmittees to oversee the 

selection and commissioning of works in Canada (Drainiez 1989). 



Through the 1970's and 19SOrs, several changes began to appear, which would 

make abstract public art more acceptable to the public. Mstract art becarne much more 

site-specific through collaborations benueen the artist and builders. For abstract public 

sculpture, themes were now introduced to serve as a ,guide for the viewer on the meaning 

of the w-ork. Tnere was an emphasis placed on the ability of public art to be more 

functional in nature. Thus one finds art that, in addition to the possibility of 

contemplation, serves such fünctions as a place to sit, a source of light, a play area or 

ornamentation for commercial buildings, among others (Senie, 1992). There is also an 

emphasis on more active involvement or participation of the public in the experience of 

the monument. d o n g  other means, this may include the use of more interpetive 

materials which directly engage the sensibilities of a person or a form which invites the 

viewer to walk through the work. The municipal public sector progams alluded to 

earlier also reflect a more sensitive approach to sculpture. They advocate fa more 

collaboration between the public and the parties involved in the commissioning of public 

art- partly as a result of the often adverse public reaction to the earlier forms of abstract 

sculpture and monments (McKnight. 1996). These expanded considerations for public 

art are reflected in the production of the case study monuments and will form part of 

the discussion in later chapters. 

CEL4LLENGES TO THE N-4TIOXAL HERITAGIE 

Over the course of the twentieth c e n t q ,  a senes of transformations occurred 

within Quebec society. The process, collecrively known as the Quiet Revolution, entailed 



fundamental change at al1 levels of Quebec society. By the end of the 19603, a once 

bachvard looking and rural Roman Catholic socieq had been replaced by an 

urbanized, industridized and secular one. In addition, these changes brought about a 

differenr conception of coliective identiv for many French Canadians. French 

Canadians in Quebec increasingly began to refer to themselves as Quebecois instead of 

French Canzdians; reflecting a change frorn thiiiking of themselves as a minons. to a 

majority The boundaries of the French collective also shrank fkom a conception 

incorporating all of Canada to one centred on the immediate confines of the province 

(Breton, 1988). Moreover: the provincial govemment moved toward greater 

assertiveness in usin; its powers for the advancement of Quebec society on al1 fronts. 

Clearly, the Canadian identic had failed to adequately incorporate the concems of the 

French, leading to an "increasing conviction in Quebec that the province, not the 

confederation, was the logical national entity" (Tunbrïdge and Ashworth, 1996: 183). 

This change represented a major challenge to Canadian unity, leading to a 

fundamental revision of rhe Canadian heritage. The Biculhual and Bilingualism 

Commissions of 1965 and 1968 were responses to di is  challenge. The results of these 

efforts led to a conception of Canadian sociee- based on the idea of two fundamental 

founding cultures: French and English. A policy of bilingualism was adopted as well as 

an effort to reflect this bicultural heritage dirough the commemoration of historical sites 

and perçons. Also reiated to these changes \vas the adoption of new Canadian symbols. 

The Canadian flag: with its maple leaf motif adopted in 1965, the introduction of a 

formal national anthem in 1980, and the change to the met& system in 1972, can al1 be 



seen as attempts to foster a neur national identity, hopefully leading to greater 

identification for the French (Breton, 1984). The effects on the capital, Ottawa, involved 

physical and symbolic changes and will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

Toward the end of the 1960rsI Canada, like other industnalized nations, was 

undergoing radical changes in its beiiefs and values as well as in its institutional 

structures. Breton (1986) summarïzes much of diis change in Canada as a result of 

increased non-British immigration, the continued move away fiom lies to Britain, an 

increasing US. cultural and economic presence, as well as the challenges posed by 

Quebec, the Native population and the women's movement. Blishen (1986) argues that 

Canadian society increasingly valued diversity, egalitarianism and the collective. In 

essence, wl~ile the individual was still valued, the reality was that Canada displayed a 

stratined rnulticultural society, with material and stanis inequality disadvantaging 

various goups, hciudîng many womrn and ethnic minorities. 

In response, the Canadian governmenr became increasingly interested in removing 

bamers inhibiting people from advancing in society and became involved in efforts to 

improve die condirions of disadvantaged groups. The highlight of state involvement was 

the entrenchment of group and individual rights in the Charter of Human Rights and 

Freedoms in 1982. f i s  charter allowed for affirmative action progarns to help 

eliminate barriers and suaantee rights for al1 Canadians regardless of their sex, religion, 

race or ethnicity, age and mental or physical disability. 

The incorporation of Quebec as a second-founding culture undenvent M e r  

change as a result of Native demands for their recognition in Canadian sociev. Native 



groups began to assert themselves in the late 1960's uidi the formation of national 

organizations such as the Assembly of First Nations. The British and French colonization 

of Canada had marginahzed much of the Native population. At issue, then, are the 

reco-&ion of treaty rights signed in the early days of British colonial rule, land cIaims 

settiernent and more recently, calls for Native self-government (Kulschyski, 1995). 

Positive results have occurred with the federal government recognizing aboriginal and 

treaty rîohts V in 1982 and the acknowled-ment of the Metis as a distinct group. Natives, as 

the original occupants of the country, have also stressed their role in the deveropment of 

Canada, leading to the increasing conception of Canada as a country founded on three 

distinct cultures. 

The fundamental restnicturing of Canadian identity in the late 1960's toward a bi- 

cultural heritage proved 10 be contentious. For those members of society who were not 

part of the two founding groups, there was concem over the lack of s ta tu  and their place 

in sociew (Breton, 1988)- In response, the government innoduced in 1971 a policy of 

multiculturalism. h o n g  one of irs objectives was to "affirm symbolically that 

Canadian society was open to al1 cultural identities, indicating its recognition of them dl ,  

and the implications of cultural equality" (Breton, 1984:134). The policy of 

multiculturalism invited ethnic groups to celebrate and identie with their particular 

back~rounds. Changes to the policy in 1984 have placed greater emphasis on issues such 

as race relations and the elimination of discnminatory hiring practices rather than a 

presenration of culture. This is part- a result of the increased immigration to Canada 

from Third World nations. 



In addition to calls for hentaje reco_&tion fiom Natives and members of other 

ethnic groups, there has been pressure fiom groups such as women? homosexuals and the 

handicapped in the same regard (see Tunbridge and Ashworth (1996) for a discussion on 

the practicality and dissonance that may be associated with heritage recoCo;nition for these 

oroups). The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms has served as a springboard for - 
many of these groups in their efforts for equaiity and recognition. It should be mentioned 

that these particular identities are themselves problematic in that they cut across various 

other e h i c  and cultural classifications. The cultural and ethnic identity may either 

overshadow the claims of these groups for heritage recognition or even be in direct 

confrontation with them. 

IUTERIALIZING THE NEW HERITAGE 

The upheaval in the polirical realm thar occurred in Canada is said by some to be 

reffective of Postmodemism. The breakdown of the idea of a uni tq-  Canadian heritage 

is reflective of the f?agmentation of identiv seen in Postmodernism. The nse of groups 

advocating rights and recognition represents a paradign shift (McLennan and Richmond, 

1994:665). Similar to other nations, Canada has tried to assert a collective orientation for 

national identity through efforts such as the broadening of  founding groups and its 

multicultural policy. The latter with the motto of "unity in diversity" is particularly 

important, since the percentage of Canadians who do not trace their origins to the three 

founding groups is increasing. Grimmond (1991) argues that, for many of these new 



Canadians, there is very Little for them to identi@ with as being distinctly Canadian. 

Thus a strong need is felt for symbols that can bridge these dif5erences in identity. 

The importance of matsrializing these beliefs in actual heritage selection or 

production or both has not been lost on the state. The inclusion of native and ethnic 

identities into the national heritage has resulted in a number of culturd agencies 

anernptin; to provide a more balanced representation of this realiv. In addition, there 

has been a concerted effort to include a more equitable representation of women in 

nationd conlmemoration activities. 

Much of this new activity relates to forms of heritage unrelated to actual 

monuments. For state agencies such as the HSMB, this new inclusive agenda has 

rranslated into more commemorations of ethnic groups, natives and women as well as a 

broadening of themes (Osborne, 1996). Osborne relates how this activïty pnor to 1970 

reflects a heavy dominance of rnilitary: political and first settlement themes with an 

English-French and Celtic orientation. In addition, a clear imbalance exists behveen the 

number of women commemorated as important figures. Out of 527 persons classified as 

important by ths HSMB, only thirty are women @id.). Afier 1970, the activity of the 

board sliowed a marked increase in commemorations of ethnic minorities and a marked 

decline in the number of comrnernorations of political and military events. In essence, 

this activity reflected a changing mandate by govemment agencies to becorne more 

cultural1 y diverse. 

In terrns of especting a proliferation of new monuments, certain points must be 

made. First, it must be said that, because of the tirne, energy and cost associated with 



ùiis actïvity, most hentage reflecting diversity will be in other foms. Moreover, the 

decline in this form of commemoration in general since the Second World War M e r  

increases this likelihood. With this in mind, though, one can still expect to see a 

broadening of who and what is commemorated through a monument. The urge to 

comrnemorate through monuments no1 only resides with the state but amans the public 

as well. In this sense, one c m  expect that particular gooupps may w5sh to erecr a monument 

that hiz$&&ts their con&ibuûon to the nation's history or which celebratcs their identity 

or both. 

CONCLUSION 

Canadian society has always been diverse in nature, but in earlier periods, most of 

this plurality was subsumed under a British-oriented conception of Canada This British 

orientation uras first challenged by Quebec and later by Native groupso who urere able, 

though not necessarily in mutual hamiony, to reonent the conception of Canada as a 

nation comprised of three founding groups. This conception in turn was challenged by 

Canada's other ethnic groups in an attempr to ;amer r e c o ~ t i o n  of their distinct 

contributions and national identities. The need to better reflect these heritage realties is 

an ongoing concem and is being dealt with by al1 levels of govemment and private 

groups in an effort to accommodate di is  plurality of identity. In Chapter 5, examp les of 

this tendency to cornmernorate less traditional groups and perspectives through 

monuments will be discussed in relation to the building of the capital identity. 



CHAPTER FOUR: THE CAPITAL LfimSCAPE OF 

OTTAWA-EKEL 

INTRODUCTION 

Throughout history, capital cities have garnered special attention fiom the state in 

order to symbolically reflect the virtues, accomplishments and aspirations of a particular 

society Efforts to re ie  these ideas often involve the building of elaborate public 

buildings and public statuary in a planned se* and the performance of civic festivals 

and related ceremonies. Part of the reason national govemments undertake such 

initiatives is the belief that the capital can serve as a tool for national unity. The potential 

of the symbolic capital ro reinforce a more unitary view of society has becorne more 

important in contemporary plural society, where there are often conflicting cultural values 

(Taylor et. al. 1993). This belief has shaped contemporary Canadian thought as the 

following passage fiom a 1995-1996 government report indicates: "in an era of political 

uncertainty, Canadians-especially that gowing numb er of Canadians who were bom in 

another country-need a u n i m g  capital that represents for them die institutions rhat 

underlie the comrnon values of Canadim society" (National Capital Commission, 1995- 

96: 11). 

Ottawa-Hull has received much attention in the area of heritage planning. The 

idea supports the notion that, as a visitor to the capital, one should get a sense of what it is 

to be a Canadian by being able to recognize one's heritage in the landscape (Taylor et. al. 



1993). Thus the capital has received much attention in relevant planning over the years, 

most of it through the efforts of the federal govemment itself. 

The first part of diis chapter will discuss the capital planning efforts carrïed out 

since the late 1890's a d  will concentrate on the later work of the National Capital 

Commission (XCC) as the principal agency involved in building a s p b o l i c  capital. -4 

brief coiisideration of architecture, ci. form, and environmental appearance will provide 

a descriptive eleaent before exploring the landscape of monuments in the second half of 

the chapter. This latter half of the chapter outlines the major historical penods of 

monument-building and focuses on the general thematic and spatial extent of the works 

presented. This approach w4l allow for a consideration of how well the present landscape 

of monuments reflects the new emphasis on inclusive hentage. 

TOWARD THE IDEAL 

In the case of both Ottawa and Hull, initial settlement occmed in the early 

nineteenth. century. The abundance of forest, fertile soi1 and rivers contributed to an 

early focus on both fanning and the l og ,~g  industry. However, Ottawa and Iater Hull 

would eventually lose this identity to the capital fimction (Taylor, 1986). 

Bytoum, later changed to the name of Ottawa, was chosen ostensibly by Queen 

Victoria as the capital of Canada in 1857. The town, located farther away h m  the 

Amencan border than sugested alternatives, provided a certain measure of security 

fiom invasion. More irnportantly, its position along the border of Upper and Lower 



Canada facilitated an important balancinj act between the rival inrerests of the French 

and the English populations (Ehïght, 1977). 

The growth of the capital or "Crown" in Ottawa began to accelerate toward the 

end of the nineteenth century. The counm was becoming larger in terms of its tenitonal 

breadth, and the civil service began to grow in order to accommodate the associated 

functions. Much of this growth would be contained in and around the Parliament 

buildings, built earlier on former military lands. At the same tiine, interest began to grow 

in Ottawa for the creation of a great city in accordance with its capital statu. 

Between 1899 and 1950, a number of plans and commissions were created by the 

government in order to create a "\Vashington of the North", a phrase first coined by 

Prime Muiister Laurier at the turn of the centuq-. Many of the earlier ideas were too 

grandiose in scale and could not be implemented because of a number of events. These 

incIuded the First World \Var and the rebuilding of the centre block of Parliament, lost to 

fire in 1916. Moreover, the fact that the "Crown" was surrounded by the eariier city 

made such plans highly impractical on account of the cost of expropriation. However, al1 

these plans shared a recognition that the capital should concentrate on the preservation 

of park land and natural aesthetics. Many of these ideas led to the creation of parks and 

clean-up efforts of various indusnid areas dong the Rideau canal and the Ottawa River 

front @illis, 1992; Degrace, 1985; Scott and Seasons, 199 1). 

Major work in the capital occurred under Prime Minister Mackenzie King who 

had a keen interest in plamin; issues. During his leadership £tom 192 1-1 930 and 1935- 

1918, expansion of government buildings occurred to the West and east along 





Wellington Street, as 

meant to complement 

well as on the West side of Sussex Drive. These additions were 

the look and feel of the neo-gothic Parliament buildings. In 1937, 

KùiJ also hired a prominent French planner, Jacques Greber? to develop a long-range 

strategy for the capital. 

In 1950, delayed by the Second world War, Greber released his plan for the 

resjon. The Greber plan continued the emphasis on the greening of the capital by 

recommending M e r  expansion of parks and the presen-ation of the natural 

environment. .4mong the more imp ortant recommendations were the decentralization O f 

government fimctions withùi the city, the removal of rail lines into the core, the removal 

of non-governmental uses around Parliament Hill and the development of cerernonial 

routes terminating at Parliament Hill. Many of these proposals were put into place under 

the auspices of the NCC. 

The NCC, created in 1959, was gamed powers of expropriation as well as a 

l q e  budset. 11s creation followed the 1958 act of Parliament that attempted to bind 

Hull? Quebec, to the capital by formalizing a planning area b o m  as the National 

Capital Region @KR). The NCR currently embraces a regon beyond Ottawa and Hull 

compnsing 4662 square kilometres (Fi,gure 4.0) While this planning area involves no 

real jurisdiction over land entirely within the provinces of Ontario and Quebec, the de 

facto owneehip of 30 per cent of the land by the NCC greatly facilitates its objectives 

(Boal, 1993). 

In addition to carqing out many of Greber's ideas, the NCC undertook 

refiabilitation of Sussex Dnve in Lowertown in the 1960's. The initiative aimed to link 



Parliament Hill to the Govemor General's residence in a marner befitting the capital. The 

completed project, lmown as the Mile of History, formed part of the preparations for 

hosting celebrations for the Centennial of Confederation in 1967. Lowertown comprised 

the workinJ-class French-Tnsh area of the original city and had over t ime declined in 

importance. E s  pioneerïng activïty by the NCC helped jump-start private and ci@-led 

refürbishment across adjacent parts of Lowertown (Tunbridge l986a, l986b, 1987). As a 

result, by the 1980's the area had become the commercial focus of the tourist-historïc c i y  

(Ashworth and Tunbndge, 1990). 

Hull and the Capital City 

The inchsion of Hull as part of the capital had been hinted at by Greber and in 

earlier pians, but, with the exception of Gatineau Park and the NCR, few results had 

materialized. However, by the end of the 19601s, this situation undenvent a drmatic 

change as tensions between Quebec and English Canadian intensified. 

In 1969, a k s t  ministers' conference assessing the nature of the capital as a 

symbol of the two foundin; peoples recommended a major building program in the core 

of Hull. This redevelopment scheme involved construction of several large office 

complexes, waterEont parks and pedestrian and vehicular links beisveen the two cities. 

The si,gnificance of the placement of these new office buildings is described by 

Holdsworth (1986:170) as symbolic and reflected the idea that "Ottawa was reaching to 

French Canada". In 1989, Hull became the home of the new Canadian Museum of 

Civilization, and in 1997, neighbourhg Gatineau became the repository of much of the 



nation's heritage with the construction of the new National -4rchives storage facilin. Both 

of these developments M e r  cernent the Hull area to the capital identity. 

Capital Form 

aThile planning efforts to build a symbolic capital continue, a few general points 

can be made about presznt results. One of rhe most enduring realities of the core and the 

region as a whole is the pervasive importance of environmental aesthetics. The symbol of 

the natural environment to Canada as a whole is also an important consideration for the 

capital to refiect (Konrad, 1986). The federal ownership of much of the waterf?ont has 

managed to link many of the govemment buildings that hug the Ottawa River. This 

recognition of the natural environment is seen in the ATCC's symbolic appropriation of 

the Ottawa River. The river serves as a thematic metaphor by alludïng to "constant 

motion which syrnbolizes the continued evolution of the nation" and as a unifier benveen 

French and English Canada (Scott and Seasons, 1993 : 175; Tunbridge and Ashworth, 

I996:z 15). 

WhÏle Ottawa ori,gînally tried to emulate Washin,otoon; its form is one reflective 

of a citadel, a situation more akin to Moscow and other cities than Washington (Taylor, 

1989). Federal buildings and institutions essentially hug the riverfront. The city also 

differs architecturally fkom Washington, many of the capital buildings reflect Canada's 

British heritage, and, as an unplanned capital, there is no one style or expression 

comparable to the NeocIassicism of Washington D.C. The centre block of Partiment 

reflects the Gothic Revival, while more recent government buildings were executed in 



Second Empire and Chateauesque (a mixture between British and French styles). One 

unifLing element in this mixture of official style is the cornmon copper r o o h g  that 

oxidizes into a characteristic green colour over time. What is stdchg is the distinctive 

presence that these buildings give to the "Croan" sector of the city. The "Town" and its 

height-controlled utilitarian office buildings and architecture, are juxtaposed againsr the 

backdrop of official style and natural beauty of the "Crown" (Holdsworth, 1986). 

Changing role of the NCC 

With the emergence of new planning authorities in the 1960's and 19703, the 

NCC became less involved with regional planning efforts exernplified by the earlier 

Greber plan. Instead, it has focused on such projects as the rehabilitation of Lowerto~m 

West and the ongoinj maintenance of its properties in the region. The organization dso 

embraced a new mandate in 1986, that of a much more symbolically oriented approach 

compared to the physical planning of before. 

Essentially, efforts are now concentrated on using the capitd to "communicate 

Canada to Canadians" (NCC, 1988:18). Moreover, the capital "should convey a sense of 

national purpose, and should illustrate the values and aspirations that Canadians hold in 

common" @id:18). An important emphasis is placed on culture through the display of 

important national treasures and cultural achievements, while providing a physical 

setting for events and ceremonies. The cultural functior, of the capital strives to serve as a 

mode1 for bilingualism and now multiculturalism (Ibid.). Much of this activity is carried 

out through progams designed to display a variety of heritage at the Canadian Museum 



Figure 4.1 Artistic rendition of Confederation Boulevard (core a r a )  
Source: XCC. 1985. 



of Civilkation, a federally mandated institution w o r h g  dongside the NCC. In order to 

ensure a coherent and organized approach, the W C  serves as a coordinating agency 

among the several other federal govemment departments involved in physicai and 

cultural p!arining in the capital. 

On a practical level, the communicative h c t i o n  is carried out through the 

multimedia National Capital Infocentre and website (wuiw.capcom.ca), which distribute 

maps and brochures and uiformahon on tours and various festivals. The on-going 

physical development of the cerernoniîl route is an important under tahg  in 

communicahng the capital to citizens and visitors. 

Confederation Boulevard 

The developrnent of a ceremonid route began in the 1980's and continues toward 

the expected completion date in the year 2000. In essence, the Boulevard, ofien termed 

"Canada's Discovery Route" PCC, 1993), serves as a focus for national events, linking 

important sites and institutions and providing a physicai sening for state visits and tours. 

Ln order to dishn,gish the route in the eye of the observer the plan calls for the 

oradual introduction of uniforni iighting, tree planring, flag standards and landscaping. 
Y 

From Fiume 4.1, one c m  see the generd nature of the route as it encircles the core area of 

the symbolic capital. The artist's rendition of the finished product shows how the route 

heips to reinforce the distinction of what c m  be considered symbolic space fi0111 the 

everyday 70d' setting. The distinction is furthered by the characteristic green copper 

roofing found on many public buildings, the park-like settïng and the general lack of grid- 



type saeets found in the symbolic core (Taylor, 1989). Monuments are accorded a 

particularly strong role in urban design considerations and in the co~~~l~iunicative 

potential of the route. The Boulevard consists of nodes and links (see Fi-me 4.2). A 

node is a major entry point into the route and is reserved for large-scale monuments. 

These serve as markers or cairns to help vehicle and pedestnan tr&c rem-@ze a 

gateway to the Boulevard. Their purpose is to communicate the idea that one is entering 

or exiting symbolic space. A link is a distin-&shed meet dong the route. .An existing 

example of an Ottawa monument s e n i n g  as a marker would be the Nationd War 

Mernorial (discussed later). Sites for smaller-scale monuments exist throughout the 

Boulevard as part of the NCC's commemorative program. 

As a focus of national symbolic content and message? the route increases the 

likelihood that nearbby monuments will be charged with an added dimension of power. In 

other words, the awareness of their existence increases for the viewer as does the 

potential for interpretatïon. This is less likely to be the case if one encounters h e m  in a 

more "everyday" setting. The Boulevard is a good example of how manipulation of 

physical space by state agencies can be used to create an appropriate environment for the 

nansmission of ideas through a variety of mediums, including the monument. 

The present route comprises several important segments (Figure 4.3). The Mile of 

History segment links Parliament Hill (a major focus for tourism excursions) on 

Wellington Street to the Govemor General's residence on Sussex Drive. This route 

features many important buildings, such as the Royal Canadian Mint, the Natïona! War 



Figure 4.2 Schematic illustration of main nodes and links on Confederation Boulevard. 
Source: KCC. 1990:11. 

1 Parfiment 
2 Supreme Ceun 
3 National Archives 
4 Bank a l  Canada 
5 Sparks Street Petestria Mail 
6 Victoria Island 
7 Cbcdiére Falls 
8 Nati~flal Am Centre 
9 &nier Square 

10 Museum of Natural Sciences 
1 1 Ezhihitico Graurids 
12 ExperÏmental Farm 
13 Rideau Centre 
14 B y m d  ~Markec 
1 5 Mtjor's HiII Park 

21 Lwny Rrk - 

Figure 4.3 Con federation Boulevard in reference to major areas 
of syrnbolic and tourist interest. 
Adaptcd h m :  SCC, 1986:294. 



Museum, the National Gallery and the Peacekeeping -Monument. As well, it passes 

Lowertown, which: together with the Parliament cornplex, foms the heart of the tourÏst- 

historic city. To the w-est of Parliament the route crosses the Portage Bridge into Hull and 

follows Laurier Street to the Alexandra Bridgc. The route connects to Mackenzie 

Avenue and cornes back to Wellïnson Street. This portion of the route hi~hlights Hull as 

a part of the capital identity. The route passes b y the federal governent  buildings (Place 

de Portage) as well as the Canadian Museum of Civilization. The last portion of the 

route connects Laurier Avenue to Wellington Seeet via El-& Street. This portion 

facilitates the Changin; of the Guard ceremony that starts fiom Cartier Square Drill Hall 

on Laurier Avenue and finishes on Parliament Hill. It also highlights the prominent 

National Var Mernorial and Codederation Park- 

Confederation Boulevard provides a smcnire to the expenence of the symbolic 

capitaly and as 1 have stated above, it undoubtedly helps to prolide a strong background 

for capital monuments. 

THE MOhTMENTrU, LAhDSCAPE 

While cornmernorative acticity has decluled in rnany cities, there have been 

sustained efforts by the federal governent  to create monuments of national interest in 

Ottawa-Hull. In addition, pnvate groups fkom local, national and international sources 

have erected and continue to erect monuments in the capital which reflect issues of 

national, as well as sectional, interest. While monuments have always played a part in the 

building of the symbolic capital, it is only recently that coordinated plans have corne from 



both the federd and local goveniments to give direction to the content, site and f o m  of 

monuments. 

Historical Overview 

There are a number of players who have been and continue to be involved in 

large-scale commemoration, includin; al1 the local and regional govemments, federal 

agencies such as the NCC, the Department of Public W-orks @.P.W) and the HSMB. 

Pnvate groups and institutions such as the Roman Catholic Church have also been 

involved at various times- 

1885 to the late 1940's 

Most cornmernorative activity of this petiod was located on the grounds of 

Parliament Hill, where a number of important political fi,wes, mostly former Prime 

Mïnisters and Queen Victoria, were honoured. These commemora~ons were sponsored 

by the federal govemment and carried out by the Department of PübEc Works (see 

Kemp, 1966; Guernsey, 1986). In addition to these monuments, a number of works 

initiated by the public and the City of Ottawa, were erected in city parks. These 

monuments elicited widespread public interest and were ofien raised as the result of local 

fundraisin_g activities. A prime example is the monument to the Boer War erected in 1902 

(Plate 4.0). This monument was erected partly ùirough the efforts of local schoolchiIdren 

who collected over 30,000 pennies. The raising of a monument to the war in South 

~ c a  was a reflection of the positive public sentiment in the capital toward the British 

Empire at the tirne (Gwyn, 1984). Other conunemorations included statues of 



PIate 4.0 Boer W U ~  Mernorial, 
Source: NCC, 1985: 34 

Plate 4.1 Nationai War Mernorial 
Source: NCC, 1985: 39 



important religïous fiagres erected by the Roman Catholic Diocese on its propertïes at 

the University of Ottawa and at the Notre-Dame Basilica on Sussex Drive. 

By far the mosr ambitious monument to be built in the capital during this period 

was the National F?ar Memoriu~ also known as the "Great Response", erected in 1939. 

The memorial ivas the lasr expression of eovemment commemoration of the Fust Worid 

War. 

The commission for the mernorial was won by British artist Vemon March in 

1927. His design was quite dramatic, calling for seventeen soldiers (later increased to 

twenty-three) representing the various branches of the forces undemeath a victory arch 

topped by the allegorical fi-mes of Peace and Freedom (see Plate 4.1). As mentioned in 

Chapter 1, commemoration of the war through glorification had become unpopuiar. 

Sensitive to this issue, March's design endeavoured "to interpret and exemplie the spint 

of Heroism (sic) and self-sacrifice, and at the same time to avoid any suggesrion of 

glori*g the war" (Waylui;, 1938:17). 

The eventuai unveiling of the work did not occur until 1939, as a result of the 

protracted issues c o n c e d g  the placement of the memorial and March's u t h e l y  death 

in 1930. Sydney March, the brother of Vemon, continued the work and aided in the 

erection of the monument d e r  the site had finally been chosen. The site on Elgin Street 

offers a central location for the monument in close view of the Parliament buildings. The 

memorial would later form the centrepiece of a costly redesigned triangle in the middle 

of the street to be called Confederation Square. 



The National Var  Memonal was unveiled by King George VI in inont of over 

100,000 people who had gathered in and around the square. The KinJ linked the 

memonal with the sacnIices Canadians had made for peace and fieedom, virtues which 

embodied the "very sou1 of the nation" (Vance, 199632). The nationalistic messase of 

the monument and others across Canada helped to convey the feeling that the war was a 

coming of a;e for the nation. The sacrifices of Canadians embodied in the memonal 

remind Canadians today that '%ire are a distinct and special people, capable of heroic 

vimies, and that, as a nation, Canada possesses at its best the highest of human ideals" 

(Youns, 1990:20). This being said, however, the monument itself at the time of unveiling 

rnay not have been perceived as overly nationalistic but rather as a rerninder of the 

impenal ties to Britain, particularly with the imminence of World War Two. The formal 

name of the monument, the Response, is a reminder of the fact that many Canadians 

enthusiastically took up arms in defense of the British Empire, of which they felt they 

were part. 

The National War ~Mernon'aZ remains the most visible monument in the landscape 

by virtue of its scale and careful siting. It is seen by thousands every day who travel down 

Elgin Street, it is feanired on postcards and coins and it remains a main tourïst attraction. 

Moreover, it serves as the setting for annual Remembrance Day ceremonies, spreading its 

symbolic message across the nation. Further reference will be made to this monument in 

relatioc to the upcoming case studies. 

In summary, this penod in commemoraîion represents a h e  where the local 

population took an active interest exemplified by the large crowds at unveiluigs and by 



the overall enthusiasm over content, site and artistïc fom. Monuments of this penod were 

executed in literal fashion through statues and ofien with the inclusion of alle, oorical 

fiagres (du Toit et- al., 1989)- 

1950's to the Iate 1960's 

In most toms  and cities this period was exemplified by a trend toward private 

commissions reflecting fewer of the broad community concems and values than the 

previous period. As well, this fifieen year span saw a reduction of commemorations 

through large-scale monuments in general (du Toit et. al., 1987). In Ottawa-Hull there 

was a continuation of new projects mostly through a mix of private and governent  

sponsorship, the continued uiteresr appeared to be related to the symbolic significance 

offered by the capital. Of the seven monuments added, six reflected national themes. Two 

statues of former Prime Minisrers were placed on Parliament Hill, while the remainder 

reflected particular groups in the Canadian N l i t q .  An intereshg observation between 

war mernorials of this penod and the last? was the removal of the fi,watïve soldier. 

Instead, these monuments reflect the use of granite walls, geometric forms, bas reliefs 

or cairns with plaques. In effect, the heroic element seen earlier was substantially reduced 

in these designs. An example of the latter is the Canloa>z Mernorial, located at Sussex 

Drive and Stanley Street, which commemorates the participation of Canadian Officers in 

British uni& during the Second World War (Plate 4.2). It is unclear if these monuments 

renect a conscious decision on the part of their proponents to avoid the heroic element 

in light of social attitudes towards glorification of war, or, if it was the result of the cost 



of bronze sculpture. Many of these works involved a level of govemment money but 

they were aIso a result of soldier's contributions. 

Late 1960's to mid-1980's 

This phase featured a dramatic shifi in the landscape of public art. -4s discussed in 

Chapter 4, public art retunied with a vengeance co many ciries in the Iate 1 9 6 0 ' ~ ~  but in 

an entîrely different guise. This \vas the new age of the abstract art form, which is more 

self-referential in meaning and daring in material used, compared to traditional bronze 

sculpture. In the capital, absrract public art in the f o m  of public sculpture was more the 

n o m  than commemorative monuments. Many of the early works were commissioned 

in Montreal for the World Expo held there in 1967, and were relocated to Ottawa d e r  

the Expo finished. AI example of one of these works is FZighr by Sorel Etroj, which was 

located on the Sparks Street Mal1 in 1968 (see Plate 4.3). Other works were the result of 

Federal art prograrns (see -McKnight, 1996). Many of these public sculptures were 

placed in fÎont of government buildings and in public parks on both sides of the Ottawa 

River. In Ottawa as in other cities, these non-traditional pieces generated a fair amount of 

controversy over their ofien poor location and abstract themes @rainie, 1989). 

During this penod, traditional commemorative work continued to be 

commissioned. Despite the fact that there was a profusion of abstract art in the 

landscape, there remained a focus on the use of the statue form for much of the 

cornmernorative activity that took place. These works included two Prime Ministers, a 

statue of Lt. Col. By (founder of Bytom and head engineer for the building of the Rideau 
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Canal) and a commemorative vvork h o n o h g  the heroic cross-country run of the young 

disabled athlete Terry Fox. The Teny Fox ~'I.ie~orial, oria%ally locared near Susses 

Drive and Rideau Street, was moved and rededicated on July 1, 1998 to a site directly 

across fiom Parliament Hill, on the gromds of the NCC's information centre (see Plate 

4.4). Terry Fox's dedication to his dream of raising money for cancer research made him 

one of the most popular Canadian heroes in the latter half of the rivenheth century While 

this monument can in part be seen as the hentage of the disabled community, it also 

speaks to the youth of the country and in general to al1 Canadians as to rhe power of 

me various human spirit in the face of incredible odds. Thus ii is a work whkh can brid, 

identities (Tunbridge and Ashworth, 1995). 

The period of activity up to the present is quite important in that for the first urne, 

cornmernorative policies were introduced at both the NCC and at the City of Ottawa. In 

the late 198OYs, the NCC commissioned a study which looked at the broad nature of 

commemoration W C ,  1988). Essentially, the wrïters of the report felt that more 

attention should be placed on large-scale commemoration by the agency as a means of 

developing Confederation Boulevard both aesthetically and symbolically. In keeping -?th 

the Commission's national mandate, it was proposed that any new monument sponsored 

by private groups on federal property reflect national content. Proposals for monuments 

of a local or regional nature would be referred to the appropriate level of govemment. A 

fomal policy was adopted in 1994, which, in addition to setting out national criteria, 

clarifies what aspects proponenrs of commemoration would need to consider in terms of 

fundùig, choosing a site, anistic f o m  and on-going maintenance (NCC, 1994). 



The City of Ottawa created a similar p o k y  Ïn  1990 stipulate that al1 private 

commemorations on its property reflect the locd character of the city (City of Ottawa, 

1990). This policy was formulated in response to the city's controversid acceptance of a 

statue to Simon B o l i v ~  a South Amencan politicai and miiirary hero. Many felt that the 

monument was of little si-gnïficance to rhe ciw's local hentage, while others felt that it 

strengthened Canada's and Ottawa's rnulticuitural image flonsen, 1 9 8 8). 

These two policies are mechanisms meant to define what are in fact acceptable 

national or locd themes or both for rnonumentalization. Ik both cases, proposals must be 

evahated by cornmittees within each level of government. At what point something can 

be said to be of national or local si,gaificance leads to the potential for disagreement, as 

the case of Simon Bolivar above illustrates. h example of a quashed monument 

commemorahon is a proposal to erect a monument to the efforts of Canadians who served 

in the Arnerican rnilitary ~LU%I~ the Vietnam war. This commemoration \vas deemed 

unsuitable since the Canadian govemment never oficially smctioned the war and the 

invohement of its citizens in it (Nesbitt; InreMews, 1997). The power to control what 

themes are allowed in public spaces is also enforced in regard to a cornmernoration's 

inscription. An example of control occurred when the initial inscription to the 

Viemalnese Refigees Mernorial was changed following an overt political overtone 

aimed at the Vietnamese govemment and the treatraent of its people (Dixon, 1997). This 

monument will be discussed below in relation to its commemoration and its placement 

in the capital. 



Late 1980's to the present 

Commemorative activity up to today has been quite active, with several large- 

scde projects undertaken by both public and private sponsors. Of all contributions made 

by the latter group, the most prominent is undoubtedly the Canadian Tribure ro Humolz 

Rights, unveiled in 1990 on Elgin Street. This abstract piece is the largest commission 

sponsored by any pnvate goup in Ottawa-Hull. It will be discussed at lena@ in the next 

chapter. In 1992, in celebration of Canada's 125th Amiversary, three new govemment- 

sponsored projects were added: Tissage/Sheiter by the KCC in Rideau Falls Park; an 

equestrian monument in traditional bronze in honour of Queen Elizabeth II, the Head of 

State on Parliament Hill; and Reconciliankn, located on Sussex Drive and CO-sponsored 

by the NCC and the Deparment of National Defense @ND). Tissage/Sheker (Plate 

4.5) is an abstract work incorporatin; an durninum lattice strucnire representhg a 

traditional abori,$nal shelter. Ernbedded wivithin this structure are glass face casts of 

Canadian citizens and bronze artifacts. The aboriggal shelter is reflechve of the ongins 

of the nation, which, taken together with the conternporary faces of Canadians evokes a 

continuum of history and a multicultural theme (see Mclmight, 1996). ReconciIiation or, 

as it is more commonly referred to, the Peacekeeping Monument (to be discussed in the 

next chapter), represents a m k  of both the literal and abstract and is the largest 

governrnent-sponsored co~ilmission since the National War Ad4ernoeial, erected in 1939. 

The last major work of this current penod is another war mernorial entitled Never 

Again and erected in Hull. This monument was the idea of the local rnilitia as earIy as 

1939, but fündraising only began in earnest around 1984. The group had intended a 

cenotaph with fi,o~~ative soldiers be built, but the proposal was ninied down by the City 
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of Hull because of  its perceived ;lorification of war. A more abstract piece celebrating 

peace and r e c o 3 ~ g  d l  those who suffered in war in order to secure it was realized in 

1992, in part through the financial contribution firom the City of Hull and local 

hdraising (Tardrff; Interviews, 1998). The work? located nearby the local a r m o q ,  now 

serves as the focus for Hull's local Remembrance Day ceremonies. 

Except for the monument to Queen Elizabeth II, buîlt on Parliament Hill in 1992, 

all of these large-scde projects contai. elements that airn to make the works less didactic. 

They ail try to eficit participation fkom the viewer in order to enrich their vîewïns 

experience. This is a result of the changes in the art world discussed earlier, d i c h  

essentially attempted to make public art more meanuigful and usefül. The monuments 

built in the capital since the late 1980's are the only examples whose design 

incorporates this interactive element- 

Since 1992, a number of pnvately led commemorations have been realized. Two 

examples include Enclave, or the Women's iMemorial plate  4.6) as it more commonly 

enhtled and a totem pole celebrating multiculturalism. The Women's Memonal was 

inspired by the killing of female students in Montreal's Ecole Polytechnique in 1989. 

The totem pole is significant in that it represents a spontaneous show of national spirit 

in a landscape dominated by the efforts of more formal govemment bodies. However, its 

placement on George Street, overlookin; parked cars and situared sornewhat away fiom 

Confederation Boulevard, greatly limits its exposure. 

Two monuments that will be built in the year 1999 or 2000 in the National 

Capital Region are a Native war mernorial CO-sponsored by the Department of hdian 



Affairs and the Assembly of  First Nations (Aubry, 1996) and a monument highlightin; 

the efforts of five Alberta women in securing the classification of women as "persons" 

under the law (E3ohusiawshs: 1997). Both monuments are tu be erected in 1999 or 2000. 

Known as the Famow Five, this work uras initiated by a pnvate group and is to be 

erected on the gounds of Parliament Hill. The choice of &ïs very spbo l i c  site \vas nor 

without controversy, since? to date, it has been reserved for important political @tues 

only (Ottawa Citizen, 1997). The Native war rnemonal will be situated in Codederation 

Park, near the ~\Ütional War Memoi-ial, 

h o t h e r  monument that may be built in the early years of the next century is a 

cornmernoration io Lester Pearson (see Rogers, 1998). While  the capital already has a 

monument to this Prime Minister on Parliament Hill, the site for this monument would be 

situated on the Quebec side near his bunal p lxe  in Wdcefield. The proposed -mi te  

sculpture would depict Pearson with the Nobel Peace prize he won in 1957 for his efforts 

in developing international peacekeeping (to be discussed later in the next chapter). The 

possible building of this monument would s~en,&en the presence of federal 

achievements in the province, but its Iocation away fYom the cenuai areas of the capital 

limits its exposure and may relegate it to obscurity. 

Spatial and Thematic Coverage (refer to  Table 4.0 and Figure 4.4) 

The comrnon thread of activity that has taken place in the national capital is its 

having been initiated or cosponsored by the federal govemment. As a result, most works 

were erected on federal land. Moreover, the govemment7s ownership and control of 



much of the central area guarântees to some extent that the thematic focus will be on the 

nation. The NCC's commemorative policy represents a h commitment to cater to 

national toun-sts. In addition to the policy, the Commission cooperates with locd 

govements to ensure that the national story rernains the focus of the Boulevard- It is 

important to note that, while the NCC boasts a commemorations policy that focuses 

uniquely on national critena, it does not speciS what should be commemorated per se, 

nor does it have a specific plan in place to redress what may be perceived to be a 

themanc imbalance. Subsequently, the policy recognizes the fact that cornmernoration is 

driven by the countless events and issues that capture the attention of Canadians and is 

thus h i ~ d y  variable. As a result it is open and flexible to the chan-&g nature of 

Canadian society (Nesbitt; Interviews, 1997). 

The overall majority of themes accumulated over time, involve the 

comemoration of important political persons and military events and fi,wes related to 

the history of the nation. Together these categones account for 32 of the 49 monuments 

in the study area (see Table 1.0). Only IWO monuments depict multiculturalism or 

themes that pertain particularly to ethnicity (48,37) and both were built in the 1990's. 

One monument, despite bein; outside the study are% must be noted for its relevame to 

ethnicity. The aforementioned Vietnam Rehgee's Mernorial lies within the area of a 

sizable Vietnamese population in the city and represents an example of how monuments 

to particular identities could in the future be accommodated withui the city of Ottawa 

(Tunbridge and Ashworth, 1 996). 





Table 4.0 Selected Characteristics of Cornmernorative Monuments and Selected Scdpturts 

k a t i o n  Tltlc o f  Work Year Styfe Theme Proponent 
codeœ - -  

Cornmernorative Monuments 
1976 Fig .bua  S. Xma. Pol H m  Gov't of  A q p t h  

Fin Staue 



Monuments reflecting Native contribution total five (4,3 4,42,rC; ,48), three of 

which are traditional totems poles, and the fourth, a fi-m2tive sculpnire of an abori,@nal 

at the base of the Champlain monument. This work was meant to commemorate the early 

explorations of Champlain, whose accornplishments would most ceriainly have been 

more difficult to realize had ir not been for the ,auidance and help of the Native peoples 

(represented by the h e e h g  Native). This piece has corne under recent cnticism by 

members of Xative groups, who see it as a reflection of a subsenrient reiationship 

because of the Native's attire and physical position md who have therefore lobbied for 

its removal (Ottawa Cirizen, 1997). This is a local example of how the meaning of a 

monument can become controversial. The future Native War Mernonai in Confederation 

Park will represent an atcempt to address the lack of reco-&ion Natives received for 

their efforts in Canada's wars, 

Monuments reflecting women and their contribution to the national society are 

few, but those that exist can to be found on Parliament Hill in the forms of Queen 

Elizabeth and Queen Victoria. A third will be added when the Fumozu Five is installed 

on Parliament Hill in 2000. This statue is significant as a role mode1 sulce it highlights 

the achievements of Canadian-boni women in Canada, and its placement on the Hill can 

certainly be read as a statement intended to redress the lack of gender in monuments in 

Ottawa-Hull, and more specifically, Parliament Hill. As discussed earlier, the last major 

monument with a focus on women was Enclave. However. the work was built to give 

exposure to the issue of violence and gender, rather than to make an explicit attempt to 

position its rneanîng as national heritage. There are of course, other monuments in the 



city which reflect female forms especialiy allegorically, the National War Mernorial 

bein,o the most prominent But some argue that th is  allegorical representation fGls to 

adequately reflect the lives of women and their contributions to society (Wanier, 1985). 

Refeming to Fi,gure 4.4, one can see that the spatial coverage of monuments dong 

the Boulevard is uneven, with the greatest conceiiaation of works being located on and 

around Parliament Hiil (10-29). Other concenmted areas include the Mile of Histoq 

se-ment, especially near Major's Hill Park, Rideau Falls Park, and Green's Island and 

the grounds of the Governor General residence. The most vacant areas remain in Hull and 

to the west of Parliament. 

Monurnentalization on Parliament Hill is reflective of the sustained efforts of the 

federal government to commemorate political and monarchical figures. Confederation 

Square (8,9) and Codederation Park (4-7) to the southeast of the Hill are two other areas 

that reffect a stronj federal presence. Other locations that reflect govemment or private 

sponsorship or both include the grounds of Govemment Eouse (12-13) and in Rideau 

Falls Park (35-8), located to the north of Green's Island. The grounds of Govemment 

House are particularly Native-oriented and partially reflect the personal intentions of the 

present Govemor General to highli&t Canada's third foundin; nation (Govemment 

House, 1997). These intentions are reflected in the foUowing quote fiom a speech gïven 

on the theme of Native role rnodels, by the curent Governor General, the Honourable 

Romeo LeBlanc: 'We owe the Abori,oinal peoples a debt that is four cenniries old. It is 

their tum to become full partners in developing an even greater Canada" (LeBlanc, 1996). 

The last major area of large-scale commemorative activity by the govemment is on 



Sussex Dnve where the Reconciliarion (46) serves as a major marker or trafnc node for 

the Boulevard, 

Hull boasts a total of four monuments, al1 are removed fiom the Boulevard 

proper, but 211 being efforts of the city of Hull and private groups. These monuments 

commemorate the city's founding, the Msit of Pope John Paul II, the International Year 

of the Family and the major wars. Al1 of these works reflect national themes, thereby 

reinforcing the national focus of the Boulevard- 

The lack of monumentalization on the part of the federal govemment in Quebec 

c m  partly be explained by the late inclusion of Hull in national capital planning. More 

important, however, is the fact that the heritage of Quebec has been promoted and 

protected since the early twentieth century by the provincial govemment. When the 

federal govemment built its large office complexes in Hull, this generated a fair amount 

of controversy since it involved the clearance of much of the early housing of the city. A 

Quebec provincial commission viewed the whole rebuitdùlg of the core of Hull as 

"cultural and demogaphic aggression" and a 'keach of Quebec's political sovereignty" 

(Boal, 1990:325). A federal intrusion into Hull with nationally focused monuments would 

indeed generate the potential for conaoversy, rais% an important query for the future 

success of the NCC in attaining this end. 

Commemorations on Onawa-Carleton regional propem include Teny Fox (21) 

on Wellington Avenue and Metcalfe Street and the Canndian Tibure to Human Rights 

on Ela& Street (3). Both of these monuments reflect national concems. City of Ottawa 

cornmernorative activity on Green Island includes monuments to the Korean War 



veterans of the Ottawa area (10) and the hostase taking in lran in the late 1970's (39). 

Monuments to Simon Bohar  (49) and San Martin (l), both South American political and 

militaq heroes with no national content, are removed Eom the main areas of the 

Boulevard. The Women's Mernorial (2) ,  a controversiai piece CO-sponsored by the City 

of Ottawa and which can certainty be argued to have national ~i~gnificance, is also 

somewhat removed. Other Iocal monuments include the religious fiames found on 

Sussex Drive (4495) and at the Universiv of Ottawa (50). Founders of the cities of Hull 

and Ottawa are located on Promenade du Fortaje and in Major's Hill Park respectively. It 

is important to note that these local examples can have dual purpose in nature: not oniy 

do they give validation to the local heritage, but they can have also serve to enrich 

national content depending on the interpretation used. 

In addition to the works already identified, 1 have chosen to include f i ve  pieces 

of public sculpture which reflect relevant thematic matenal. These examples include the 

Hzmt (A), the Victoria Island Torem @3), and Kolus @), and the al1 of which reflect 

Native art forms and themes. These sculptures, taken together with other monuments 

celebratin; Native themes, contribute to the image of the capital as reflective of this 

founding group. Boat Site @) and ntree Fonns by the Sea (C) reflect the role and 

importance of the Ottawa River. 



CONCLUSION 

The landscape of the capital represents a Iong-tem cornmitment by a variery of 

actors to create an imaa@ary world of rneanings related to what it means to be Canadian. 

Beautifhl architecture, attention to environmental aesthetic, monument-building: these 

efforts and others are set against the natural splendeur of the location with its rivers, hills 

and vegetation. 

The monumental component of this image reflects a varied thematic collection 

with an historically acquired prevalence for po litical and military themes recorded 

through representative figuration. Moreover, it is not overly representative of heritage 

that speaks to the increasing diversity of Canadian society. This is due partly to the early 

period of monument-rnakins, which emphasized broad national themes wïthout 

particular reference to issues of gender and ethnicity and which accounts for many o f  the 

workç in the capital. In Iater penods, we do see some examples that are more 

representative in this regard but these are much fewer in total. The ability to reverse this 

trend at least numencally, given the cost and time needed to construct new monuments, 

translates into a process that will take some time to cornplete. The monumental landscape 

may never reflect a balanced national story, which is itself always in flux, and, $\-en the 

variability of cornmernoration activity, this situation will probably continue to exist in 

the future. Perhaps a more germane situation exists in the attempt to build monuments 

which are more inclusive in nature through a common theme rather than being reflective 

of particular groups. ïhus the stage is set to consider the two case studies which 

attempt to bridge the problems of a plural culture. 



CHUTER FIXE: CASE STUDIES -- 

MOPI'UMENTALIZATION OF THE CONTEMPORARY 

NATIOhTAL IDENTITY 

INTRODUCTION 

.Uer discussing the monumental landscape of the capital and its lack of inchsusive 

coverage of the diversity of Canadian society, 1 tum now to the events surrounding the 

production of the two monuments: the Canadian T*bute to Human Righhrs and 

Reconcilia~ion. These two case studies exempli@ efforts by their proponents to create 

Iasting national symbols in an effort to reinforce national unity and cohesiveness. This 

chapter will review the ideas and beliefs espoused by the monument makers and the 

steps taken to inscribe meaning in these cultural markers. 

Discussion of the production or creation of the two monuments will be canied 

out in tandem. Specific areas of cornparison and contrast between the bvo will be noted, 

and there will be comrnents throughout relating the works to theoretical issues raised in 

Chapter 2. The chapter is divided into six main sections. The first section relates each 

commemoration to its overall subject matter by emphasizing its relevance to national 

history and identity. After laying this contextual groundw-ork, 1 then discuss the initial 

reasons for commernoration in section nvo and describe who the proponents are and their 

intentions for the monuments. The third area of discussion explains the cornpetition 

process, covering events in the production of the monuments up to the jury's choice of 



design. This section includes the reasons given for the choice of the site: its symbolic 

attributes and locational importance to the capital setting. The fourth section contains a 

detailed discussion of the wïming design, focusing on its f o m  and symbolic content, as 

well as any changes brou@ to it by result of the jury or proponent. The fi% section 

highlights the promotional activities camïed out by the proponents in order to senerate 

interest and awareness in these monuments. The final section discusses some broad 

issues relating the monuments to nationalism, post modernism and the symbolic 

association between the two monuments in the capital landscape. 

RELEVANCE TO NA4TION-4L EFISTORY ,AND IDENTITY 

While both of these projects reflect different producers and therefore cary  

different meanings, what they cornernorate and what they bring to Canadian identity 

and nationalism have common linkages. 

The fifit area of commonality is reIated to Canada's interest in human rights 

abroad, its peacekeeping efforts and its foreign policy. A central aspect of this policy has 

been a commimient to multilateralism through participation in international orjanizations 

such as the United Nations m. Part of this c o b t m e n t  c m  be seen in the early role 

that Canadians played in the development of UN human rights legislation and 

peacekeeping. 

The f i s t  instance of early contribution is related to the scripting of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights (LDHR) on December 10, 1948. This declaration, co- 



authored by Canadian John Hurnphrey, was a response by the international community 

to the atrocities and wrongdoing that had taken place under the Nazi re,$me and others 

dUnn3 the Second W ~ r l d  War. The UDHR is a "declaration which represents a statement 

of principles or moral ,guidelines for the recognition and protection of fundamental human 

rights throughout the globe" (KaIlen, 1995: 1-71. Despite its non-legdly binduig nature. 

the UDHR has cam-ed substantial moral weight and is still considered to be the primary 

focus of human rights discourse (Robertson, 1995). 

Since the Second World War, Canada has taken on the role of a promoter of 

human rights, through the monitoring and observance of human rights abuses in the 

world. Exarnples of how Canada has carried out this role include attemphng not to sel1 

military equipment to countries rhat are knom human rights abusers and by limiting aid 

to those c o u n ~ e s  (see Scharfe, 1994). 

The development of peacekeeping missions is a ~ b u t e d  to the work of former 

Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson, who recommended deployin; a multilateral 

international peace and police force to oversee tensions in the Sinai as a result of the 

invasion of the area by the French and British in 1956. For his efforts, he was awarded 

the Nobel Peace Prize in 1957, the fmt and only Canadian to receive this award. From 

this point on, peacekeeping became a widely recognized and popular activity of the 

Canadian military. Over 80,000 Canadians have served in pzacekeeping missions and, to 

date, 104 have died as a result. No other country has served in more missions. 



The second area of comrnonality between the two works lies in the idea that 

Canadian interest in international human rights and peacekeeping are tu70 areas that are 

said to reflect the national consciousness. In her study of Canadian foreign policy, 

Scharfe's (1994) argues that the direction and focus of foreign poLicy are ofien reflective 

of a moralistic and humanitarian stance rnirroring aspects of the national identity. Not 

oniy is this stance reflected in official pronouncements, but, more importantly, it is 

reflective of popula. beiief as the follouing findings fiom a national pou indicate: 

The image of Canada as a moral, humane, peaceable, caring society is a very deeply 
embedded imaze, and is a very important aspect of the Canadian identity and one 
Canadians seem to take pnde in- Fron this perspective, foreign poiïcy initiatives that 
deal with aid to the Third World, aiieviating hunger and poverty, seeking solutions to the 
nuclez arms race, s p e h g  out against human rishrs vioIations, are thought of by the 
majority of Canadians as part of being Canadiau part of the national character (Decima, 
1985). 

Granatstein (1974) argues that part of this desire to help others is rdated to a saong 

missionary impulse embedded in the Canadian Department of Foreign MEairs. 

Peacekeeping allowed for the sharin; of ùiar paaicular Canadian attribute "peace, order 

and good governmentYy (p.512) to the less fortunate of the world and "carried a positive 

and moral imperative that appealed to idealistic and a l e s t i c  sentiments" (Sens, 

Canada's identity in the world as a good international citizen is ofien seen as a 

result of our unique history and identity. Having to deai with tensions between the 

French and the Enjlish as well as accommodating a diverse population have renilted in 

patience and tolerance, attributes that are hiJhly regarded in international activities such 



as peacekeeping (Jockel? 1994). This experience allows Canada to daim a particular place 

in the international realm: 

Our history and experience have equipped Canada for a unique role on the worid stage. 
The inventor of peacekeeping, a pilIar of the United Natios, a Ieader in intern2tional 
development, one of the most tnisted nations in the world, Canada has been called the 
fxst international country. The envy of the worId, o u  fortune reflects our wedth and 
fkeedom, and the charâcter of Canadians (Clark, 199 1132). 

One of the important motives for Canada's strong involvement on the world 

scene centres on the international recognition that it gves to a relatively s m d  nation. 

B y supporting and participating in multilateralism and in the UN thro u;h peacekeeping 

and other measures, Canada ensures that it has a strong voice on world issues. These 

effoas have contrîbuted to the idea of Canada as a middle-power whch allowed it to be 

seen as an important world actor by other nations and its own people (Sens, 1997). 

Support for the UN. dso  semes to reinforce the image of Canada as a "good internationa! 

citizen" (Jockel, 1994:15). Canadian foreign policy and its focus on multilateralism and 

intemationalkm can also be seen as a means to express a distinct Canadian identity that is 

different fiom that of the United States. In relation to peacekeepùig, this activity was 

seen and still is- (though this is changing) as an area undertaken by Canada independently 

of the United States. While the US. could be seen as an aggressor (Cuba, Grenada, 

Viefnarn), Canada puts forth a distinctly more peaceful and caring face ui the world 

though its involvement in peacekeeping. Thus peacekeeping serves tc reinforce a sense 

of identity through what we do in the world and connects well to our national experience. 

Moreover, Canadian peacekeeping involvement reinforces the notion of Americans as 

"other" and contributes as a countenveight agahst American dominance. As Hilmer 



(19939) notes, 'peacekeeping is seen as an independent, distùictly Canadian activity and 

our intemationalisrn as an antidote to too rnuch continentalism." 

Canada's involvement in both human rights and peacekeeping provides ample 

reasoning for cornmernoration. However, the fiibute was not meant to commemorate îhe 

imaje of Canada as an international human riJnts leader, but rather was built as a 

means to remind ourselves that we ofien do not live up to that image. On the 

international scene, Canada has at times acted with interests in mind other than human 

rights. In these instances, human rights have been relegated to second place behind trade 

relations and military concems (Berry and McChesney, 1988). Ar home, the Canadian 

govemment passed the Canadian Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms in 1982. 

Despite previous foms of legislation including this one, Kallen (199534) argues that 

there '5s no necessa .  comection between the existence of human rights legislation and 

the empincal facts of respect for or denial of human rights in a given country." While 

commenting on the general public's feeling that the country is not racist in nature, she 

provides a battery of examples to argue the opposite. What is important about the Charter 

is that it has allowed a number of groups to corne fonvard to argue their case. She argues 

that the Charter has raised expectations of many individuals and ptoups since they see the 

written ideal as espoused by the govemment, but that, in tum, they are faced with an 

opposite reality leading to discontent and le@ challenge. The most prevalent challenges 

originate Born groups representing abori=(.inal, rnulticultural and Quebec interests. In 

addition, the Charter's equality provision has fostered a number of court actions on behalf 

of women and disabled groups and the gay and lesbian communities. Thus, the Tribute 



is seen by some to be a necessary tooi by which to remind Canadian citizens and the 

government to iive up to the ideal that is espoused. This cornmitment is particularly 

important given the fact that Canada represents a multiplicity of cultures that is oniy 

going to increase over Bme. Tensions arising fkom this fact are sure to raise controversy 

in a number of human rights areas. 

The commemoration of peacekeeping was prïmarïly related to the events in 1988, 

when the United Nations received the Nobel Peace pnze in reco-sünon of its efforts in 

the s e ~ c e  of peace. The pride and cornmiment of the Canadian military in their 

peacekeeping role leads Granatstein and Bercuson (199 125  1) to note that ''when the 

1988 Nobel Peace Prize was awarded to Uh' peacekeepers, the Canadian armed senices 

believed, with subsrantial justification, that the prize was really meant for thern." Apart 

fiom this fact, the reason for its commemoration h a  been tied as well to the positive 

pomayal it gïves to the military (Granatstein and Hilmer, 1994). As Jockel (1994: 18) 

notes, "Canadians are not only intensely aware and enormously proud of their 

unparalleled record in peacekeeping, but have corne to see it as an important element 

contributïng to their national identity." The populariv of peacekeeping became very 

important to the military in light of the fall of the Soviet Union, diminishinj the 

likelihood of a world war. The reality of the end of the Cold UTar led many to believe 

that Canada and other counûies would soon benefit fiom a peace dividend as a result of 

the expected scaling back of military çpending (Jockel, 1994). By the end of the 198OYs, 

peacekeeping began to be seen more and more by the military as a means to ensure its 

continued survival (Granatstein and Bercuson, 1991). The production of Reco~zciltation 



could thus be seen as part of a iarger need to express the purpose of the military to the 

public in order to secure resources during a period of severe cutbacks (Ibid; Dale, 1993). 

An opporhmïty arose for increased exposure for the military and peacekeeping in 

1990. In the tolm of Oka a proposal to build a golf course on land considered sacred to 

nearby Natives, resulted in protracted resistance on the part of Mohawk Natives. The 

military was askec! to intervene in the situation and to oversee the peacefûl resolution of 

the conflict. This event enabled the country to see first-hand the professionalism of 

Canadian soldiers with peacekeeping experience in their han&; of this divisive 

conflict. The military emerged fÎom the event in a positive light and was able to 

convert many Canadians who rnipht have felt doubt about the use of peacekeeping and 

the militasi in general (Granatsteïn and Bercuson, 199 1). 

Up to this point, 1 have discussed the \vider context that surrounds each 

commemoration within the domain of national experience and identity. In both cases, 

there has been long-term Canadian involvement and instances where Canadians have 

played paramount roles in the eady development of both peacekeeping and huma. rights. 

Consequently, both areas provide ample material for national heritage recognition. 

REASONS FOR COMMEMORATIOK AND PROPONEKT(S) 

nie  Canadiun Tribzite to Human R i ' t s  

The idea of a monument to human rights was bom in 1983 out of a failed 

attempt by representatives fkom the Canadian Polish Congess to change the name of 



Daly Avenue in Ottawa, near the Polish Embassy, ro Solidamosc Avenue. This request 

was made to cornmernorate the peaceful labour rights activism in Poland, h o w n  as the 

Solidarity Movement. Due to local protest, the street name commemoration was denied 

by Ottawa City Council. This event proved fiuidul, however, in that it brought together 

like-minded people who subsequently joined forces to corne up with a more permanent 

and universal commemoration (Ottawa Citizen, Sept. 20, 1989). On December 10, 1983, 

International Human Rights Day, these individuals came together to form the Canadian 

Tribute to Human Ri&ts Inc. (CTHR). 

The two principal founding members were Hania Fedorowicz, a member of the 

Polish Congress, and George Wilkes, a retired public senrice employee and local 

political activist (see Eade, 1989). Around this nucleus were a transitional number of 

volunteers who gave tirne and energy to the project. From the outset, the project 

attracted individuds fiom a variety of social backgrounds where the issue of human 

rights was of personal concem. These included people interested in gay and lesbian, 

aboriginal, ethnocultural, hmophone, labour and wornen's causes. 

The diversity of group interests was welcomed by the principal founders and 

was cenaal to the Tribure's intended message. In the words of Hania Fedorowicz, "the 

beauty of this project was its diversity, from the beginning (Fedorowicz; Interviews, 

1998). We were never reductionist as 1 recall, but ahvays trying to find the broadest 

denomuiator which could represent d l  of our specific issues, projects, [an4 goals." The 

devzlopment of one particular idea, "until a11 rights are respected none are secure", was 

related to the need of finding cornmonalties and helped to "counteract the impulse of 



some, to oniy heed their own narrow goup interests" (Fedorowicz; h t e ~ e w s ,  1998). 

The diversity of those involved and the need to h d  similar ground among them, helped 

to show how a tribute to human rights could be accomplished through human 

solidarity The idea of people fiom varied backgrounds working toward a consensus 

on an important issue reflects part of the s p b o l i c  vision for the monument's purpose. 

For instance, the Tnbure would be %oth a powerful and e m p o w e ~ g -  symbol. It suggests 

a new approach to power, sharing rather than dominance, power based on a reco-gition 

of rights, on empowement of the person and the commtlILitfY ( C m  1 WOa:7). 

The organization also espoused a universal vision of human ri&ts that was meant 

to speak beyond the strict confines of the country. Through its visual presence, the 

monument would play an educative role by reminding Canadians and people £iom 

around the world of the importance of human rights. The Tribure "'will remind our 

leaders, sensitize our visitors, and teach OLU children that human rights are the cornerstone 

of human community- and that until the rïghts of dl are respected none are secure" 

(CTHR, 1990a:7). The creation of the monument was based on the belief that "public art 

c m  make a social statement and play a role in rnobiliwig citizens to awareness and 

action" (CTHR, 1996:8). In the words of George Wilkes, the monument would 

"provide a space for al1 to ~ i s i t ,  1 see it as a place of inspiration, 1 see it as a place of 

refkeshment of spirit, for release of challenged emotions and ideas, a place for M e r  

meeting" (Wilkes in CTHRc, 1990)- Organizen dso hoped that it would become a 

rdlying space for goups interested in human rights. 



Much of the early work of the Tribure goup centered on the expression of 

cornmon ideas and beliefs. Following this process, the need to raise funds, &id a site, md 

prepare for an artistic cornpetition, engaged most of the group's efforts. As 1 will discuss 

later, the group's approach to these tasks mirrors their intentions and ideas set forth 

previously. At this point, thou&, 1 wilI consider the early phases of Reconciliarion. 

Recon ciliatiorz 

The original proponent of the construction of Reconciliation was the Department 

of National Defence @ND). Pnor to the âwarding of the Nobel Peace Prize to the UN, 

ideas had been circulatins wîvithin the department for some sort of cornmernoration to 

peacekeeping, but no Lm proposals had yet surfaced. Accordhg to the military 

representative who senred on the project, Colonel John Gardarn, the ganthg of the 

aw-ard was a decisive factor for the military in the decision to erect a monument in the 

capital (InteMews, 1997). Ori,o;ially, the idea involved one statue on a plinth to be 

erected on DND land. Within a short time of the decision being made by the DhD, the 

NCC becarne involved in the process since part of its mandate involves overseeing 

commemorations on federally owned property (see NCC, 1988). Due to the importance 

of the commemoration to Canadian identity, the NCC expressed interest in becoming a 

major partner in the building of  the monument. The two agencies consequentty 

solidified the partnership through an agreement to build the monument together. 

For the DND, the monument to peacekeeping provided an opporhuiity to 

commemorate the efforts of its peacekeepers. The monument would be "Canada's 



ans-cver to the Nobel Peace Prix" (Gardam; Interviews, 1997) and would be a visible 

cornmitment of Canada to the United Nations- In the tiew of the NCC Director of 

Prograrnming at the tirne? Shirley Black, the Commission's invoIvement and interest in 

the project rested on the belief that the story of peacekeeping involved orduiary 

Canadians and was not lunited to the military. As discussed above, peacekeeping had 

become an integral part of Canadian identity. In addition? a SUT-ey of Canadiansl 

conducted by the DhD? continued to point to peacekeeping as a legitimate activity of the 

military and one worthy of spending federal dollars on, despite the economic climate of 

the late 1980's and early 1990's (see Crop, 1992)- Moreover, most Canadians were well 

aware of peacekeeping through television images s h o ~ ~ ~ g  Canadians seMng in war- 

tom countrïes. An important aspect to note about the popularity of peacekeeping is that 

this sentiment is present in both English and French Canada, thus elevating its symbolic 

status as a resource for achieving national uni- (Jockel, 1994). Consequently, 

peacekeeping provided an exceptional opportunï~. for the NCC to cary out its mandate: 

communicatin,o Canada to Canadians. The monument also reinforced the international 

dimension of the capital since it "symbolizes the very essence of the Canadian 

international role and our hope for the fiiture" (MX, 1991a:l). 

The international theme is one of several areas that the NCC identified as being of 

central importance to the capital identity (NCC, 1991b). Along with national defence, 

Canadian foreign policy is a distinct function of the federal govemment. Given the level 

of regionalism in Canada and the powers gïven to the provinces, Canadians ofien identiS 

more wîth their provincial capitals than with Ottawa. The NCC's attempt to develop 



the international dimension of the capital thus serves to focus attention on the 

importance and role of the federai governrnenr in everyday life. This consideration not 

only helps to legitimize the place of the federal govenunent, but also aids in f o s t e ~ g  

unity by focusing attention on national pursuits. Peacekeeping is also relevant in 

expressing the ideals and values identified by the Commission as those the capital 

landscape should reflect. These include the purçuit of fkeedom, democracy, peace, order, 

good govemrnent and tolerance, ail vaiues ideally associated with a diverse socieq 

(NCC, 1991b). 

On another level, peacekeepin; as an activïty with a broad consensus-building 

value provided the Commission with an oppomuiity to create a national symbol in 

concrete form within the overall fiarnework of capital building. The comments of the 

NCC chairman, Marcel Beaudry, in 1992 echo this observation: "the National Capital 

Commission is commïtted to creatin; a capital that reflects the values that are close to 

the hearts of all Canadians. Clearly, peacekeepins is one of those values" (MX, 19921). 

From the discussion of initial reasons for the cornmernorations and subsequent 

site considerations, we now tum to the events leading up to the choice of designs. The 

next section explores the events involved including the creation of the cornpetition 

,4deLines. The drafting of ay.idelines entails the crystalLization of ide= and beliefs on 

the part of proponents. Once uiese are formed the process then falls to the creative ability 

of the artist to make these ideals into concrete form. 



COMPETIITION PROCESS 

Fundraising and Site 

The fkst major task for the Tnbute organization involved fundraisinJ and 

acquiring a site. These considerations were meant to be canied out in a way diat waç 

reflective of a permanent monument of national significance. The raisin; of funds was 

camïed out in a manner which would limit the involvement of any one donor in the 

project. The highest contribution could not exceed S5,000, while the arnount needed was 

considered to be close to S800,OOO (Wilkes; I n t e~ews ,  1997). This base of support was 

very important to the group as a rneans to encourage the public's interest and approval of 

the project (CTHR, 1981). Organizers felt it was vitdly important that the project not 

be representative of one or tu-O large sponsors but instead reflective of a diversity of 

individuals and organizations f?om across Canada. In order to maintain interest, the 

group was also able to attract hi&-profile individuals to the site during the fundraisinj 

campaign, which tumed out to be a seven-year process. In 1985, a ceremony was held 

on the site with then Minister for Human Rights, markuig the inception of the equality 

provisions in the Charter. In 1989, the site was also visited by Lech Walesa, then leader 

of the Polish Solidarity movement, and by Ed Broadbent, then head of the International 

Centre for Human Rights and Development. The cap on the donation level proved 

difficult for fundraising, but it ensured that a wide base of support could be realized. At 

the monument's unveiling, the organization boasted over 400 major donors representing 
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a nation-wide base of support frorn sovemment anci pnvate or~anizations. There were 

dso  hundreds of individual contributions (CTHR, 1990). 

The selection of the site was prharïly motivated by the group's desire for the 

monument to have maximum public access. ' lhe favoured site, Ela% Sueet and Lisgar 

Avenue, though less "capital" in its naNe, met the group's desire for the monument to 

be a part of the everyday life of the city. During the tïme of site selection. rhe site on the 

corner of Elgin 2nd Lisgar was on the southemmost leg of Codederation Boulevard. 

ïhough somewhat removed from the main symbolic core of the city, the site 

nevertheless would be a c'gateway" to the Boulevard. Fi-gure 5.0 depicrs the site of the 

Tnbute and its proximity to the Boulevard and nearby buildin,os. As a result, the site 

offered a good balance benveen being situated amongst everyday life and projecMg a 

national orientation. In addition to its heavy pedestrian t r f i c ,  the site offered symbolic 

association to hurnan rights through its proximity to nearby institutions, including the 

provincial courthouse, Knox Presbyterian Church, Barrister House, a lawyer's office 

cornplex, and the RMOC ( C m  1985). The RMOC debated the site designation in 1984 

and decided to donate it to the proup. This approval was conditional, however, based on 

the final design and text of the monument (RMOC, 19879034). Unfominately, due to 

on-going design considerations in the planning stages of the Boulevard, this section was 

later deleted kom the NCC's plan for ùle s p b o l i c  route. Its location, however, is still 

relatively close ro the main tourïst areas, including the headquarters of the RMOC, which 



over time has become a focus for various festivals and events of a national nature, thereby 

ensuring continued exposure. 

The geographical placement of the Tnbute has been important in transfo- 

this previously unpretentious city space into a symbolic political place. Fintly, its 

location helps to accentuate the role and place of social institutions in human nghts 

discourse at a local, provincial and national level. This association c m  be seen as an 

effort "70 remind and sensitize our leaders" as to the ramification of their actions (CTHR, 

1 99Oa:7). Similar to Reconciliation, the assertion of human rights and the importance of 

the federal Charter in relation to them, highlights the sipïficance of the role of federal 

institutions in Canadian society. Secondly, the Tkibute's intention to becorne a site of 

political activism introduces uito the capitai landscape a symbol intended to question 

traditional ideas of official heritage. 1 will elaborate more on this when 1 discuss the 

unveiling achvities below. In summary, the Tribute is meant to be perceived more as a 

symbol which necessitares careful thought about national society rather than an 

affinnation of naive ideas of what it means to be a Canadian citizen- 

Cornpetition Guidelines 

It was decided that the best means by which to obtaùl a design would be through 

the rumb3 of a well-publicized national cornpetition. From the interviews, Hania 

Fedorowicz related her view on the process by emphasizing that "this should be a public, 

open process, dlowing broad cornpetition and the best quality. We wanted it to be a 

national project, avoiding any taint of favoun or insider connections." The group had no 



experience in building a monument, and no one on the ad-hoc design cornmittee had any 

idea as to what it should look like (WïIkes; Interviews, 1997). The cornpetition cosrs 

would surpass 5100,000 a rather large sum for the non-profit goup, but an expense 

deemed necessary for the achievement of a mtly national symbol (Ibid.). The interview 

participant who suggested the idea of nir;ning a cornpetition, Tom Amold, saw the 

process as a means of senerating Canada-wide interest and also as a method to ensure 

an equal opportunity for artists ro compete on the project. The latitude gïven to the artist 

was \vide, but the work would have to ernbody th+ intent of the Tribute: 

... the intent of Canada's Tribute to Human fights is to mark throush artistic_ inspirational and tangible 
form the srnrsgles and continuhg efforts of the people of Canada and of ail nations to obtain and 
preserve hdamenta l  human nghts as these have been accepted in such Iandmark documents as the 
United Declaration of Human Ri~h t s  and the Canadian Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms. Too it 
-dl celebrate our uniminen reco-in'on thar human rights underlie and give via1 strength to rhe 
structure of human society and rviH demonsmte our respect for the dignity of each person and each 
communitv, o u  rolerance and chenshing of their difference and the bonds that unite us in human 
so lidarity . 
The Tniute wJ1 be dedicated to promothg awareness of fundamental human rights wiïhout espousing 
any particuiar political beliefs or position. It nill provide the first symboiic focus on human rights and 
upon respect for the individual and minorisr groups (CEEL, 1983%: 1-2). 

The intention of the fi-ibule rnakes it clear that t h i s  would be no ordinary 

monument. It is neither meant to remind us of any one event, nor does it tak-e any 

specific viewpoint. This non-conftontational stance is partly a condition of  the group's 

approval as a non-profit organization. In order to receive the designation, the organization 

group had to register as an educational charïty, preventing it &om making any overt 

political message (Wilkes; Interviews, 1997). In addition, site donation was conditional 

upon the Region's review of the monument's final form and text. While it was lejally 

bound to be non-conf?ontational, the group's position appeared to have been chosen quite 



deliberately. In order to obtain the necessary funds fkom such a diverse array of 

organizations, a message was needed that could be broad enough to include all 

viewpoints (Fedorowicz; Lnrerviews, 1998). As well, any reference that would comect 

the monument to any one group or event would its universal (and 'Yimeless") 

message- 

In September 1986, a jury composed of prominent artists and critics approved the 

design of the Montreal-based architect-artist M e l ~ i n  Chamey, out of a total of  129 

submissions (see CTHR, 1985). In the jury's decision sratement, the artisr's submission 

was noted "for its integration with buildings adjacent to the site, and ... his rich use of 

symbois conveyïng many levels of meaning" (CTIB, 1986). 

The competition process was a statement to the dedication of these volunteers to 

produce a hi&-quality piece. The competition enabled the choice ro be made fairiy and 

objectively since the competition ,pidelines specified that the chosen jury design would 

be final. This sensitivity ensured that the persona1 intent of the group was not unfairly 

forced ont0 a public site. The consideration of running an open competition reflected 

a sensitive awareness of the negative public climate that pervaded public art projects 

d u h g  the early 1980's. On the whole, one interview participant with a background in 

art and who helped in the early phases of the Tnbure endeavour felt strongly that the 

competition process was carrïed out in a very "cprofessional" manner despite the 

inexperience of the volunteers (Reid; I n t e ~ e w s ,  1997). 
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Fig 5.1 Site of Reconciliotion in reference to nearby buildings a n d  to Confederation Boulevard, 
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Recon ciliation 

Site 

Unlike the Tribute, this project fiom the start had substantial human and financial 

resources upon which to draur. Thus, this phase of  the endeavour does not reflect a need 

for public fundraising, but it will discuss the site and the reasons fer its selection by the 

two proponents. As 1 alluded to earlier, since this work reflects contention between 

those involved, the following section will describe the formulation of cornpetition 

guidelines and how the cornpetition process was carrïed out. The process of creating 

Reconciliation is important in that it h i w g h t s  how dominant proponents engaged in 

creating a monument can be reflective of very different intentions and ideas. 

As with the Tribute, one of the k s t  considerations for the proponents was the 

need to locate a site for the commemoration. A nurnber of loca~ions d o n s  Confederation 

Boulevard were considered by the two proponents. One site, favoured by the military 

representative, was the Location at Green Island near Ottawa Ciqï Hall. This site was 

attractive due to its prouimity to the nearby Aimen S Menlorial (see 35 on Fiame 44). 

However, the final choice of both proponents was the site at St. Patrick Street uid 

Sussex Drive (Fi,gure 5-1)- Of primary importance was the fact that the site was highly 

visible to both passing motonsts and pedestrians due to its location near major streets. 

The site also allowed for ready pedesaian access, an important consideration for 

attracting participation in the monument. Moreover, the location was on the Mile of 

Estory se,.;ment of Confederation Boulevard, an attribute which increases overall tourist 

interest and use in the nearby area (Gardam, 1998; Interviews; Biack; Interviews; 1 998). 



The choice of the site for a monument cornmernoration was formitous in that it 

complernents the extensive work aIready done by the NCC in the surrounding area over 

the past three decades. Sussex Drive was been a major focus for the NCC, which has 

facilitated the growth of the toun-st-histonc city (see Ashworth and Tunbridge, 1990). 

The site for the monument was part of a carefully planned atternpt? particularly in the lasr 

decade, to enhance connections with Hull and other somewhat removed national 

institutions. Broadly contemporaneous projects such as the completion of the pedestcian 

courtyard route fkom the Byward Market area to St. Patrick and the construction of the 

National Gailery and Museum of Civilization, helped to enlarge the tourïst-historic city 

toward Hull and gave more exposure to the National Mint and National War Museum. 

The latest addition to the area is the new Amencan Embassy under constmction adjacent 

to Reconciliation; counterpoised apinst the embassy building, the monument w4.l 

acquire increased national symbolisrn. Foliowïng the selection of a site the IWO 

proponents entered into discussions related to the cnteria for the monument cornpetition. 

Cornpetition Guidelin es 

The DND, by Wtue of its financial contribution and as originator of the idea, 

was the majority partner in project developrnent. The relationship behveen the DhD and 

the NCC, however, was mediated by the NCC's ownership of the site and the funds it 

provided. With the DND and the NCC together, the project gew in scope, both in size 

and intention, as well as in cost. The total cost of the monument is listed at S2.8 million, 

of which DND contrïbuted $2.3 million (see NCC, 1992 for budget details). It is 



important to nore that, while the DND felt that it was the major financial contributor, the 

NCC project manager Elizabeth Doherry felt that it was a more equitable situation 

overall, when one considered the site value and fuU cost of human resources and 

promotion activities borne by the Commission (hterviews, 1997). This difference in 

perspective appears to be related to the different ways in which the organizations account 

for expenses. However, it must be noted that this area of cost is still contested by the 

proponents. The important aspect is that rhe perception on the part of the DND existed 

and h n e d  part of the discussions that took place. 

Another issue that penneated the discussions between the two proponents was the 

uncomfortable feeling on the part many of those involved to be associated with the 

military and a military commemoration. This observation was related by the project 

manager who came to the project after the design had been selected, but still felt that diis 

feeling was present before her arrival. She attributes this feeling to the fact that many of 

those involved came fiom the generation who were old enough to understand the 

Vietnam War demonstrations in the late 1960's and early 1970's which resulted in a 

widespread backlash against the military in zeneral. Though these demonstrations were 

focused in the US., Doherty's observations seem to reinforce the comments by Jack 

Granatstein in Mohamed (1998) thar a tendency in Canada to downplay its military 

history and accomplishments can be amibuted to the era of anti-Vietnam sentiment. 

Terry Copp, a university professor agrees and asserts that over the past few decades "a 

consensus developed in society in which things military weren't exactly evil, but they 

weren't the kinds of thïngs people wanted to t ak  about" (Mohamed, 1998). The 



uncornfortable feeling seemed to relax over time in general, in the view of Elizabeth 

D o h e ~  as the proponents settled into a working relationship @ oherty ; Interviews, 

1 998). However, in the draftin; of the cornpetition guidelines and into the design stage, 

the tendency to want to douaplay the miïirary nature of peacekeeping by K C  

participants can be observed. 

The drafting of the competition ,guïdeihes involved intense deliberations over 

syrnbolic content that both proponents reported as beÏng quite hstrating. For example, 

in the words of John Gardam: 'vou couldn't believe the arbouMents we used to 

have"(hterviews, 1998). Part of the hstration between the two groups was related to 

the two very different organizational cultures they represented (Black; Inteniews, 1997). 

Elizabeth Dohem saw the military culture as hierarchical and intensely focused on the 

task at hand. She also felt that the military was an organization with "a culture which 

doesn't take easily to changes in direction" (Interviews, 1997). The issue of a chanse in 

direction came up ofien with the interplay between the Dh?) and the NCC's 

Programming Department. The NCC's aim '%as to be consultative and to get as many 

ideas" (Black; Interviews, 1998) on such areas as site improvements and syrnbolic 

content. Thus, discussions were c&ed out with a number of individuals representing 

various backgrounds f?om landscape designers to experts in Canadian studies. This 

procedure is described in the final report to be a "labonous, sequential process which 

discourages partriers and increases project costs" @CCy 1992). 

The key point of difference between the two proponents was related to whom the 

commemoration was for. For the DND, the commemoration was essentially a monument 



to commemorate the work of "GU peacekeepers" (Gardam; I n t e ~ e w s ,  1997). By 

contrast, the hCC, reflecting its national mandate shed to create a work which spoke 

to al1 Canadians. The uniQ611,a element for Canadians was the "shared commitmmt" that 

al1 Canadians have for peacekeepin; @TC, 199Lc:15). For example, Shirley Black 

(Interviews, 1997) felt that peacekeepiq %as a mission for Canada" and, as a result 

the commemoration should be airned at a wider audience. 

There were also differences between the two organizations as to the basic 

aesthetic qualities that the monument desi-gn submissions should reflect. -4s part of the 

agreement between the two proponents, the DND insisted that îhe monument reflect 

realistic figguratïve sculpture (Gardam; Interviews, 1998). The stipulation was prïmarily 

motivated by the need for "a clarity of meaning" where peacekeepers could r e c o d e  its 

"authenticity" (Ibid.). The stipulation for realistic statues appears to have been strongly 

influenced by the dislike of a b s ~ a c t  expressions of works by the DND employees. 

Apparently, an abstract work outside the main headquarters in Ottawa generaced such 

widespread disapproval in the military that the DND was not about to commission a 

work with the potential for such dissonance @id.). -4ccording to John Gardam, the work 

in question, which was removed to a location dong the Transitway, was an "ugly lookin,~ 

piece of a thinp and everybody casted [sic] derogatory t ems  as to what it meant. It meant 

something to the sculptor but to nobody else .... There was no way we were going to have 

something like that." There can ofien be public relations issues concerning public art for 

some governent bodies in that they are accountable to the public. 'Ihus, potential 

conboversies over art work would not be welcome, especially when tied to cost. As a 



result, public art commissioned by governent can at times, be more reflective of the 

safe and cornfortable rather than the daring or avant-garde (McKnight, 1996). 

The condition for fi,cru~-ative elements, however, may also be reflective of the 

populariv on the part of the military of traditional monuments which feature the use of 

statues. Even the hugely popular abstract Viemam Veterans Memorfal in Washington 

D.C. couldn't escape the calls kom some vererans groups for statues which were Iater 

added (Gris~-oldy 1992). The more recent Korean Veterans Monument in the American 

capital is entirely fi,wative in nature (Johnson, 1990). As a partner in the process, but 

with much more experience in dealin; with negative reactions to public art, the NCC 

felt that public understanding of the monument could have been accomplished without 

the strict stipulation for literal form (Black; I n t e ~ e w s ,  1997). However, the NCC did 

insist that the cornpetition guidelines address the need for submissions to Ïnclude a level 

of symbolism, in addition io the literal imagery demanded by the DhD. 

In the interviews, participants also stressed the difficulty in coming to tenns with 

what peacekeepers do and what mi$t be the best way to show these activities to the 

public. Peacekeeping involves a wide range of activities that vary accordin,o to the 

mandate of the mission. These include not only activities involving the use of force to 

keep peace, but also work relazed to removïng mines, overseeing elections, providùig 

food and supplies and the general rebuilding of physical and social infi.astnicture. Which 

of these activities would be represented became a source of intense discussion between 

the two partners. Ideas raised by the NCC focused more on the humanitarian aspect of 

the work, an interpretation that was often reinforced by television documentaries. For 



Shirley Black (lnteniews, 1997), the monument offered a new opportunitj- to shed Light 

on the activities of soIdiers rarely represented in sculpture: "Ottawa already had a war 

memonal ... we wanted this to be the other side of that." Thus, for exarnple, there were 

calls for a peacekeeper holding a child, thereby extendkg parental comfort in a s~essful  

situation. It was felt that this kllid of image would strike an immediate association for 

most Canadians. Shirley Black srressed the need to remember that these discussions 

occurred at a time when peacekeeping was sull essentially "keeping the peace." The 

conflicts in Somalia and Yugoslavia had not yet occurred, makins the distinction 

between war and peacekeeping clear. 

h opposition to these ideas uras the D m ' s  contention that peacekeeping was 

the focus of the monument and that it should reflect the main activities canied out by 

peacekeepers. These activities often involve the use of force and involve overseeing 

potential codict.  The peacefùl side of peacekeeping is the goal but not the activity itself; 

as the military representative asserted, the monument was not to become "a circk of 

doves with olive branches ." 

The insistence on the part of the DhD for a commemoration dedicated to its 

peacekeepers, with apparently less concern for the public, can perhaps be explained by 

the very different cultural symbols and comuni ty  values and noms held by miiitary 

members (Doom, 1984). Similar to other military organizations, the Canadian military is 

O fien characterized as  hierarchical, socially consemative, steeped in tradition and ofcen 

self-absorbed (Theriault and Douglas, 1997). Thus, it is not surpnsing that group identity 

is strong and would be set apart Erom the general population. Over the course of the 



project, the view of the DND toward more public considerations expanded to include a 

somewhat wider perspective (Doherty; I n t e ~ e w s ,  1998). This change in perception can 

be seen in the promotionai ac t i~f ies  cmied out in tandem between the proponents. 

As a result of much discussion, the prïmary guidelines of the cornpetition 

invotved an emphasis on Iiteral and spboLic Unagery and a conception of peacekeeping 

as an activity rather than as a reference to any one event. The focus on peacekeeping as 

an activity gives primary recognition to the long-term cornmitment by Canadians to 

foster world peace. In addition, it \vas decided that the monument would not be a 

memonal. This position may be related to the fact that peacekeeping missions, especially 

those before 1992, when the monument was in development, were usuaily carried out 

when hostilities had calmed, and therefore, did not result in many deaths. In fact, many of 

the deaths that had occwred were accidental in nature rather than combat-onented 

(Gardarn, 1997). Thus, the focus of the work is on the living members of the Forces who 

have participated in peacekeeping activities. The essence of the cornpetition ,guidelines 

read: 

The PEACEKEEPWG Monument is a mibute to the living, not a mernoriai io the dead- The 
intent of the monummt is to reco,gn.ize and celebrate through anistic, inspilational and tangiible foxm 
Canada's p a s  and present peacekeeping role in the world In that sense it wiIi represenr a 
fündamental Canadian vaiue: no mîssionary zeal to impose our way of life on others bur an 
acceptance of the responsÏbifity to assist them in determinhg their oum funires by ensuring a non- 
violent climate in which to do so..-The monument vidi appeal to those who seek a literal messase 
and to those who are receptive to a more symbolic statement. ( X C ,  19902) 

The emphasis on the literal is M e r  encapsulated by the k s t  guideline: 

It is essential that the monument be, or include, symbols which are easily reco-&able by i broad 
spectrum of the population so that past and present members of the peacekeeping forces, as well as 
the general public are able to understand the Monument and idenrify with its underlyin, = ideals and 
values. (Ibib) 
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The discussion conceming form in ReconciZiarion stresses the importance that 

aesthetics play in monument-building. It is also a reminder of how absrract public 

sculpture and monuments with their ofien negarive public receptïon can influence present 

designs. The desire for strong Iegibility in Reconciliarion reflects not only a desire on 

the part of proponents for messages to be easily understood, but it also exemplifies a 

desire to circumvent possible negative public reaction. The two case studies represent 

hvo different approaches to dealing with issues of aesthetic consumption. Cornpared to 

that which govemed the Tribute, the competition process for ReconciZia~on was limited 

in that it k o l v e d  the selection of teams comprisirg both landscape architects and 

sculptors kom across the country. This formula was decided upon so that adequate 

treatment could be gïven to both the sculptural element and to the complicated site issues 

demanded by its location on the Boulevard. In addition a smaller competition meant 

lower costs for the project, an important consideration for govemment organizations 

spending public money ('Doherty; Interviews, 1998). The total cost of the cornpetition, 

including staffwages, was reported to have been over $300,000 PCC, 1992). In addition 

to the limited cornpetition, the proponents stipulated that they would have h a l  choice to 

accept or approve the decision of the jury. Thus, in contrat to the Tribute, the closed 

process and stipulation of lïteral symbolism by the DND in the peacekeeping 

monument competition is more reflective of the imposition of the intentions of its 

proponents on the public realm, albeit with a concem for public acceptability and cost. 

The competition resulted in a total of eight submissions f?om registered teams. 

The jury unanimously decided that the subrnission known as "~econci~i~tion" met most 



clearly the demands of the cornpetition (NCC, 1991d)- The team that made up this 

proposal inchded: Jack Harmon (sculpter), Richard Henriquez (architect and urban 

designer) and Cornelia Oberlander (landscape architect), al1 fiom British Columbia. 

TEE WINMNG DESIGNS 

The Canadia r! Tribute to Human R i g h  

Design 

Melvin Charney h a  carried out a number of intemationally renowned works, all 

of which incorporate some level of abstraction Mthin them (Lambert et. al., 1991). 

Chamey's work echoes the efforts of earfier artists after the First WorId War who 

questioned political and societd values and beliefs. One cnt ic describes hïs work as "a 

constant commentary of the city, an acute, attentive and subtle reading of our society and 

a reflection on o u  environment in its physical and cultural expressions" (Latour, 

199 1%). According to Fulford (1991:51), much of Chamey's work deals with "social 

memory, metaphors of history and puzzles of culture." The use of metaphors permeates 

his work. In the words of Fulford again, "in his world, nothing stands for itself done; 

everything is metaphor - even the bIankest sIab of modemist architecture" (Ibid.). 

Chamey posits himself somewhere between the limitless expression of imagination and 

reality (Fulford, 1991). His design for the Tnbute follows this metaphoncal trend- 

The north-facin; Canadian Tribute to Htcrnan Rights is rectihear in shape and 

measures fifry metres in 1ength and ten metres in height (see Fiawe 5.2 and Fi,we 5.3). 





A (Front) 

B (Oblique) ' 

Fig. 53 Cahadian Tribure ro Humon Rights; Sketches of the artist depicring 
various perspectives (a*) on the monument. 
Source: Lambert. 199 I:l78. 



Plate 5.0 Canadicm Tribute to Human.Rights; Main arch with the inscription of the first article of 
the Unirersal Dedaration of Human Rights (UDHR). View looking south on EIgin Street with the 
Knox Presbyterian Church in background. 
Source: Lambert. 1991:179, 



Plate 5.1 Canadian Tribufe fo  Human Righrs; concrete figures holding placards. 
View looking east with the old Teacher's Ccillege in the background. 
Source: Lambert, 199 1:181. 

Plate 5-2 Canadian Tribure fo Humnn Ri~ht s ;  detail of concrete figures. 

t'iew looking west toward the Barrister House building. 

Source: Lambert, L991:181. 



The monument is meant to be walked through as if it were a pathway; therefore the 

description will be read as if someone were advancing fkom the north of Elgin Street. 

As one approaches the fiont, there is a series of ascending stairs which lead to an open, 

flat concrete surface designed for cerernonies. This surface then leads to a pathway under 

a hi&, red Manitoba granite arch, which leans against the main concrete body of the 

Tnibzrte- On either side of the arch in both officid langages is a dedication to human 

rights; its si_m-ficance will be explained at len,a later (see Plate 5.0). Wallang 

undemeath the arch, visitors are greeted on both sides by a series of three massive 

concrete columns depicting human forms (Platès 5.1 and 5.2). Three of the colurnns 

cany placards which read "di-gnity", "rights" and "equality", while the other three cany 

the French translations of these words. Then, making their way past the colurnns one is 

led toward the back and down a ramp which leads to the sidewak on Lisgar Speet. 

An area of importance concemùig the Tbibute is the idea of a pathway. Chamey 

took for his major inspiration a portion of a speech from Lech Walesa. The section reads: 

"we chensh the dignity and rights of every human being and every nation ... to follow this 

path means to enhance the moral power of the au-embracing idea of human solidarity" 

(Chamey, 1986: 1)- This section, Chamey feels, should be a message that is accessible to 

al1 people on al1 levels. Thus, 'Yhe objective of the design, therefore, is to provide a 

universal and timeless message, and to do so in a way whereby the symbolization of this 

message can be readily deciphered and related to accessible references" @id.). This 

objective is intended to be accomplished by rooring the Tribure in its surroundings. 



Figure 5.3 Map depicting the relationship between the Nalional War Mernorial (B) and the 
Canadian Tribufe fo Human Rights (A). 
Source: Lambert, 1991:180. 

Plate 5.3 Canadkm Tribute to Human Riglzts; view from inside4he Tribure lookin, a north to the 
Kalional War Mernorial. 
Source: :Lambert, I991:180. 



In the f ~ s t  instance, the fi-ibute is directly aligned with the Kational War 

Memonal located M e r  north on El,* Street about 500 menes away (Fiame 5.4 and 

Plate 5.3). This visual relationship to the War Mernorial conmiutes to the Ieg-ïbilig of  

the city. The relation to the War Memonal also serves a much more fundamenta1 

purpose. In Chamey's view, the idea of human rights does not readily avail itself to any 

known symbols, but the War Memurial has an attraction to it that is based on a shared 

experience of sacrifice. The Tebute, however, is about life and the desire to live with 

dignity and equal rights. Thus, the design sets the two monuments into an opposing 

relationship. The idea is to "beat the sword into the ploughshare" (Charney in CTHR, 

1990b). In the Tnbute, the archway is meant to reflect the arch of the Wur 1Memorial, 

but in the Tribute, visitors can walk through it and becone part of the monument, 

whereas, people are relegated to a passive role when taking in the War Mernorial. The 

idea of people participating in the monument is echoed by the colurnns, who can now be 

thought of as people affinning rishts by carryin; the large granite plaques over theïr 

heads. This relationship to the War Menrurial also complements well the T ' u r e  group's 

desire to foster human righrs through non-violent means. The W 2 r  Memuria1 reminds us 

that there are times when our rights have been f o u e t  for, but the Tribute "speak[s] to the 

broader efforts and sacrifices of people around the world to live in di,&y under the 

protection of just laws" (CTHR, 2 984:3 8 18). While the clarity of the visual relationship 

to the National Wur Mernorial fiom the Tribute is sûiking, this situation is not repeated 

when looking fiom the opposite vantaje point. The visual avis is obscured by trees and 

signs dong Elgin Street and is somewhat overpowered by the adjacent church. On a 



practical level, this lack of clarity Limits the visual relationship of the Tribute to an 

observer at the mernorial. SymbolicaLly, it also diminishes the association brought to the 

Narional War Mernorial by the Tribure's designer. 

The Tribure's design is also meant to hteract syrnbolically with the nearby 

buildings (Plates 5.0-5-3). The arch of the Trz-bute echoes the arch of the historic Knox 

Church and the old Ottawa Teachers College (which is part of the KMOC headquarters) 

to the east- The columns of the Tifbute are meant to refiect the basilics-like interior of 

Knox Church, located on the other side of Lisgar Street. Charney (1986) relates the 

importance of this association to the fact that codes of law and covenants in Roman times 

were often given validation in such places. Chvney (1986) also views this row of 

columns on the Tribute as a representation of a path of redemption. The main sanite arch 

which comprises the inscriptions and leans against the fiont, can also be seen to 

represent covenants. These 'Yablets" rest precariousiy on the main concrete body of the 

Tribute, thus suggesting the unstable nature of human rights in general and the need for 

their continued protection and fostering. 

The work is predominantly concrete, but this matend is strongly contrasted with 

the use of red granite on the fiont arch and on the individual plaques camied by the 

columnar fi,wees. The concrete conveys the image of a work in progress, an effect that 

was deliberate on the part of the artist. As hurnan rights are an on-goin; project, the 

monument reflects this reality through the use of this materid (Charney, 1991). However, 

the use of concrete also conveys the idea of permanence and stren,gth, thereby making an 



association to the idea of human rights as the foundation of human society (Reid; 

Interviews, 1997). 

This description o f  the design captures the essential elements of the ofncial 

version given by Charney to the jury. It represents a sophisticated reading, but one that is 

not limited to him, since abstract art ailows for a number of personal readings. Despite 

the design and its symbolic associations- abstract art is a connoversial form, and this 

contention is reflective of the Inbute. Indeed, the nature of the design very nearly iost 

the group the site, which had been conditiondy aven to them by the RMOC earlier 

QUVIOC, 1987). This conuoversy will be discussed in the next chapter. 

Design -4djustments 

The design undenvent very few changes fiom die time that the winnülg proposal 

was accepted to the time when the monument was actually completed. The inscription on 

the monument was chosen to be the quote referrcd to earlier by Charney. This choice of 

inscription was changed however, when an unplanned meeting between one of the 

Tnbure menbers and John Humphrey, CO-author of the k s t  declaration of the LJDm 

took place in Montreal, where the design for the Tribure was being shown in a gallery. 

Humphrey cited the broader application of the UDHR message in cornpanson to the 

Lech Walesa quote and urged ils adoption on the monument. With the point taken, the 

matter was discussed by the Tribure organizers and the text changed as a result Wilkes- 

interviews, 1997). Thus, the Tribure prorninentiy displays the k s t  declaration of the 

UDHR which reads: "Al1 Human Beings Are Born Free and Equal In Human Rights and 



Plate 5.1 Cartadiair Tribure ro Hrrinaii Ri@&; Native translation plaques located on the concrete arch 
on which the main granite facade rests. 
Source: Author's collection. 



Dignïty" (Plate 5.0) This event  vas very f i t fü i ,  in that ir reinforces the universal 

concem and outlook espoused by the Tibute group. The UDHR, as discussed 

previously, is a well-hown declaration and is rhus a good cross-cultural reference 

makùig the legibibility of the Tribure that much greater. 

The only other major chanse to the monument resulted fiom the relationship 

which fomed between the T'.r i te  ûrganizers and local Algonkian Natives. Realizing that 

the Tnbute rested on Al;onkian land and was part of a larger land claim, the Tribure 

organizers approached the Assernbly of First Nations (AFN) about taking part in the 

project. What emerged w-as a proposa1 to incorporate over seventy plaques on the 

Tribute displayhg the translation of Tquality, Rights and D i g n i ~ "  in aboriginal 

langages (see Plate 5.4)- This proposa1 was tied to the efforts of the AFbT ro lobby for 

govemment support in preserving native languages The Tribure group accepting the idea 

led to the designation of the concrete arch on the T>-ibure as refenïng to the House of 

Canada (Wiies- in te~ews,  1997). This 'liouse" is conceived as being solid, uith its 

roots in the hîstorical presence of Natives living in Canada long before the arriva1 of 

Europeans. The presence of the plaques '%cars wimess to the role of laquages in the 

preservation of cuiture" (CTm, 1997). One of these plaques will specifically mention 

that the Tnbute rests on land claimed by the Alsonbans. Thus, it refers symbolicaily to 

the struggle of langage and culture rights on the part of native Canadians and provides 

recognition of the land daims issue. While one could argue that the plaques are no more 

significant than the French and English translations found on the front, it is the fact that 

one does not see these languages in an everyday s e t h g  that makes thern stand out. In 



effect, while espousing univenality, the monument does reflect to some extenr by vimie 

of language a heritage of the îhree founding groups of Canada. As an important aside, 

the native plaques may raise issues of Iegiïibility and si,gnificance for the vïewer: in that 

the native translations are no t referred to in the cornmernorative plaque. 

In addition to the plaques and inscriptions above, there is a smaller 

cornmernorative plaque explaining the si_gnïficance of the work four metres to the north 

of the site, under a tree facing the Rh4OC headquarters (see Fiapre 5.2). Its importance 

for the Tribute should not be underestimated in that it is the main reference in how to 

interpret the abstract work. It reads as foIlows: 

The Canadian Tniute to Humai Rights celebrates the desire of people to live in fieedorn 
and di,onity and to share equal rishts. Enter the mibute, a path mces a s p b o l i c  
procession through a porral inscrhed with the first words of the Vnited Nations Universal 
Declaraüon of Human Rights. The mbute was conceit-ed by a comrnunity of voIunteers 
fiom across Canada engaged in the struggle for the rights of peopIe. 1: was created by the 
artist MeIvih Charney. Sparked in 1983 by the swggle of the Polish trade union 
Solidarnosc and dedicated on Sept  30, 1990, in the presence of the Dalai Lama of Tibet, 
the Canadian Tn%ute to Human R i l t s  is a reminder that until ail rights are respected, 
none are secure. 

The inscription on the plaque h i~~ l igh t s  the universaliv espoused by the goup. 

This aspect can be seen in the decision to not make reference to any one group in the 

stru~gle to secure equal rights and through direct reference to the UDHR. As well, the 

last sentence of the plaque reiterates the need for collective action, since, the acquisition 

of n a t s  for oneself or one's group do es not end the greater goal of universal equal rights. 

The Tnbute's national focus is made clear by the reference to the nation-wide volunteer 

effort and the visit by the Dalai Lama. The reference to volunteer effort also accentuates 

the idea of what can be done by pnvate citizens through collective effort. 



Recon ciiiation 

Design 

The submission feanired two main elements: kstly. two walls that 

slowly converge into a point and which feature three peacekeepers on the top and a tall? 

blue communications tower; and, secondly, the inclusion of a sacred grove slightly 

removed fiom the main work (Fig. 5.5 and 5.6; Plates 5.5 and 5.6). The trvo main walls 

are symbolic of opposing sides in a c o ~ c t ;  the pathway between them is strewn with 

nibble reflecting the redity of war (Plate 5.7). Flowers sprout out amonpst the debris as a 

reminder of hope in the face of desmetion. The converging walls represent the process 

tonards reconciliation, which, in its infancy, is overseen by three peacekeepers (Plate 

5.8). One fi,p.re is a soldier represenring the danger invohed in these missions; another 

wears the LN blue beret and represents obsenration, while the third fi,we is a fernale 

signaller who represents the role and importance of communications during these 

operations (PIate 5.8). The fi,gxes are on the 'Xgh gromd" between the two opposing 

sides. To the nght lies the peaceful sacred grove (Plate 5-10), consisting of twelve trees 

(one for each province and territory), as well as au enclosed low-lyuig gassed area 

symbolizin; the hoped for future of dl those involved (NCC, 1991). At night, the 

communications tower becomes a source of light sshowering the @-es and the site in a 

haze of blue- This colour echoes the distinctive '%lue berets" associated with L N  

peacekeepers (see Fig. 3.6 for proposed location of the tower). The idea is for the 

participant to enter the work kom the rear so that one follows a logïcal succession of 

events fiom conflict, represented by the debris and opposing walls, to the attainment of 







PIate 5.5 Reconciliation; frontal view from Mackenzie Ave. showing the converging walls- 
Source: author's coiiection. 

PIate 5.6 RecoizciCiution; side view of the monument with the sacred grove on the IefL View is from 
iMackenzie Ave. 
Source: author's coIIection. 



Plate 5.7 ReconciIia1ion; ramp/path Ieading through the =battIe scene". View is from 
Susses Dr. with the Kational Gallery in background. 
Source: author's collection- 

5.8 Reconciiiafion; silhouette of the statues. View irom the ceremouial space looking 
northwest toward the Kationzl GaIIery. 
Source: author's colIection- 



Plate 5.9 Detail of the day maquettes used for the statues in Reconciiiatiorz. 
Source: Gardarn. 1998s cover. 

Plate 5.10 Reconcilialion; view from the main w a k  Iooking northward toward ihe sacred grove. 
The National Gallery is to the left and the Notre Dame Basilica on the right- 
Source: author's colIection. 



peace symbolized by the sacred grove- Thus, the work invites active participation by 

observers (see hiCC/DND, 1990; Henriquez and Associates, 1992). 

The jury chose the submission for its weil-executed balance between the Literal 

f i .5~es  and the symbolic, represented by the rubble of war and the sacred grove. Both 

the public and peacekeeper would understand the design: "the peacekeepers will identie 

with action because it relates directly to their own experience. The public will reco,gïze 

the images of actual events and s ~ f e - t o m  places they have seen on television" @CC, 

19922). Echoing the military interpretation of peacekeeping discussed previously, the 

jury felt the d e s i 9  reflected "the need for stren,oth, action and command if one is to keep 

the peace, rather than expressing the calrn end state of peace itssLf" (Ibid.). 

The design also interacts directly with nearby buildings. The converging walls 

which resemble the bow of a ship point to the Grand Hall of the National Gallery, 

symbolizing peacekeeping as a force in the defence of culture (Plate 5.6). The waIls are 

also broken intc two sections, which dlow for a direct Iine of sight to the Peace Tower on 

Parliament Hill (Fig. 5.5 and 5.6). Thus the monument makes a clear relationship to the 

govemment as well as a statement to peace (Henriquez and Associates, 1992). 

On another level, the military nature of the monument complements some of the 

main institutions in Canadian society through its geographic placement (Fig. 5.1 and 

5.5). These include "culture" represented by the National Gallery, "religion" exemplified 

by Notre Dame Basilica and "govemment" symbolized by Parliament Hill (Ibid., 1992). 

The role of the military in the maintenance of the idea of counw is reflected in its 

emphasis on duty to counny and nation over individual rights (Willet, 1993). It is the 



PIate 5.11 ReronciZiation; detail of the flagpole showing the tights on each side which 
double as symboIic guns, 
Source: ailthor's coIlection, 

5-12 Reconciliazion; handrails aiming toward Parliament Hill. View is from Sussex Drive. 
Source: author's collection. 



defender of the society and has a special relarionship towards national identity. The 

sacred grove? designed by Cornelia Oberlander, also echoes the landscaping of the nearby 

h'ational Gallery, which was also created by this same artist. 

Changes to the design 

The jury placed some conditions on the concepnial ideas of the m-innins desiua. 

The two moct important conditions, related to the tower and to the sacred grove. The 

commU7Ucations tower was deemed to be workab l e  because of the maintenance it 

would require and because of poor legibility for the viewer, and thus had to be dropped 

in favour of some other means to achieve the height needed for the node (Gardam; 

Interviews- 1997). The jury also advocated that the sacred Jrove be reinforced in order to 

rnake it more integrated with the main focus of the monument (NCC/DND, IWO). 

The removal of the blue tower was remedied by the inclusion of a Canadian flag 

pole and by the raising of the main walls by 60 cm at the point of convergence. The pole 

is Iocared at the base of the stairs leading up to the monument and is desiged to project 

a set of ",gms" fiom a battleship on each side ( Plate 5.1 l and Fig. 5.6). The handrails 

fiom the stairs follow this symbolic allusion by incorporating gun sights, aimed directly 

at the Peace Tower, into their design (Plate 5.12). The design element of the flag pole 

and handrails attempt to make symbolic association to peace by aiming the sights toward 

this goal (Monnette, 1993). 

The sacred grove was reinforced by raising the area and enclosing it in a wall in 

order to soften the concrete of the site and monument. This is an important consideration 



to note since thc ori,&al monument was meant to be clad in pink Manitoba granite. In 

order to reduce costs, the cladding was dropped in favour of polished concrete (Gardam; 

I n t e ~ e w s ,  1998), thus increasing the amount of concrete on the overail site. The p v e  

itself is comprised of a circular wall with rough uncut rock that shields a mised Jrass area 

that is meant to resemble an egg representin; birth and life (Plate 5-10). This raised gass 

surface attempts to make the area more visible to the obsenrer in an effort to create a 

cohesive experience. For some in the NCC, this design element was very important 

since it helped to mediate the perceived military nature of the monument, which had 

become more war-like with the inclusion of the "'battle scene7' represented by the debris 

between the two walls (Plate 5.7). It was hoped that the peace grove would alter the look 

and feel of the monument, which now reflected "a strong emphasis on war" (Black; 

Inteniews, f 997). 

A further modification uras made to the grove afier public comments were 

received at a preliminary opening on July 1, 1992. Many of those who attended expected 

to see the names of the dead peacekeepers on  the walls of the monument. There were also 

calls by some former peacekeepers afier the unveiling to include these names as well 

(Gardam; Interviews, 1997). However, since the interpretation of the monument by the 

Dh!D rested on a commemoratïon of the activiv of peacekeeping, these views were not 

accommodated directly. Instead, an inscription uras pIaced as a result of these demands 

on the inner wall of the grove and reads %eir names liveth for evermore", a phrase 

borrowed fkom the Commonwealth War Graves Conunission- The inclusion of this 

inscription on a section of the monument clearly removed from the focus of the work 



could be read as a statement to the military's unwaverïng cornmiment to îhe ori,+al 

intention of the work: a cornmernoration to an activiv as opposed to a mernorial to the 

dead (see Fig. 5.5 for the location). Moreover, this inscription is not reinforced by any 

other mention of soldiers who died on peacekeeping missions. Thus, it could be arped 

that there is a question as to the effectiveness of the inscription on the sacred grove. 

In addition to these changes- other modifications were carried out which reflected 

the individual needs of  both the NCC and the DND. For example, the statues were made 

to ensure absolute accuracy in every aspect fkom dress to weapons, and one of the fi,wes 

was made into a U.N. M i l i t q  Observer (UNMO), in order to give representation to al1 

three branches of the military plate 5.9); (Gardam; Interviews, 1997). Previously. a11 the 

fi,wes on the monument had reflected the army branch of the military. In relation to the 

female communications officer, there was initial reservation expressed by the DND 

representative, since no fernale member has ever served as a peacekeeper in this 

capacity. Thus, there was a concern over the authenticity of this paaicular element of the 

work. However, rather than entertain the idea of its removal, the NCC insisted that it 

rernain in order to reflect the chan,&g rnake-up of the armed forces and of general 

societal expectations (Black; Interviews, 1998; Gardarn; Interviews, 1997). Havin; 

decided to keep the female communications officer, the proponents then insisted that the 

statue be stren,&ened in order to accentuate her femininity, a charactenstic that was not 

readily visible to the viewer because of the gear and the uniform wom by the statue 

(Gardam; I n t e ~ e w s ,  1997). 



lncfudhg military weapons on the fi,pres was another area that proved 

contentious for some. Part of the NCC's concems were centred on how an overtly 

military monument might be interpreted by some members of the public. The 

disagreement seemed to rest on the view of peacekeepers as "good gys "  who carry out 

humanitarian works versus the idea of professional soldiers. In the view of the project 

manager, the military fe ft strongly that peacekeeping acti\lties focused primari1 y on 

vigilant observation in often dangerous situations and that humanitarian works are 

secondary to these achvities. As well, if the monument were to be lesjble to 

peacekeepers, it wodd have to ïnclulude military attire and equipment including 

weapons. Weapons were primarily used for self defence, but they were important in that 

they conveyed the ability to enforce the peace (NCC, 1991~).  In the end, the position of 

the military was deemed to be the "reasonable view of things" (Doherty; Interviews, 

1998). The importance of this interpretation for the rnilitary should not be 

underestimated. It is, afier dl, mainly military personnel who carry out these missions, 

and the DND7s primary objective was to erect a commemoration of its peacekeepers. 

With respect to the figures and their interpretation by the public, it is worth 

nohng that, pnor to the installation of the statues, it was decided by the sculptor to 

change the placement of two of the fiagres. The fi,we canyin; the machine gun \vas 

moved ftom above where the word c'Reconciliation7' was inscribed, to the opposite wdl, 

where it now stands under the wording "In the Service of Peace." Thus, th is  new 

placement reinforces the idea that force is necessary at t imes to obtain peace. The 

unarmed UNM.0 that replaced the soldier reflects a much less obvious military presence. 



Plate 5.13 Reconciiiazion; detail of the ceremonial mortar on the north wall- View is 
from the parade space looking south. 
Sourcc: author's collection. 



Moreover, with his binoculars and physical stance, the statue reflects an objective 

appearance, an amibute which can be interpreted as senring to stren-een the 

symbolic association to the word ccReconciliation" (Gardam; I n t e ~ e w s ,  199 8). 

In order to accommodate ceremonial fiinctions at the site, a mortar was built by 

the proponents at the base of the wall which reads "In the Senice of Peace" (Plate 5.13) 

The mortar semes as a place to receive flower wreaths in during official functions. The 

mortar thus reinforces the symbolisrn of the armed statue above, in that force is needed at 

times to secure peaceful ends. However, the placement of flowers in a deadly weapon 

c m  be read as a powerful symbolic gesture which asserts the need to secure peace over 

continued warf'are and destruction (Doherty; Interviews, 1998). 

-4side fiom the words ~econciliation" and '= the Seriiice of Peace", the names 

of all the missions that Canada has partïcipated in were inscrib ed on the main north wall, 

with room for another 100 years worth (see Fi,aure 5.5 for location). In addition, as one 

enters the area of debris, markin% the stm of the interactive experience, the right wall 

shows a description of the monument and the keynote speech of Lester B. Pearson 

during the 1956 Suez Crisis, the event that led to his wimkg of the Nobel Peace Pnze. 

This text reads as follows: 

In 1988, the 'Tobel Peace Prize was awarded to the United Kations peacekeepers. This 
monument, Reconciliation, is a tri-bute to Canada's commitment to world peace, and to aii 
Canadian men and women who have served as  peacekeepers. Members of Canada's 
-4rmed Forces, represented by their fi,oures stand at the meeting place of two walls of 
destnrction, Vigilant, impartial, they oversee the reconciliation of &ose in c o f i c t ,  
Behind them Lies the destruction of war. -4head lies a promise of peace , a gove, a 
symbol of Me- 

We need action not only to end the fighting but to make peace, My own govenunent 
wodd be glad to recommend Canadian participation in such a United Xations force, a 
nuly international peace and policing force - Lester B. Pevson Nov. 2 1956 



The choice to include a reference ro Pearson helped to mediate earlier calls by some to 

expand the rneaning of the monument to include his achievernents and, in addition, 

emphasized the unique role Canada played in creatulg the instinitioii of peacekeeping (as 

noted in Chapter 4, there are now efforts underway to build a monument to Pearson on 

the Quebec side). The text clarifies the general reasonulp for the monument and 

specifically hizhlights how the soldien should be interpreted and the need to comzct tc~ 

the symbolism of the grove. The text thus careNly directs interpretation away fiom an 

overly militaristic readin;. The speech fiorn Pearson M e r  reinforces the need to see 

peacekeeping in the light which the monument porktys, that is, die need for force to 

grasp peace. 

The negotiation between the two proponents discussed earlier represents a 

tangible example of how the construction of rneaning entails negotiation. The insistence 

upon a strong legîble piece in the cornpetition bgu.idelines resulted in a work which 

reflected this desire. The XCC participant, Shirley Black (Interviews, 1997), felt that the 

military's objectives had clearly been met, while those of the NCC had been less so. 

This participant would have liked to have seen a stronger balance toward the military 

nature of the monument and a stronger emphasis on interpretation. It was felt that 

interpretative materials which discussed the perspective of people living in these areas of 

conflict andor the shared commitment and support for the activity by ordinary Canadians 

would help to broaden the message of the monument. The interpretive elements did not 

proceed because of the costs involved (Gardam; Interviews, 1998). However, this present 



situation does not preclude the potential for future interpretive initiatives by the YCC on 

the site. Outside of this consideration, it appears that the design accurately reflected the 

proponent's objectives: a story Line was evident, which invited participation, and there 

was a sood mùc ofthe literal of the a b s ~ a c t  (Doher~y, 1997). 

In fact, in the eyes of the project manager, the design was able to capture quite 

well the essence of what both proponents were looking for: the ability to work ~ 6 t h  

different objectives on the part of proponents, and the strong creative ability to manifest 

an idea that melds these views. Despite the design changes that occurred afienvard, the 

project manager felt that the finished work still reflected the essential charactenstics of 

the original design. The stren,@ of the design and its importance to the rnilitary 

perspective especially, is related by Elizabeth Dohem in the interviews: 

There is a very nasty business going on wîth shattered homes and drearns-. and 
[where] peacekeepers [are] above the fhy ,  not taking sides, alert and keeping the 
opponents aside- That side isn't peacefd; it isn't about going in without your gear oo 
because you cac die and many people do die ... [And] over here you've got the garden 
the hope for the future- The hope that ifyou c m  do peacekeeping, you can b ~ g  back the 
dream thar most people have of Iiving in peace and sdety. But it's off on rhe other side; 
its not centrai. It7s part of the whole rnessa_oe, 

Tnis case study underlines how dominant ideas and beliefs are made up of 

different interpretations, and that the production of cultural symbols is not a clear 

manifestation of idea ïnto form. From the initial idea to the finished form, Reconciliation 

is a monument which reflects the negotiation by ùidividuals representing their own 

organizational agenda and their own ideas, beliefs and experiences. As 1 discussed 

earlier in relation to other monument case studies, this debate process is not uncornmon. 



In summary, the competition process of each monument resulted in two 

monuments reflecting very different styles. The Tribure is the result of an open 

cornpetition and reflects a much more avant-garde expression cornpared to the literal 

symbolism of ReconciZiarion. In cornparison, ReconciZiation is the outcome of a h i t e d  

competition, whose  delin in es reflected intense negotiation on the part of die rwo panons, 

tvho expressed very different ideas and intentions of how the monument should look and 

be interpreted- For the DND, this intent was focused on the creahon of a monument that 

highlighted military contributions. This htent was not aimed at s p e a h g  to dl 

Canadians, which was the mandate of the NCC. The NCC took the position that the less 

military the monument appeared the better, a consideration that reflects a concem for the 

potential dissonance around issues of war and glorification. The DhD and its stipulation 

of fiamative statues a d  literal symbols speaks of a desire to be non controversial, at 

least in respect to traditional ideas of how monuments should look. 

Despite their differences in form, both monuments contain enough literal 

eiements to be more or less readily identified to their therne. 

PROMOTION 

Canadian Tribute fo Hz~man Rights 

This monument was unveiled on September 30, 1990. W a i l e  the Tribute itself 

can be  considered apolitical in its message, the unveiling of the monument was an 

explicitly political occasion. This commemorative event did not seek to gain a consensus 



on national memory by m g  traditional narratives or rnythç. In its place were 

rousing speeches by a number of individuals who ofien spoke fiom a m n g  the 

assembled crowd of 2,000. The f o m  of the Tri6ute S unveiling contrasts with the usud 

forma1 ceremony and sepration of politicians and eiite fTom the spectators, ofien seen in 

other traditional cornmernorative events. This kind of ceremony was a conscious choice 

made by the M u t e  group, who wïshed to "orient the unveilin; ceremony to pubLic 

participation" (CTHRa, 1990:2), and was meant 'Yo be representative of the project itself, 

or&@& comrnunity-based [and] people-powered" (Fedorowicz, 1998). These 

considerations would seem to reflect the ideal of the goup mentioned earlier in regard to 

fostering power sharing rather than dominance. 

The presence of the Dalai Lama at the unveilin; and the failure of the Prime 

Ministes to personaily meet with the 1989 Nobel Peace Prize recipient gave the event a 

con~oversial edge. The Dalai Lama's outspoken views on the Chùiese occupation of 

Tibet were unpopular with the Chinese govemment who as  a result, advised against any 

formal recognition of the Dalai Lama by the Canadian govemment. The Canadian 

decision to not gïve formal recognition reinforced the conûoversy since the Chinese 

govemment was responsible for the Tianamen Square massacre in 1989 and, despite this 

event, the Canadian govemment still rnaintained diplornatic relations with China. This 

position led the president of the Tibute group, Hania Fedorowicz, to comment in her 

speech that "hi& finance and political expediency cannot be placed above human 

rights ... I cal1 on the Prime Muiister not to embarras our country by f a i h g  to personally 



receive and to listen to this gentle ambassador of non-violence and of poliucs of the 

heart" ( C m ,  1990b). 

The recognition given to the Native community through the Ianguage plaques on 

the Tribute was also refiected by the participation of local hÏatives in the unveiling. 

Activïties included dnimmuig and chanting, a sweet gass ceremony, a speech by Bill 

Commanda, an Algonkian elder- and the singing of O Canada by Native children. 

Commanda comrnented on a different historical pasf one which features the long 

stewardship of the land by Natives long before the European visitors arrived and of a 

people who have "never surrendered" (CTHR, 1 99Ob). 

The central messages of the day centred on the universal nature of rights, the 

need for action and vigilance in securing nghts and the need to go about this process in a 

non violent way Special attention was focused on how much needed to be done in 

Canada itself. "We stiU have far to JO in OLX own counm ... equality should not be a 

distant joal, we must achieve it quickly if we are to have pride in o u  country and in 

ourselves. We cannot allow bigoûy or people's rijhts to be trampled underfootYy 

(Trueman in CTHR, 1990b). The symbol of this work would be the monument which 

"marks the cornmitment of all Canadians to live in a society of digity and justice7' 

@id.). But in order to do this "legal instruments are important but not enou gh... Wlat is 

needed is a conscious and vigilant public which can show its solidarity and indignation 

when the rights of individuals, groups or nations are denied" (Fedorowïcz in CTHR, 

1990b). 



The activist tone was also evident druing the evening's dinner at the Canadian 

Museum of Civilization in Hull. The evening featured speeches by Ed Broadbent, Chai 

Ling (political leader of students at Tianamen Square), the Dalai Lama, John Humphrey 

and representatives 60m Native communities and hom women's and disabled interest 

groups. The evening's theme continued the earlier events of the day, bm more 

importantly, it stressed the importace of non violent action. "No force can stop human 

desire for keedom and democracy" (Dalai Lama in C T W  1990c ); and rhis message 

was reinforced by Chai Ling , who shared her experience kom the events at Tianamen 

Square (CTHR, 1990~). 

In addition to its efforts of soiiciting national support and the hi& profile it 

received through its mveiling activities, the Tkibute has managed to increase its 

r e c o ~ t i o n  on a national level more recently, thereby increasing its exposure and 

contributing to its reception as a national symbol. An important aspect of the Tribute is 

that? in its inclusion of the first declaration of the L'DHR, it can be immediately 

interpreted as national heritage in vimie of its Canadian CO-authorship. This aspect 

easily elevates its symbolic irnport. As an example of official recognition, the NCC 

website for Ottawa tourism lists the %bure (as well as Reconciliarion) as both a cultural 

landmark and as a symbol of the international dimension of the capital (see 

mv.capcan.ca). 

Moreover, Tnbute organizers pushed for the monument to be part of the ofkicial 

activities of the commemoration of the fiftieth aiiniversary of the UDHR in Ottawa in 

1998. Part of the festimties included a the screening of a vide0 of the Tibure project and 



a discussion by the artist of the work's role as a representation of the human rights 

snuggle. This event in turn was seen,othened by the distribution of over 25,000 

pamphlets at downtown locations explainino the purpose and appearance of the work, 

including the meaning and translation of the Native plaques (Wilkes; I n t e ~ e w s ,  1998). 

In September 1998, South f i c a n  president Nelson Mandela, who c m  be argued to be 

one of the most well-lmown human nghts defenders, helped ro unveil a plaque near the 

front of the Tkibute, in recoag%tion of the efforts of John Humphrey. In addition, the 

monument will be featured on a postage starnp honouring this individual. These 

promotional activities lvill have a strong potential for elevating the recognition and 

understanding of the purpose for the Tribute. Why these events have corne at such a late 

date is related to the realities of ninning a volunteer organization and financing issues. 

After the unveiiing, there was little money available to distribute and design brochures, 

and the number of volunteers was insufficient to coordinate activities such as the rlsit 

by Nelson Mandela The interest and resources fiom the community, though, have 

picked up again ro make these new efforts possible. In the words of George Wilkes, 'me 

project is still a comrnunity effart and it takes time for the roots to gow" (Interviews, 

1998). 

In addition to the events described above, the work is aiso featured in the 

NCCys monument =auide, Streetsnzaut, and is listed at its tourist ùiformation centre as a 

"significant Canadian achievement." The Tribute group can aiso be reached via the 

intemet (see CTEIR, 1997)' and its site explains the monument's symbolism and offers a 

number of photographs detailing its forrn and the unveiling of the work. The foray ont0 



the internet was part of an earlier plan which would have seen the creation of a "Living 

Tribute" (CTHR, 1996). This idea was developed by the past goup president Sreve 

Naor. The project would have involved the creation of a significant internet site devoted 

to educating children in grades seven to m-elve about the history and philosophy behind 

human rights. Discussion of the Tribute would also be incIuded in this project. 

Unfortunately, the proposal was dropped because of a lack of funds (Naor; Lnterviews, 

1997). 

The Tribute is meant to become a place of politicai gatherïng and demonstration. 

Making this space overtly political is not readily achieved by the inclusive nature of its 

inscription or form, but instead is activated by the unveiling ceremony and related 

activities and on-gohg dernonstrations carried out on the site. While the goup  erected a 

monument to human rights which is meant to be poiitically neutral, one could certaidy 

argue that the unveiling ceremonies were aaything but non political in their message. 

They were plainly cntical of the actions of the Canadian government and others at home 

and abroad. These events underscore the importance of such ceremonies in imbuing the 

monument with a sense of purpose and emotion, whether or not these are positively 

received by society. The presence of weil-hovm individuals contributed to the moral 

weight and importance of the Tribute's message. Refemnj back to Bodnar's (1994) 

distinction between officid and vernacular memory, the Tributek unveiling is 

characteristic of the latter. The questioning of official actions by the Canadian 

government and others over human rights is an attempt to negotiate the rneaning of these 

events in a manner reflective of a concem for human suffering and lived experience, 



rather than for officiai concems over trade or international relatiom. The encouragement 

of public participation is dso reflective of this vemacular distinction. The activist and 

participatory unveiling helped to transmit how people shouId interpret the Tribure. A 

monument to human rights is fine, but what does it mean? For those present taking part in 

the unveihg, the messages related to various needs, such as a need for vigilance and 

awareness, a need for solidarïty, in an effort to secure and maintain human rights 

despite the existence of different identities, a need to go about this process în a non 

violent rnanner, and a need to extend this concem for rights throughout the world. The 

monument wodd senre as a place for collective focus and dissent in the stnigsle for 

rights. These messases, however, were temporary in nature as the monument itself 

retains no physical inscription of these events and meariings. h d  yet, this interpretation 

as a space for activism lives on as it has been used for this purpose several times since 

its incepcion. The activist tone behind the project in general is an example of how 

dominant ideas are contested eom time to time by alternative ideas. A tangible example 

fiom the unveiling ceremonies is the alternative vision which seeks to place rights 

ahead of trade and military considerations. 

Uliile the Tnbrlie can be seen as an attempt to define Canadian society, there is 

also a universal or global aspect to the message that takes it beyond national boudaries. 

Respect for individual rights is universal despite nationality. h the unveiling, reference 

was made to the fact that Canadians must hold the pvemment responsible for OUT 

international actions as part of respecting all rights. The promotional activities also made 

good use of international issues and individuals to promote the messase. One could 



therefore argue that despite its national ~i~glificance, the Tribure is also designed to speak 

to anyone regardless of nationality and thus aims to get to the core of what it means to be 

human. The Tnbtrte can be said to be multifaceted  JI what it can accommodate in 

meanhg and, therefore, is reflective of one of the most important characteristics of 

symbols: the ability to be polwocal. Kerzer (1994) argues that this ability is especially 

relevant in national societies where civïc nationalism is tbe basis for identity. 

As a symboI, one way in which the rneaning of the work wiLl change relates to 

how it is promoted. This aspect is especially important for the T'bure. In the group's 

desire to increase the Tribute's symboiic importance to the nation, the activist m e d g s  

may lose focus as it becomes appropnated as official heritage. As I have discussed 

earlier, the Tnbute will receive an additional plaque to mark the fifiieth anuiversq of 

the which will help associatc the marker, and to a certain extent the T'bute,  as 

a great Canadian achievement. The potentid is there for the work to be Iooked at in a 

naive manner without any reference to the work as a place of activism. This potentid is 

a statement to the broadness and manipulability of the message (polyvocality) and to the 

fact that its previous controversial nature is not seen as a detriment to itç official 

recognition. 

Recorz ciliatiorz 

In contrat to the Tribute, most if not al1 of the activities related to ReconciZiution 

were c&ed out prior to and shortly after the unveiling. In addition, they were much more 

extensive thanks to a l q e r  budget and to the abifity of the proponents to utilize 



opportunities with other govemment departments to coordinate activines with little 

additional cost- h o t h e r  distinction between the two monuments lies in fact that the 

unveiling activities for Reconciliarion reflected a rnuch more miditional approach to 

national commemoration. Given that the proponents reflected govemment institutions, 

the "oEcial" nature of the unveiling was not unexpected. The importance of the 

promotional activitïes for the proponents is related below in a communications brieE 

It is not çufficient to build a monument: the Project goal is to ensure that the monurnent is 
recobgized by Canadians as a s y ~ b o I  of o u  common comrnirmenr to Peacekeeping and 
o u  recognïhon of Canadian Peacekeepers @CC, 199 1 : 14). 

The overall strate,T of the hrCC's comunication plan, "a national moment", was 

to generate interest and support as well pride in the monument by the Canadian public 

and media. Specific tarJet groups were the youth, the "militaq- family" and the 

international communï~.  The main messages involved in the strategy were multi- 

faceted in that they would emphasize a) the existence of the monument as a 

commemoration to peacekeeping; b) the "shared cornmitment of all Canadians7' toward 

this activity; c) the monument as a "symbol of pride" located in the capital; d) the 

monument as a "significant artistic expression" and as a "synbol of Canada's 

conunitment to the UN and to peacekeeping" @-CC, 1991 :l5). Secondary messages 

identified by the Commission which confonn to the NCC's mandate iriclude the ideas of 

the Capital as the meeting place to celebrate national achievernent, and as a repository of 

national syrnbols (Ibid.) 

The co~ll~unications strategy involved a wide variety of progamming vehicles 

used by both proponents. For youth, a contest on peacekeeping ran in teen magazines, 



and school kits were sent to secondary schools and to architectural progams enabling 

students to create their own monuments. The cornpetition process and results were 

widely distributed to foster interest and would form "part of the histoncal record of a 

significant Canadian Commemoration" (NCC, 199 1 a: 14). Similar to the Tribure, 

thousands of tourkt brochures were produced, expliiiliing the purpose and the symbolinn 

behùld the monument. A program also ran which involved the creation of peace parks in 

Canadian communities rnodeled on the sacred grove found in Reconciliation. 

0 were In 1993- the ycar of the dedication, museum programs on peacekeepin, 

offered by the Canadian War Museum and Museum of Caricature, and a ternporary 

interpretive centre was set up by the XCC on Sussex Drive. In addition, the release of a 

book written by Colonel John Gardam descnbing peacekeeping missions was timed 

for release with the dedication (see Gardam, 1992). As well, a number of television 

documentaries were aired nation-wide just pnor to the unveiling of the monument. A 

significant focus was placed on the contributions Canadians had made on these missions 

as well as on the personal stories of peacekeepers. Finally, a dollar coin was later 

minted in 1995 showing the three figures of the monument. 

Reconciliation was officialiy unveiled to the public on October 8, 1992. The 

ceremony, broadcast on national television, featured the fly-over of military aircraft, a 

parade of former and curent peacekeepers and the attendance of politicians including 

then Prime Minister Brian Mulroney and then Govemor General Ramon Hnatyshp. 

The following portion of the speech by the Governor General at the unveiling, reflects 



an empbasis on shared expenence, on the peaceful predisposition of the country's past 

and how these elements have a role to play in the future: 

Canada was forged, not in the heat of battie, but in the light of reason, negotiation, and 
mutual respect. Tt is based on the belief that people can Jive together amicabIy, even 
when they have meren t  ideas, experiences, and backgounds. It has Ieft us a Iegacy of 
preferring the peaceable s o l u a o ~  and we hôve been able to use our national experience 
as an inteniauonai instrument of peace. 

The monument being unveiled today aiI l  stand as a l a s h g  mbute, for 
generaoons of Canadians and tisitors alike, caiiing us to keep working for peace in 
diversity (Hnaryshyn, 1992: 1). 

This speech could be interpreted not only a s  a reference to peacekeeping, but 

also to the problems of contemporary Canada in m g  to negotiate a national society 

among many different cultures. The speech is reffective of the view that Canada has a 

unique predisposition toward the 't.ocation of peacekeeping" and is a statement about 

how the nation's past is to be remembered. It is through events such as monument 

unveilings that official memory is transmitted and used to foster collective remembering, 

that citizen's attitudes are reinvigorated toward the importance of the state, and that 

positive interpretations of national issues that uireaten group cohesiveness are offered 

The timing of the unveiling could not have been better, since the early 1990's 

was a Mie of great debate over national unity issues in Canada. For instance, the Meech 

Lake Accord had been defeated, and the Charlottetown Accord would be decided by 

Canadians in a referendum Iater in the fall of 1992. Both of these constitutional accords 

were designed to bring Quebec into the national h e w o r k  through a redisaibution and 

clarification of powers between the federal and provincial govemments. These attempts 



were made in an effort to head off the potential for separation by Quebec fiom the rest of 

the country- 

The use of public acceptability and popularity of peacekeeping by the DhD was 

quite evident durin; 1992. Peacekeeping was featured on many television cornmerciais 

sponsored by the DND. These ads served to bolster nauonal f e e l e  and helped to 

increase the positive public image for the rnilitary (Dale, 1994). Moreover, a number of 

television specials featured peacekeeping, and the names of some Canadian military 

leaders such as General Lewis Mackenzie became weil-lmown. In short, there was a 

heightened need for the use of Canadian symbols 6orn experïence, both at home and 

abroad. The unveiling of Reconciliation helped in the need to expand on national 

symbols. 

The fact that Reconciliation was unveiled in the fd l  of 1992 does not 

immediately implicate the monument as a symbolic resource built for national mity per 

se. During discussions centerins on monument building, al1 the interviewees denied that 

the issue of national u i t y  was even present. While the issue of national unity might not 

have been present in the discussions, the monument's timely unveiling could no doubt be 

seen as a means to reinforce official efforts at securing a "yes" vote during the fall 

referendum. As discussed previously, these efforts included a heightened focus on the 

role of Canada Ln peacekeeping. The ability of the monument to be cast into the lighlir of 

the national unity debate highlights the fact that the monument, much like the Tribute, 

c m  accommodate different interpretations (polyvocality). 



Outside of the unveiling ceremony, the monument is re-inscrïbed with meanin% 

on an annual basis through military commemorations on October 24, officially 

reco,gnized as United Nations Day. By way of' an inscription on the monument the 

ceremony re-invokes Canada's ccmmiûnent to peacekeeping, and senres to O fficiall y 

recognize missions that have recently ended. The commemorations also provide an 

opportunity to reco-pïze those who have died in al1 peacekeeping missions, a fiinction 

which the nonument does not reflect centrally, since it was never intended to be a 

memonal. On occasion, the monument is interpreted, as a memonal outside of officia1 

events. For example, on one of my visits to the monument, 1 found a carefully wrapped 

bouquet of flowers in rec0~6tion of the death of a peacekeeper during a mission in the 

early 1970's. This tribute was quite touching for me and speaks to the fact that 

recognition of the dead is an important purpose of the monument for some individuds. 

The monument has also been used at various times by the media for stones on 

peacekeeping and by Extemal Affairs, whose use of the monument is part of an effort to 

communicate the idea of Canada as a preeminent peacekeeper (Gardarn; Interviews' 

1998). In many instances, this use involves the Iisiting and fayin,o of wreaths at the 

monument by foreign heads of state or by other hi&-ranking officiais. This official 

recognition of the monument is quite important in that it serves to reinforce the idea that 

Canada is a "good international citizen" with peace-minded intentions. As discussed 

earlier, the conception of Canada as a major peacekeeper dso helps to ensure that 

Canada is represented in world discussions on a variety of issues thanks to its 

peacekeeping contributions. Furthemore, the monument reinforces in the minds of 



foreign dipitaries the idea that peacekeeping is a very "Canadian" activity through the 

textual reference to Pearson as the founder of the idea and through the impressive list of 

missions in which Canada has taken part. The ability of the monument to impart a sense 

of national distùlctiveness for Canada is important for yet another reason: the association 

of peacekeeping with Canada reinforces the idea of a national identity that is different 

fiom that which exists in the United States, a subject discussed earlier. This message \ d l  

have increased symbolic importance when the United States Embassy, located directly 

across nom Reconciliation, is comp leted 

FURTHER THEORETICAL CONSDERATIONS 

Monument-building is above al1 an exercise in poiver. It is the use of societal 

resources to create a particular urban artifact for the purposes of disseminating ideas and 

beliefs about society. These messages are meant to be long-Iasting ihrough the physical 

insertion of a monument in a public space. In this sense, monuments can be seen as 

instruments that impose particular meanings representative of their proponents on the 

landscape and are meant to be seen and understood. 

Both monuments were created with the intention of forging national symbols. 

Both were consciously located in the heart of the symbolic core of Ottawa-Hull in order 

to transmit their ideas and beliefs a d ,  therefore, in the process, accentuate the capital 

image and their own exposure in it. In each case, the basis of national identification is 

related to aspects which stress politically common projects. As a result, they are both 

reflective of ch ic  nationalism, in that they stress elements which serve to uni@ a diverse 



population in contrast to snessing references to ethnic or other background traits. In t h i s  

instance, the projects on a broad level relate to the need to advance and to protect the 

n&s of aU social groups and to the shared recognition of Canada's efforts in 

peacekeepïng, which helps to (among other aspects) ensure other çocieties c m  enjoy 

their own fundamental rïghts in a peacefûl settins. As descnbed earlier, both 

cornmernorations share the sarne subject matter in thai they tie into Canadian fo re ip  

poiicy. 

As a symbol built to demonstrate Canadian identity and social cohesion, it could 

be argued that the E-ibzlte stands for a conception of a post-modern sociew In an era of 

many diverse identities, the monument's message of inclusion allows for the "particular, 

the multiple and the heterogeneous [to bel acknowledged and legitunized" (McLennan 

and Richmond, 1994:667). Specifically in regard to Canada, Grimmond (1991) argues 

that the Canadian value of appreciating tolerance and diversity could be represented 

through the syrnbolic elevation of the Canadian Charter of Human Rights. A 

commemoration of this sort, according to G h o n d ,  would help provide a suitable 

'JIue" for the diversity of Canadian society. The theme of the Tnbute recoagLizes the 

primacy of rights in sociew and specifically mentions the Charter on its main 

cornmernorative plaque. Thus the Tnbute is a good example of heritage that stresses a 

common u n i ~ g  theme. Through its assertion of equality and nghts, it can imrnediately 

connect to any one group or individual. Of particular importance, given the increasing 

ethnic diversity of Canada, the Tribure serves as a tangible symbol for these groups and 



reinforces official efforts to reflect the multicultural dimension of the capital, itself 

seen as a reflection of the Mder national reality. 

The forrn of the Tribute also allows for the inclusion and identification of d l  

groups. This attribute c m  be specificaIly seen in the abstract columnar foms  whch are 

meant to reflect human beinjs. The abstraction refers to no particular identity, thus 

allowing one to s a f i  one's own preference onto them, or the abstraction c m  be seen as 

an assertion of the commonality of al1 identities at a fundamental Ievel. On another 

level, the T~-ibure, throuJh irs Lack of a dedication to any particular group offers a 

space for any group to claim it as its own. 

Thou* human B a t s  are central to al1 Canadians and the issue of rights has a 

saong link to Canadian foreign policy and national identity, one may still argue that the 

Ti-ibztte wiil only be attractive to a certain number of people. Its fonn lacks any 

fi,wation, making ïnterpretation an issue for some, but it has a interrogative qudity to it. 

The form invites participation and its textual message of equality is so simple that 

raises fiirther questions- 1s it meant to reflect a statement about reality? What does it mean 

to have equal rights for everyone? How does one reconcile the ri&ts of one against those 

of another? These questions are constantly being asked in the courts and in the street over 

issues of abortion, compensation over past wrongs, native self-government, minority 

ri&ts and so on. And yet the simple, textual reference of the UDHR that attempts to 

accommodate all, may in fact, for some, Iack the sufficient bite needed to rouse them 

about the issues that it alludes to. 



This raises the point that while it may speak to al1 at a basic Ievel regardless of 

identity, it wïll always mean more and less at times for others. Rights are often taken for 

granted especially if one hasn't been af5ected by some perceived injustice. Moreover, 

rights are constandy being negotiated in a society and they do not aiways evolve in a 

h e a r  fashion. History is replete ~ ~ 5 t h  examples where the nghts of some or of the whole 

of sociew have been curtailed ovemight. A Canadian example of this is the October 

Cnsis of 1970 where the War Measures Act was implernented in order to deal with 

terrorism in Quebec. Thus there is a need to be vigilant of how rights are nurtured and 

protected. In a nation undergoing fundamental changes in demography and social values 

the relevance of rÏghts will remain a central issue. 

The Tribure's volunteer organization and methods also mirror aspects of the 

postmodern element discussed in Chapter 2. Volunteers represented a diverse array of 

identities, mmy of which were part of a minority. In this sense, the Tnbute group mirrors 

elements of the postmodern era, in that one sees a number of new, non-elite goups 

coming into the political forum and voicing the? opinion (McLennan and Richmond, 

1994). While th is  situation often leads to a cacophony of voices fiom many identities, 

and interests, in the Tribute one sees a 'korning together" of vuious groups under a 

common purpose. The collective effort involved subsuming particular agendas to the 

overall belief in the ùnportance of rights for au goups. The universal approach had to 

be carried out in order to see the work finished, but, the need for such an approach can be 

said to highlight the complexity of the rights issue. Particular identities c m  Iose sight of 

the fact that in their pursuit of their own rïghts they may step on the rights of others in 



the process. It was important that the Tifbute not be seen as advocatuig the ri&ts of one 

goup over that of another for everyone must live in the same society (Fedorowicz; 

InteMews, 1998). Where rights are in conflict, they must be negotiated through 

equitable compromise (Ibid.) As the Tribure proup's intemet site asserts, "in rems of 

heritage, it speaks, among other things, of the coexistznce of peoples, and challenges us 

to remember that until alI rights are respected, none are secure" (C'TER, 1997). 

In contrast to the Tribute, the proponents of Reconciliation specifically attempt to 

uni@ Canadians tbraugh reference to traditional national narratives (see McLennen and 

Richmond, 1994). In this case, the nanative describes 'military accomplisknent and the 

on-going cornmiment to the nation's interest and to the United Nations. Thus, the basis 

for unity is related to national pnde through a recognition of the unique role that 

Canadians have played in the development of peacekeeping. 

The selection of peacekeeping, as an example of official heritage in monumental 

fom, reinforces a number of  other rnilitary monuments in the capital by emphasizing 

the importance of military seMce to national identity and sovereignty. The effect in 

Ottawa's central core is quite strong in that two of the most visibly prominent sites in 

the capital feature the bvo largest monuments in the city, both dedicated to military 

themes. Perhaps this representation is not unsurpnsing, given that the military is one of 

the most fundamental institutions in our society and it reflects a strong cornmitment to 

the idea of "nation". Members of the military services rnay encounter death in the 

service of this country and, in joining the forces, give up many of their fundamental rights 



in the s e ~ c e  of this ided. Accordingly, it could be arg-ued that the predominance of this 

theme in the capital dedicated to this institution is recognition duly given. 

As noted in the discussion about peacekeephg earlier in the chapter, this 

activity does mirror aspects of national identity, but it also serves a variew of other 

purposes more related to basic considerations such as national defence, a counter balance 

to US influence, and the maintenance of stable trading environrnents. It also h a  

mythical qualities to it above those noted earlier, which are rarely if ever mentioned in 

official discourse on peacekeeping As one miritary observer notes, "many Canadians 

have made an icon of peacekeeping wïthout really understanding what it is. ... It has been 

noted that we ofien overrate its importance as a contribution to international security" 

(Henry, 19935). The same author notes how Pearson's early contribution to the concept 

for an international force in E,-pt followed an idea Eorn British representatives. who 

couid not fonvard the idea since they were one of the combatants. The task fell to 

Canada, which was not an aggressor, and Pearson "executed it in admirable fashion" 

@-7). 

Jockel (1994) argues that the myth exists in other areas, including the idea that 

peacekeeping was an activity carried out by Canadians primarily because of our inherent 

"neutrality" and the national conception "peacebroker." These ideas echo familia. 

ideas of Canada as an non militaistic country. Yet Granatstein (1992:231), quoted by 

Jockel(1994), argues that this appears not to be the case: 

..Canadians were no1 asked to participate in any of the peacekeeping operations for their 
inherenr neutralism or because our soIdiers and airmen were the equivdent of a 
gendarmerie. Far from it we were wanted in Cyprus because we were a NATO power; we 
were needed in the Suez because, as a NATO ally mi th  a tradition of overseas service in 
two world wars we had sophisticated techaical capabilities, and we were a n a m l  choice 



[in Indochina] because we were a Western democracy. Neunalirm or military weahess, 
in other words, had nothing at all to do with our acceptability as a peacekeeper 

And yet Canadians came tu beiieve that they &d.--. 

The fact that the ofncial Canadian peacekeeping heritage has mythical qualities 

to it is not uncornmon for official national heritage. The material selected as official 

national heritage senres to uni@ the national society and, as such, wiU elevate some 

aspects while downplaying O thers (Lowenthal, 1 9 94). The monument built to 

commemorate Canadian military achievement, and Canadian's shared pnde in it, 

accentuates peacekeeping in a rnanner which elevates the mytholo,g wïthout 

questioning ir. It thus perpetuates common ideas about peacekeeping and about Canada 

and, therefore, serves as an "emblem of civic M e  [which] aspires to the condition of 

unquestionable, universal validity" (Leger, 19952). Moreover, it couid be suggested 

that the monument overplays the Canadian contribution to what is essentially an 

international activity. This is particularly important now that more countries are 

p a r t k i p a ~ g  in these missions, fono\n;ing the fkeeing up of m i h r y  resources fiom 

previous Cold War commitments. 

The Tribure c m  also be argued to show a similar kind of universal assertion 

throush its broad inscription to human rîghts and through the future plaque 

commemorating John Humphrey. The plaques could be read as a positive assertion of 

Canada's human n&ts record, despite the fact that Canada does not always place nghts 

over issues of trade and the maintenance of international relations. But we must 

remember that this was not the goal of the orsanizers, who advocated a vigilant and 

informecl perspective on rights. The only reference on the Tribute's site that questions 



our country's actions is the line found on the commemorative plaque (located away 

fÏom the main work) "untii d l  rights are respected, none are secure." The observer's 

failure to read this h e  makes ir likely uiat it would not be understood as work advocating 

a thoughtful approach IO human nghts. A~ain, the broad uiterpretations that the 

monument is capable of sustaining point to the importance of the political gatherings 

that take place at the Tnbute in asserthg the actiIist meanino. 

The question, rernains thouph, whether ofnot Reconciliation can be interpreted 

as a symbol that can be identified ~~5th by all Canadians, the ori,aal intention of the 

NCC. The monument's traditional iiteral form Mmediately places the primary source of 

identification on the military rather than on ordinary Canadians. The overly military 

feeling of the work may be the central aspect which muiimizes the monument's abili- to 

invite identification on the part of the observer with its subject matter, thereby limiting 

its ability to function as a symbol of common identity. 1t is a mfitary cornmernoration 

foremost, and Granatstein7s comments earlier in Mohamed (1 99 8) concerning the 

general dislike of militarism in Canadian society M e r  highlight this possibility. I will 

discuss this issue M e r  in the next chapter, since the ultimate test of the 

communication possibilities lies in how monuments are in fact consumed. 

My 1ast.point involves a more symbolic observation, where the two case studies 

and the National Wur Mernorial al1 interact with each other in their appeal to national 

identity. Relating back to the discussion of the symbolism between the National Wkr 

Mërnorial and n e  Canadian Tribute to Humaiz Rightr, the link made by the artist was 



intended to be a statement on the value of non violent action and h a  been argued as a 

challenge to the notion of war and glorification Geger, 1994). Rights are often the most 

abused in times of war and are often curtailed or Limited by the state through the arrn of 

the military. This challenge, however, is mediated by Reconciliarion. which a f k n s  the 

role of the military in the assertion and protection of rights during times of contlict (Ibid? 

1994). 

An observer can also read a tension between the two case studies, in that the 

Tribute affirms the importance of n&tss; while Reconciliation reflects a voluntary denial 

of rights on the part of soldiers to protect and to numire the country. In these respects. 

there is a "discussion" between rights and duties that exists between the two monuments. 

Both of these elements are integral to society. This personal symbolic association for 

me was made as a result of the discussion by Gans (1994) on the nature of military duty 

and civilian Me. Reconciliation affirms the need to recobpize that rights are attached ro 

personai responsibility and accountability to protect the society or culture in which one 

resides. Ultimately, it is socieq that allows these rights to exist and to be enjoyed. The 

Tribute asserts the recognition of rights as something which shouldn't be trampled on and 

which should evolve, for these are the fruits of collective effort and vision: two sides of 

an equation that are fundamental to the existence of any society, and in particular, of 

democracy . 



CONCLUSION 

This chapter has discussed the production of turo monuments and has related this 

process to issues of symbolic c o ~ c t i o n  and nation-buildin,o. The discussion of the 

Tribure highlights the idea of a cornmernoration built to symbolize the power of solidarïty 

among diverse elements and of the need for a swng reco-gtition of 15ght.s in Canadian 

society. How the monument was produced reflects many of the intentions of the 

organizers, for instance, the need to be inclusive and sensitive to other goups. 

Reconciliation is rep~esentative of diverse intentions which were shown to conflic t durin; 

the process of CO& to tems with the kind of messages that would be reflected in the 

monument and hosr it should look. The intentions ranged from a cornmernoration 

focused on military members to the ideas of the NCC, which tried to broaden the message 

to Include al1 Canadians. 

It must be said that despite the contention that existed in the production of 

Reconciliation, those 1 interviewed expressed a strong pride in working on the monument 

project and were satisfied with the outcorne. In addition, Elizabeth Doherty related how 

th is  pride extended to many of the workers who actually constructed the monument. 

According to the project manager, there was a real feelin; of al1 those involved that they 

were accomplishing something that mattered and was of importance to the country. In 

terms of the Tribure, there dso exists a feeling of accomp1ishment and cornmiment, 

especially considering the fact that the project is on-going after 16 years since its 

inception. The importance of these feelings for both projects highlights the fact that 



building a monument c m  be an activity that captivates those who participate in it, and 

is a strong sign that belief in the national society is an endurhg phenornenon. 

1 will now tum fiom the specific considerations of production to issues reIatïng to 

the interpretation or conçumption of the two monuments. Of  cenîral concem will be a 

consideration of how well these two monuments are able to convey their messages and, 

as a result, their effectiveness as commemorations rneant to unite Canadians. 



CHAPTER 7: CONSUMPTION OF THE 

M0,NUMENTS 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the ceneal stories and issues related to the production of the nvo 

monuments have been discussed above, it is now appropriate to consider bnefly how 

each has been received. The first pm of this chapter w21l discuss some of the forma1 

comments which have been made about the monuments in the media, local government 

reports and scholarly journak. While most of these comments address aesthetic 

concerns, there are instances where references are made to other aspects, including 

spbo l i c  meaning and the competition process. ï h e  second half of the chapter reports 

the results of on-street surveys conducted at each monument in the wintzr of 1997. I mil1 

first consider the Tnbzrte and then will follow with the results for Reconciliation, making 

cornparisons between rhe tsvo durin; the discussion of rhe latrer. The sw-ey results will 

then be followed by a brief consideration of international dimensions to the consumption 

of the bvo monuments. 

How a monument is perceived will be different for every person, and such 

perception wiU vary with a number of factors including ase, cultural background, sex, 

education and so on. Meaning will also change or be affected by how the monument is 

promoted and the circumstances surrounding its production. Monuments may also fa11 

into or out of relzvance for the sociery and vice versa over time due to cultural changes. 



Thus, any fomal observations Eorn the surveys wiU be more reflective of a snapshor in 

t h e ,  rather than an enduring characteristic (see D egnore, 198 7). 

The Tribute's fonn mixes the literd and abstract- Literal elements indude the 

text and arch, while the columns wkch double as human beings are rnuch more absaact 

in nature. Unfominately, in the finished monument these fiagres appear more blocky and 

less human than ori=gïnally envisaged (Arnold; IiteMews, 1997). This is largeiy due to 

the limitations of working with concrete (Charney, 1998). Concrete, the predominant 

matenal used, is also somewhat novel for monuments and may be an issue for those 

expecting a more traditional piece. As discussed, bronze is still the predominant 

material in Ottawa-Hull's monuments. Adding to the abstraction is the fact that the work 

is a tnbute to an idea and not a person or event. This point is important in that the piece 

has no immediate connection itself (beyond the visual connection made to the National 

War &fernoria[) to memory or shared expenence that c m  gound the viewer or direct the 

interpretation. For this reason, the literal text of the declaration is very important. The 

text is neutral in that it refers to no goup or person in particular and is readily 

understood. Yet how the text is interpreted and what it means will be a personal, 

individual exp erienc e. 



The jury found Charney's explanation of the T',bute rich in symbolism related to 

hurnan rights, but there is always the question of whether the monument will be read in 

this particular way. Indeed, one can probably expect that only a small number of people 

will undertake a concerted effort to consider these abstract dimensions (Reid; Interviews, 

1997). As George Wilkes (1997) states in the interviews: "it is a hard piece TO read and 

will perhaps resonate more with people who are going thsough some issue with human 

rights." 

Fomal discussions of the T'ribute's form are scarce, but a few cornrnents have 

been made about its general appearance. As one might expect with any work of art, one 

can k d  both supporters and detractors. Dissent about the Tnbute surfaced when the 

RMOC reviewed the &al design in 1987 as part of the stipulation for donating the site. 

After reviewïng the h a 1  design, the Coucil's initial decision was a recommendation to 

move the work since it was deemed by some, includin; former Regional Councilor, Bob 

Momson, to be too overpowering in its location in fiont of the recently renovated, 

Gothic-style Ottawa Teacher's Collese. In addition, M O ~ S O ~  expressed concem over the 

look of the abstract sculpture and possible public controversy (Kelly, 1987). Underlinhg 

the different expectations of how public monuments should look are the comments of the 

Regional Chair at the tirne, Andrew Hayden, who: "does not like the piece of work .... He 

said: 

this triiute is a protest dong the Iines of the Abbie Hofkans and Eldridge CIeavers of 
the world- The kinds of tnbute to h u a n  ri@ts that would be appreciated wodd be those 
whïch brkg ethereai beauty to works of aa, iike Martin Luther King and '1 have been to 
the mountain'; these raise the sights of hurnan perception and hope (RMOC: 1987:2077)- 



The Region's decision was reconsidered in early 1987, as a result, the m-ork was 

allowed to go ahead at the present site. One of the arguments put forth for its acceptance 

by several supporters was the equitable and open competition process that had resulted in 

the design @id, 2075). 

Ray Conlogue (1991), a Montreal arts commentator, makes specific comment in 

a newspaper article to Chamey's work in general, vrrhïch lacks the human fi,we: [he] 

"hampers hunself by banning the human fi,we fiom his images. Can they be 

understood?" Conlogue goes on to comment on the T'.bure specifically, where the human 

form does appear but "it is in the form of "Sonutube" stick-men with right-angled m s  .... 

Their 1ifeIessness to me encapsdates Chamey7s discornfort for the heroic and his 

propensity for irony". The downplaying of human emotion or achievement in the 

Ttibute will no doubt prove to be difficult for some, as the aforementioned views of the 

Regional Chair make clear. 

The Tt-ibute S most celebrated aspect has been the connection to the A'ational 

Var MemoHnl, which sets both monuments into a polarity of ideals: peace versus war, 

and the active versus passive nature of the monument (Fig. 5.4 and Plate 5.3). The latter 

refers to the didactic nature of the Menzorial versus the more interactive character of the 

Tribure. The relationship behveen the two monuments set up by Chmey  was described 

by Alvina Ruprecht, arts and cultural commentator for the CBC radio progamme, CBO 

Morning, as follows: "he's transfcxmed a monument to death into a monument to life .... 

Brilliaxf7 (Trueman, 1990:85). It was also one of the deciduig factors in the competition 

jury's decision to accept Melvin Chamey's design (Reid, 1997). However, the reading of 



the relaîionship between the two in the manner described above and by members of the 

Tribute group was distresshg for one media commentator. Peter Trueman (1990:85), who 

CO-hosted the unveiling event, felt that the interpretation seemed to ùnply that the war 

memonal is "on the wrong side of the tracks, morally .... It celebrates life not death." He 

argued that wïthïn the context of its 1930s irnagery the earlier work "was designed to 

rernind us that human r ights are never 5ee. That price can be higher that we'd like to 

contemplate." One could read the Tribure as a challenge to the War Mernoriai, in that it 

is a statement against war and glorification of the military. The artist, however, sees it în 

a broader Li&. The desire to protect rights in a pacifist way is one side of the specirum, 

but there are those instances when one needs to fight to protect rights as well (Chaniey, 

1998). Trueman also voiced some reservations about the monument's architecture 

despite the fact that it was its chosen unanimously by the jury. Trueman felt, though, 

that compared to other recent controversial Toronto sculptures, including the 

aforementioned "Gumby Goes to Heaven", the Tribute's imagery was 'clean and 

pleaçing" (p.85). 

The open nature of the work, which invites participation and public use, was one 

of the more important points ernphasized when the monument was being debated by the 

Regional govemment (R-MOC: 19872076). As evidence of the utility of the work in this 

respect, one can easily find anywhere f?om ten to thuty people simng and muiJLing 

around the work durïns lunch tirne on warm days. Furthemore, the Tribute's open 

design facilitates its use for activist gatherings, a purpose plamed for by the Tibute 

goup - 



The earliest protesî occmed even before the Tribute was raised when people 

gathered there to hold a v i d  to protest the massacre of people in Romania under the 

Ceausescu re,girne (CTHR, 1990a). It has also been the s t h g  point for Gay Pnde 

marches, the site of demonstrations by Ontario teachers protesting cuts to education, an& 

poverty group protests, a p ast focus for women's vigils in recognition of violence ajainst 

women, a place of protest by East Timorese supporters, and most recently the çpace for 

a commemoration marking the killùig of Uhainians by Stalin in the former Soviet 

Union. The latest use of the monument was a comrnemoration of the 205th anniversary 

of the decision to ban slavery in Upper Canada, an event spansored by a local Black 

organization J'Nikira Dinqinesh. This organization has pledged to work toward 

increasing the exposure o f  the monument in the future, and one member also raised an 

uiterest in spreadhg the idea of the Tkibute as a place that should be duplicated in every 

cout ry  (Wilkes; I n t e ~ e w s ,  1998). The use of the monument indicates that it is being 

interpreted as a special place for collective gatherings related to human rights. This 

interpretation is quite important ejven that the meaning associated with the unveiling has 

now long since passed; participation in the causes mentioned re-inscribes an activist 

interpretation of its message, albeit in varied ways. 

The formal comments summarized here point to the problems associated with 

creating abstract public art and aesthetic consumption. Given my earlizr comments in 

Chapters 2 and 3, perhaps it is not unsurprising that the Tribute was given difficult 

treatment by some and l u k e w m  acceptance by others. As discussed earlier, abstract art 

is generally less popular than literal foms, which are much easier to understand and 



interpret (see Degnore, 1987). Despite the artistic reservations, the Tribute is bein; used 

as a place of gathering and thus is fuifilhg one of the purposes and hopes of T~Ybtrte 

In tems of aesthetics, a particularly sharp review is offered by Marc Monnette 

(1993), the initial NCC project manager who left in the early stages of the project to 

pursue work on Euro-Disney in France. E s  main criticisms revolve around the changes 

carried out to the sacred grove and the removal of the communications tower. He 

criticized the sacred grove on the gounds that it creates a wall between the viewer and 

the National Gallery and introduces a presence that takes away fiom the main work. 

His second major criticism concerns the flag pole. The pole was an attempt to 

mediate for the lack of height, important for the fùlfillment of the "marker" stanis of the 

site. The flag pole itself, however, cannot be lowered fkom the gound, necessitating 

that changes in flag be canied out by a truck with a ladder. This limitation is argued to 

be detrimental given the intense symboLic impact and eadïtion behind the national flag 

In addition, the ,gun sights which are meant to point to the Peace Tower in fact do not, 

due to the poorly measured break in the main walls (Fig. 5.1 1). This flaw Ied Monnette 

(1994) to comment "perhaps Peace cannot be attained or even aimed for." 

Overall these shortcornings, and others, are argued by Monnette (1994:8) to result 

in a monument "'that falls short of generating the necessary emotions that would elevate 

it to the rank of truly powerfül monuments". In discussion with Elizabeth Doherty, she 



felt that this lack of emotion in the work may be related to its subjecr matter. Unlike the 

world wars, which had considerable impact on the psyche of the nation, peacekeeping is 

an activity which doesn't jenerate the same kind of emotions. ThouJh peacekeepers have 

died dUnng missions, the numbers are not reflective of the levels of personal sacrifice 

seen in earlier wars. Moreover. peacekeepe does not easily invoke images of military 

heroism. It is an activity which varies in its complexity and nature accordïng to the 

mission at hand. Thus, the monument does not invoke strong images of military 

accompIishment and related emotion, as one mi& observe and feel in the National Wür 

Mernorial. Reconciliation is rneant as a reflection of  the activity of peacekeeping, a 

somewhat more abstract idea than war itself. 

In addition, simple climatic issues and hancial limitations had an impact on the 

final design. An example of where c h a t e  played a part is provided by the raised grove. 

As discussed earlier, the hi&, enclosed wall and raised gass surface was deemed to be 

important by the NCC in order to tone d o m  the military feeling of the main work, and 

to seme as a physical contrat to the predorninance of concrete on the site. However, the 

hi& wall also serves a more practical purpose in that it protecrs the trees gom dama,eg 

the salt sprzy of nearby cars. The project also reflects the interests of many 

stakeholders and leads Elizabeth Dohem to comment that the work is an example of a 

"great Canadian compromise." This observation is central to what 1 have been discussin; 

about monument production in general, that it is a process that involves many 

viewpoints and is, as a result, a process reflective of intense debate and consensus 

building. 



Another set of criticisms was leveled by Susan Riley (1995), a local newspaper 

columnist with the Ottawa Citizen newspaper. Her crîticism focuses on the process by 

whkh the desicm ci was amvcd at, on the srnali number of "invited artists" and the lack of 

public participation in choosing submissions. The final design reflects an "artisticaily 

safe and concepnially conserva~ve" product which is a result of its "nods to various 

political and geographical interests" and a fear of controversy over producing sornething 

that no one will like for S2.8 million. As discussed previously, the limited cornpetition 

was carried out due to concems over site complexity, but Rileyys criticism points to the 

need to appear objective on the part of proponents in commissionino public art. P~bblic 

consultation in the form advocated by Riley was never a consideration of the proponents. 

However, nearby businesses and institutions were canvassed for their views early in the 

process and a public representative who was fanriliar with public art issues was present 

in the discussions between the proponents (Gardarn, 1997). 

A particularly stinging comment by Riley is her feelins that the work has little to 

do with peace but appears "like another glorification of military valour". This personal 

observation is the kind the NCC was hoping to avoid in its concem over the fiames 

raised early in the process. Riley continues by cornparïng the results of the project to 

the abstract Viemam Veterans Memonal 0, a successful and yet simple 

cornmernoration which is able to invoke awe and ernotion. The comparïson to the VVM 

however m u t  be tempered in that it has a much different site than Reconciliation. The 

VVM is located in a gassy field on the Washington Mail and its builders did not have 

to dzal with landscape design issues associated with a traffic circle. In addition, the 



subject of the Viemam War is integral to the Amencan psyche and thÎs explains much of 

the emotion surrounding the V V M  (Wagner-Pacifini, R. and Shwartz, B., 1991). -4s 

discussed earlier, the Canadian exp enence with peacekeeping do es not generate the same 

kind of emotions and issues. 

The formal comments on Reconcfliation offered by Monnette (1994) are very 

paaicular to someone with an insider's view on the production of the work, and 1 would 

argue that the observations about design abnormalities may not easily be picked up by 

the public in general. E s  comments on the general lack of emotion in the work do 

hi&&ht, though, the problems that arise from having different stakehoIders in the 

production process. The same observations can be read in the comments by Riley (1995) 

in her reference to the work's gcsafe" artistic appearance as a result of many different 

stakeholders . 

In coneast to the above aesthetic comments, the way in which the military 

received the monument reflects more on consideration of its subject matter. The military 

press gave the monument hi& praise, but the comments generated were pnor to the 

unveiling and related more to the idea of the commemoration: 

Canadians can be justly proud of the enormous connibution to global peace and stability 
our peacekeepers have made since the end of the Second World W. That pnde is 
reaected in the maagificent Peacekeeping Monurnen L..-.it is a fitting and perpetual 
triiute to dedication and excellence (Marteinson, 1992:5). 

While the above comments do not address the f o m  of the monument per se, they 

do serve as an example of the view that elevates peacekeeping to an importance that has 

been questioned by others, including members of the military discussed earlier. Henry 

(1993)' also criticizes peacekeeping and rnakes reference to the monument. His view is 



reflective of the fact that not al1 military members see the focus on peacekeeping as 

beneficial to the b e d  Forces in general, despite its broad public appeal. He argues that 

the focus on this activity by the govemment has taken away valuable resources away 

fÎom the primary defence capabilihes of the forces. Moreover? he argues thar the focus on 

peacekeeping h a  lunited the military's abiliq to engage in conflict due to the 

CL peacekeeping mystique". One example given is the Gulf urar in 199 1 : "the goveniment, 

pressed by fear of casualties, members of the elite and the peace movement kept 

Caoadians away from the fighting unta the very end of the war." Henry (1993: 10) links 

this posinon on the part of the government to the peacekeeping monument in the 

the huge new peacekeeping monument in Onawa mÎght be taken as a symbol of 
Canada's weakening resolve to engage in conflict. It was simiifTcam that the words of the 
Governor-General at the unveiling seemed to relate Canada's development as a nation to 
peace and compromiçe, rather than war. This revisionism is reinforced by the inscription 
on the monument: of the Korean and Grilf wars 

The comments by Henry do not address the monument per se but do highlight the 

importance of the unveiling ceremonies and how their meaning c m  be interpreted. The 

above comments reflect an interpretation of the monument that was never intended by 

the DND, especialiy considering the effort of the DhQ representative to include weapons 

on the fiawes and to down-play the peace perspective favoured by the NCC. In addition, 

it must be noted that the inclusion of the Korean and Gulf w r s  was not an attempt at 

revisionism on the part of proponents. The DND added the conflicts due to their 

relevance as UN actions and in order to give a measure of recognition for the 

contributions of the Canadian Navy in both conflicts (Gardam; Interviews, 1998). The 



importance of Henry's comments is that they point to the fact that not ail rnilitary 

mernbers may feel strongty about peacekeeping, and as a result, a monument 

commemorating it. 

One h a 1  comment is fiom a personai observation made at the monument during 

the process of field work. As discussed previously in Chapter 2, monuments are cultural 

products of the society in which they are located and are highiy vulnerable to changes in 

meaning when the symbolic order undergoes change (Lewis, 199 1). One event which 

shook the symbolic meanînj of peacekeeping aras the Somali mission in 1992. This 

mission involved the torture and deaths of hvo Somalia teenagers at the hands of 

Canadian peacekeepers. The cause of the event has been linked to skains on the 

Canadian military's ability to rneet the number of peacekeeping missions it uras 

committed to at the tirne. The situation resulted in the deployment of a unit (now 

disbanded) considered unfit for the mission at hand. This event tamished the image of the 

Canadian peacekeepers in Somalia, and the military in general, and led to a Royal 

Commission to explore events leadin; up to the incident (see Sens, 1997). These events 

had a direct impact on the meaning of the peacekeeping monument when someone 

defaced the work with the words "Somdiayy and the name of one of the dead teenagers. 

This act was a symbolic acr calling into question the popular image of peacekeeping in 

Canada. 

In addition to the above example, the monument has subsequently been defaced 

again but this time with the slogan "end police oppression". The slogan is another 

example of how the work is beins interpreted in a manner quite different to that intended 



by its proponents. In this case, it would appear that the military fiames are being 

identified with the presence of the state in the public realm in a negative way, but in 

which way is not clear- 

SURVEY RESULTS 

As described in Chapter 3, a short eleven-question s w e y  was conducted at each 

site in the winter of 1997 in order to gauge public reception of the work (See Appendix 

B). The intention of this survey was to gather information on the following aspects: 

people's conception of the purpose behind the monument, their abiliv to recognize its 

name and if they had explored the work and Gnally, peop!e's perception of the 

monument's appearance. In addition, personal information about the sample group was 

collected. These variables included age, education, sex, and the number of times they 

had passed by the monument in the past year. The sample size of sixty-one for 

Reconcilia tion and sixii-two respondents for the Tribute allows for some general 

observations to be made and aiiows for the use of inferential, non-parametnc statistics. 

The survey for the Canadian Tribure to Human Rights was undertaken on the 

west side of Elgin Street, near the fkont of the monument (see Fi,we 5 2 ) .  This location 

presented what 1 felt to be the best view of the monument, offerin% a full view of the 



Table 6.0 Background characteristics o f  respondents and asgregate statistics to a survey 
relating to the Canadian Tribure tu Human Rights in Ottawa-Hull, 1997 

Background Characteristics 

Sex 

Male 
Femaie 

Age of  respondent 

13-19 
20-33 
35-49 
50-64 
65- 

hrationaiity 

Canadian 
Other 

Education 

c Grade 9 
Some high school 
Finished hi& school 
Some posr-secondary 
Finished Post-secondary 

Ko. Visits in Past Year 

F i m  time 
2-5 
6-1 1 
12s 

Aggregate Statistics 

Read inscriptions 

Purpose o f  monument 

Educational ' 
Gerieral Human Rights' 
No Resp?nse 
Physical' 
Physical representationJ 
Other 

Waik Through 

Opinion of a p p e w c e  
Like a lot 4 
Like 
XeutraI 
Dis 1 ike 
DisIke a lot 

Identification of name 

Yes 
Partial 
No 

Reason for choice of  
appearance 

Emotion2 Negative 5 
Positive Emotion 4 
  es the tic^ Piegative 9 
Aesthetic Positive 12 
~ e ~ a t i v e '  Physical 1 1  
Positive Physical 18 
No Response 3 

-----.--.-.+-.--.......-- 
Total 62 IO0 

I Refen to answen which reflect the use of verbs related to an educational type of action. For example: "it's IO show 
the importance of human rights" or "ir's to remind us of rights." 

2 Refen CO answcrs generdly related to human r i a s  such as: 'it's the equality monument" 
3 Refers to responses which describe a physicai purpose for the monument These include examples such as 'it's used for lunch", or 
"it reinfarces the purpose of the courthouse." 
4 Refen to response which describe the monument's purpose as a physical reprcsentation of righrs. for cxampIe "it's meant to 
ernbody rights concretelyn or "it's mcant ?O reflect equality in permanent formn 
5 The "emotion" category ùicludes answers such as "it just doesn't feeI n'ght" 
6 The "acsthetic" category refen to responses of a gcncral nature on appearance- 
7 The "physical" category refers to responses which Iin specific comrnents on physical amibutes- 



Table 6.1 Chi square Lest remlts for sekcted ~ n a b l c s  from a sume- on 
the Cunnclian Tribuce to fiur~rtm Righrs in OttaxMull ,  1997' 

Ses 

Eduwtion 

Identification Inscription 

Insignificant 
6 . 3 6 9 . 2  D.F., 
C n t  Value-5.99 

I n ~ i ~ i f i c a n  t 
2 4 - 6 7 ,  2 D.F., 
Crit Value-5-99 

Insignificant 
xk2 .13 ,  1 D-F,, 
Crit- Value-3-8 1 

ïnsignificant 
x k . 2  18, 1 D-F-. 
Crit Value-3 -8 1 

Insi,anificant 
F-1.22, 2 0.F.. 
Crit Value-5.99 

Significant Insignificant 
.r3=6,97, 1 D.F-, 3?=-99. 1 D,F-, 
Crit Value-3 -8 1 Crit k-due-3 -8 1 

Insignificant Insignifi cari t 
+1.52, 1 D.F., x-=2-16-2 - D-F., 
Crit- Value-3-81 Crit. Value-5-99 



inscription of the UDHR. AU interviews took place in this general vicinity to ensure a 

standard visuai perspective for dl panicipants. 

Characteristics of the Sample (See Table 6.0) 

As Table 6.0 shows the distribution between the sexes in the sample is nearly 

even at 32 males and 30 fernales. The distribution of age is s h o w  to be w-ell-balanced 

for the middle groups between 20 years to 64 years. Since the surveys were canied out 

during school hours, the likelihood of younger participants was reduced. In addition the 

very cold weather may have Limited the number of elderly respondents. In t e m s  of 

nationality, 85.5% of the sample were Canadian. This high percentage is probably a 

h c t i o n  of the t ime of year, outside the tourist season. This hi& percentage translates 

into a sample which should have little problem in understanding the literal text of the 

message. SimilarIy, being Canadian citizens, they will have had more o p p o k t y  to 

become aware of the Tribute through publicity and media coverage. The education level 

of  participants was found to be skewed roward those who had completed post-secondary 

training: 64.5% of respondents were in that group. This result is primarily a function of 

the location to nearby workplaces including federal goveniment offices, the Regional 

headquarters, provincial courthouse and others. The sample also indicated diat most 

people had visited the site rwelve times or more in the past year. Over 72.3% feu into 

this category. There were only four individuds who were at the site for the first t h e .  The 

site is located near a busy sidewalk u.hich leads to downtown shops and offices in one 

direction and in the other towards other commercial and also residentid areas. 



This central location accounts for the many repeat visitors and is a testament to the 

placement of the monument in the everyday life of the ci@. 

Chi square was used on a reduced number of categories to facilitate the analysis 

or to substantiate statinical mean ine l  relationships between variables. A significance 

level of 95% for both case studies w-as deemed desirable for the indication of a 

natistically meaningfut relationship (see Ebden, 1985). Nationality was not used for 

testing due to the small numbers of indi~iduals in the non-Canadian category. Age was 

condensed into three groups, 13-34 years, 35-49 years and 50 and above; education into 

two groups. post -seconda? and other; visits were collapsed into those who fiequented 

the site area six times or more in a year, and those who passed by five M e s  or less. 

Despite the use of the condensed categories many of the expected fÏequencies were too 

srnail to enable the use of chi square. In situations where it could be used, only one test 

result was found to be si-gnificant and will be discussed shortly. The results of these tests 

are s h o w  in Table 6.1 and will be referred to throughout this chapter. In order to carry 

out the chi square tests a number of tables were created that portray cross-tabulations for 

fiequencies between independent and dependent variables (please see Tables 62-65). 

Recognition 

To measure recognition and active participation in the work, 1 asked each 

respondent if they could name the monument, what they thought the purpose of it might 

be, if they had read the plaques and inscriptions, and if they had walked through it at 



Table 6.2 Cross-rabulation of survey results relating to identification of the monument (Identification), 
plaque reading (Inscriptions) and if they waiked through the monument (Walked Through) for the 
Canadian Tribure ro Human RIghfs in Otrawa-KuiI, 1997 

Identification Inscription WaiLed Through 

Yes Partial No n Yes No n Yss hro n 

Sex 
Male 
Fernaie 

Age 
13-19 O O 3 3 

Nationaiity 
Canadian 17 5 3 1  33 32 21 53 30 53 
Other O O 9 9 5 4 9 - 7 7 9 

------ --------y- 

Total 17 5 40 62 37 25 62 25 27 62 

Education 
-= Grade 9 1 O 1 2  2 O 2 0 2 - 3 

Some high school O O 4 4 1 3 4 1 3 4 
Finished high school 2 O 7 9 4 5 9 3 6 9 - Some post-second- 2 O 5 1 4 3 7 - 7 5 7 
Finished Post-secondary 13 5 22 40 26 14 30 19 21 40 

xo, Visits in Past Year 
First time O O 4 4 1 3 4 O 4 4 

------------------ -----....- ----.------ 
Total 17 5 40 62 37 25 62 25 27 62 



any point. The fkequency results are indicated in Table 6.2. Aggregate percentape results 

for each question are listed in Table 6.0 under the heading "A,ogregate StaBstics". 

As Table 6.0 indicates, in terms of identim; the name of the monune- 27.4% 

of the sample responded with the correct name (either the full title the Canadian Tribute 

tu Human Righrs or the Human Rights Monument were accepted as correct). Those who 

could identiS a portion of the name, for instance the %ghts rnonumencyz, accounted for 

8%, whde the remainder, 64.6% , had no idea (examples of responses other than "no" 

include "the law monument" or the "peace monument?'). Of the sample who had visited 

six or more times in the last year, 29 respondents or 58% were unable to identiQ- the 

Tribute correctly (Table 6.2). As one might expect 91% of the I l  S e q u e n t  visitors were 

unable to identie the proper name (Table 6.2). In addition al1 nine of the non-Canadians 

were also unable to name the work. The results of this recognition suggest that the work 

is not widely known (at least formally), though this may be partfy the resdt of the 

minimal promotion it had received up to the time of the survey. This sinianon may well 

change with the upcoming events mentioned earlier in regard to the fifieth a-versary of 

human rights and the pamphlet distribution to follow. 

For the use of chi square, the variable "identificationyy was reduced into two 

categones: those who h e w  the name or a portion of it and those who did not. The chi 

square results for sex fail to point to a statistically meaningfid difference between how 

men and wornen were able to idenri& the work. At the 95% coafdence Ievel and with 

two degrees of freedom, the chi square test result ( x2) wis .369 while the chi square 



critical value was 5.99 (Table 6.1). Therefore, we m u t  accept the nui1 hypothesis that 

there are no daerences between how men and women identi5- the name of the 

monument. Age and education also proved to be insignincant. The resuit for age was 

4.67, while the criticai vaiue at two degrees of fieedorn was 5.99. The result for education 

was 2.13, but the critical vaiue needed for a statistically meaiùngful difference at one 

degree of freedom was 3.99. 

Inscriptions 

Of the sample population, 59.6% said that they had read the plaques and 

inscriptions while 40.4% had not (Table 6.0). The results for this question may be suspect 

in that the question did not refer to which plaque or inscription in particular. While the 

Tribure prominently displays the U D m  there is a srnall plaque explaining its 

sib&ïcuice about four metres to the no& of the site (Figure 6.2). My sense is that most 

interviewees interpreted mi- question as relating to the main inscription of the UDHR on 

the ,granite arch. The second issue involves where the interview was cm-ied out. The 

Tribute is a large piece and in order to afford the best view for the participant, the survey 

was carried out facing the main arch. However, this being the seventh question asked, 

most respondents were able to glance at the main inscription beforehand, which may in 

fact have been their first time in so doing. The most important measure, then, is the fact 

that 40% of the sarnple in fact had not glanced at the inscription. Of those who visited 

the site six or more times in the last year, 34 persons or 64% had not read the inscription 

(Table 6.2). Keeping in mind that this is a well visited site this may point to the leveling 



effect mentioned by Depnore (1987). This effect occurs when over tirne monuments 

and other phenomena become part o f  the visuai background that is screened out by the 

mind to cope with the onslaught of sensory information. 

The chi square test for sex and inscription was insignificant at the 95% confidence 

level. The chi square resdt k v a s  2.18, with one degree of fieedom- while the cntical 

value needed was 3.84 (Table, 6.1). Therefore, we m u t  accept the nuil hypothesis; 

the results between sexes maybe due to chance in the samphg process. The same must 

be said for age and education level, and inscriptions. The chi square result for the former 

was 1.22, with two degrees of keedom, while the critical value was 5.99. For education, 

the chi square observed was .702, with one degree of fkeedom while the cntical value 

needed was 3.84, 

Walk Through 

h order to gauge levels of active participation, respondents were asked if they had 

ever walked through the Tribure. This aspect is important in that it \vas meant to invite 

participation and could be argued as central to how people interpret or judge the 

appearance of the work. Over 44% of the sample group had indeed walked through the 

work at some point (Table 6.0). What is of interest is that there was a noticeable 

diffaence between men and women io this regard. Clearly ~ O M  Table 6.2 more men 

have walked through the monument than women. The chi square test of difference 

codumed that the two resdts are in fact st&ticaily dserent. At the 95% probability 

Ievel, with one degree of keedom, the chi square observed was 6.97, while the chi square 

critical value was 3.84. Therefore, one must reject the nul1 hypothesis of no difference. 



with gender. This result may point to a feeling of a lack of safety on the part of women in 

terms of a decision to enter the work. On the other hand, women may not be as 

interested in experiencing the manument in this way. The Tribure is a work whïch is 

highly visible kom the Street which may leave some people uncornfortable about the 

idea of appearïng conspicuously on the monument in full view of passer-by. Chi square 

results for age and education were found to be insignificant (see Table 6.1). 

Of those who visited the site twelve times or more there appears to be a relatively 

even split (Table 6.2). One might expect t ha~  the more one has passed by the site the 

more opportunity one wodd have to do this. This suggests that for some, despite the 

fiequeccy with which they travel by the site, they are not interested in experiencing the 

work in this way. One might expect ver). different results had the survey been carried-out 

in warmer weather and during lunch where students fiom the nearby high school and 

workers ftom the RMOC corne to eat occasionally. These individuab would have had 

more opportunity to interact direct& with the monument. With this important limitation. 

chi square test results for age and education were found to be in~i~onificant (see Table 

6.1). 

This open-ended question involved participants ansviering what they felt to be the 

purpose of the monument (Table 6.3). Only five respondents failed to give any answer to 

this question, which means most were able to guess or reply with something despite 

having not read the plaques or correctIy identifying the name of the work. Judging by the 



TabIe 6.3 Cross-tabulation of survey results relarïng to the perceived purpose of Vie Cunudiun Tribure 
tu Human Rights in Ottawa-Hull, 1997 

Perceived Purpose of the Tribute 

Educ- Gen. - NO Physical P h y s i d  Rep. oher hr 
Human Response Purpose of R i e z  - - 

Sex 
Male 9 1 O 4 3 3 3 32 
Fernale 9 7 1 5 3 5 30 

Nationality 
Canadian 15 16 5 ., c 6 6 53 
Orher 3 1 O 3 O 3 9 

Education 
C Grade 9 O O O O O 2 2 
Some high schooi O O O 1 - 7 1 3 
Finished high school 1 7 1 O O O 9 
Some post-secondary 1 2 O 2 1 I 7 
Finished Post-secondq 16 8 4 5 3 4 40 

No- Visits in Past Year 
F i m  time I 1 1 O O 1 3 



responses one c m  assume much of what was given was based on havins read the main 

inscription. The largest group accounted for 29% of the sample and interprered its 

- - -  
purpose as educational in nature (Table 6.0). For instance: -YS there to remuid us of our 

nghts" or "it highlights human ri@". The second major goup gave responses having 

do to with equal rights in some vague way (27.4%). This category included ansurers 

n - 
such as "equal nghts", "show everyone is equal" or simply "liberty, justice and 

equality." Those who gave answers which were not easy to categorize are listed as 

"other" and account for 12.9% of the sample. These answers reflect the fact that people 

were linking the monument to specific issues or groups. For instance, four individuals 

related its purpose to equality for minorities and for women. For example: "it's meant to 

brins back equality for women in particular" or "Canada is so multiculniral ... it's reminds 

us that we need equality since this is what we believe in". One also mentioned its purpose 

as being for the cessation of violence against women. This observation was related to the 

fact that the respondent had seen women's vigils taking place there in the past. One 

midde-aged female thought it was meant to "infunate those in power3', while a young 

native Canadian man expressed that it "has no purpose since they don3 go by it". From 

these two separate interviews, it urould appear that the latter thought it was erected by the 

government w-hile the former thought the reverse. Along the same lines a man thought 

the work was an example of "political pacification'' but a goal worth striving for. The 

interpretation of equality as a work in progress was echoed by another respondent who 

thought "it speaks to an ideal of society whïch we would like to uphold but despite o u  

intentions we are not making those steps". This observation is precisely the kind the 



Tribute group was loolong for in that it presents a view of human rights as a project for 

the collective s o c i e ~  and one in need of M e r  work. The Tribute is not a starernent to a 

finished human rights agenda, but is partiy meant to instill a vigilant attitude towards 

their promotion and protection. The need to rnobilize collective energy espoused by the 

Tribute group was reflected by one woman who saw it as a means to "create a feeling of 

unity and sense of conmitment in a concrete waf. The two other categories with the 

highest numbers are for those participants who gave a physical purpose for the monument 

(12.9%), or indicated that the work was meant to embody or symbolize rïghts (9.7%). 

Examples of the former Ïncludes "its a great spot for lunch" or "its closely tied to the 

courthouse. Its rneant to s i g n e  its importance." This last repines is evidence to the idea 

that monuments do in fact, lend a mesure of  legibility to the functions of nearby 

buildings. The former category includes such answers as "it3 a commemoration to 

human nghts" or ;'its meant to represent the rïphts stoq-". On the whoie, one can infer 

from the responses a strong reco3gninon that the monument refen to human rights issues. 

Of those whose answers include the word "rights" or whose answer can be reasonably 

assumed to refer to rights in in related way, over 88% of the sample reflected th is broad 

orientation for the work This result speaks to the strong legible message on the Tribure 

making it wÏdely understood by passers by, at least on a basic Ievel. 

An interestin; aspect of these responses is the observation that the work was 

often mistaken as govemment art. This perspective is echoed by George (l997), 

who described the need to remove some gzffiti from the piece a few years ago. The 

graffiti asked "why does govemment art have to be so ugly?" This incident could be a 



Table 6.4 Cross-tabulation of survey results reIating to the opinion on the appeamce 
of the Canadiun Tribute ro Human Rights In Ottawa-Hull, 1997 

Sex 

Like a DisIike 
lot Likr Neutrai Dislike A Ici t n -- - 

-- 
Total 4 25 22 7 3 62 

Agt 
13-19 2 O 1 O O 3 

Xationalip 
Canadian 4 22 19 4 4 53 
Other O 3 3 3 O 9 

Education 
< Grade 9 O O O - 7 O - 7 

Some high school I - 3 1 O O 4 
Finished hi& school 1 4 3 1 O 9 
Sorne post-seconaq O 4 1 - 7 O 7 
Finished Post-secondary 2 15 17 - 3 4 40 

--*W..--- -------- 
Total 

-- 
4 25 22 7 3 62 

No. Visits in Pzst Year 
Fim time O I I 2 O 4 
3-5 - O 5 O 1 O 8 
6-1 1 O 3 - 7 O O 5 
12c 4 16 17 4 3 45 



result of its location near RMOC headquarters, or it couId point to the fact thar the 

Tribute's message of the UDHR can be misconstrued as a work advocathg a goverment 

position. Considering the UN orïgin of the UDHR, this mistaken identity of the 

proponent of  the work may corne as no surprise. However it furthers the case made earlier 

that the work can easily reinforce the idea of official heritage when there is little 

reference to the other ideas put forth by its founders. 

On the whole, the majority of respondents thought that its purpose was 

educational, but there is evidence that sorne people went beyond this generd aspect and 

related the work to specific ideas about the state of human rights and the Tribure as a 

symbol of un@.  more thoughtful and len,gthy answers wouid probably have been 

yielded under more favourable climatic conditions. The central fÏnding, though, is that the 

work's basic purpose is generally legible and in some varyinp rneasure understandable. 

Appearance 

This question involved participants ranking their aesthetic judgments about the 

work. There were £ive possible categories in which the responses could answer: like a 

lot, like, neutral, dislike and dislike a lot (Table 6.4). For the purposes of chi square 

testing these categories were reduced to three: positive, neuûal and negative. Only two 

variables could be tested: sex and education. both of which were found to be 

insignificant (see Table 6.1). Approximately 45.2% of the sample pcpulation felt 

positive toward the work, while 17.7% of respondents felt negative (Table 6.0). The 

remainder of the respondents, a substantial 3 7.100, felt neutral to the work. The large 



Table 6.5 Cross-tabulation of survey resufrs reIating to the reason &en for choice of appearance for the 
Canadian Tn'bute to Hman Ri$& in Ottawa-Hull, 1997 

Response 

Emouon Xesthctics Physicai 

h o  
Negative Positive h'egative Positive Negative Positive Response n - - - 

Sex 
Maie - 7 2 6 1 O 6 4 2 32 
Femaie 3 2 3 - 7 5 14 1 30 

National ity 
Canadian 5 3 8 12 9 15 1 -.. 

2 i, 
Ouier O 1 1 O - 3 - 9 - 7 

Education 
c Grade 9 O 
Somc hi- schooI O f O 1 O 1 1 4 
Finished high schoo1 O 1 2 1 - 3 3 O 9 
Some post-secondarj O O 1 O 1 5 O 7 
Finished Post- 5 3 6 1 O 6 9 3 4 0 
secondary 

No. Visits in Past Year 
First time O 1 O 1 2 O O 4 
2-5 1 O O O O 6 1 8 
6-1 1 O O 1 O 2 - 7 O 5 
1 Z+ 3 3 8 11 7 10 2 45 

General Response 
Like a lot O 
Like O 3 O 6 - 7 



neutral category indicates that many people are unmoved either way. This m q -  be 

related to the general abstract nature of the work. As discussed earlier, abstract works 

require more time and thou&tt, perhaps more than most were wiiling to give in the 

cold weather. 

Reason given for choice of appearance 

This open-ended question invited participants to reflect on why they had chosen 

the particda aesthetic category discussed previously. Most responses reflect a specific 

physical reason or concemed the general aesthetics of the work. However, nine 

individuals related an emotional reason rather than a distinctly physical one (Table 6.5). 

As one might expect, the reasons given varied widely and at times contradictzd other 

respondent's observations. For instance, one participant commented how the Tribure 

"doesn't stand outy', whiie another later participant described the work as "noticeable". 

Another example of conûut is provided by the following answer in regard to the 

Tribute. '3 has a modern look, and is not cluttered ... I like the statues and ifs a good 

meeting place", whereas another individual commented that the monument 3 ' s  not 

inspiring ... 1 like the plaques and inscriptions, but the concrete and the figures are not 

inspiring." The ovemding concems dealt with use of concrete and the inscriptions found 

on the figures and on the arch. Concrete was mentioned negatively fourteen times while 

the inscriptions and granite were positively related fifieen times. In Table 6.5 a cross- 

tabulation at the lefi bottom, shows the results between the reason given and the choice 

of appearance. The tabulation shows a close association between the direction of choice 

in question eight and the reason given for the choice in question nine. However this 



association is not always the case. A few respondenrs gave reasons which seem to 

contradict their earlier answer. For instance, they may have felt negative about the work 

when ranking it, but described positive characteristics as to the reason for the choice. 

As Degnore (1987) found in her o m  study, one rnay feel negative or positive about a 

work but when questioned why rhis is so, one rnay obtain results which indicate a 

negative reason, and this seems to contradict the overall jud-ment. Clearly, hour people 

perceive a work is not a clear-cut matter and may- be subject to the contradictions of 

emotion and intellect, 

Overall, it would appear that the work is received generaliy as positiveneunal 

in terms of its appearance and is understood on a basic ievel. Consideration of the 

recognition levels will be deferred until Reconciliarion is discussed in the following 

section. However, the seemingly low leveIs that were recorded may change as 

promotion activities expand. In regard to participation, people do ïnteract with the 

monument and read its central message fiom t ime to time. The fact that gatherings 

take place on the monument is a sign that it is recognized by some as having an activist 

purpose. The public exposure it receives during these events will m e r  the likelihood 

that it remains a viable and meaningful component of the social environment of the city 

The discussion will now tum to consider the results for Reconciliation 

Reconciliation 

The survey for the peacekeeping monument was conducted at the corner of 

Murray Street and Sussex Drive (see Figure 5.5). This position gave a rear view of the 



TabIe 6.6 Background characteristics of respondents and aggregare resultç to a s w e y  
relating to Reconcifiation in Ottawa-Hu II, 1 997 

Background characteristics 

Sex 

Male 
FemaIe 

Age 

13-19 
20-34 
35-49 
50-61 
65+ 

Nationality 

Canadian 
O ther 

Education 
< Grade 9 
Sone high school 
Finishec! high school 
Some pst-secondary 
Finished Post-secondary 

No. Visits in Pan Year 
First time 

Aggregate Statistics 

Inscrip t ions n 

Yes 
No 

Purpose 

Psacekeeping 18 
General Mi1im-y Cornm. 36 
hro Response 1 
Negative Unrelated 2 
Positive Unrelated 4 

Walked Through 

Yes 
No 

-4ppearance 
tike a lot 15 
Like 
Xeutrai 
Dislike 
Disiike a lot 

Identification 
Yes 20 
Partial 
No 

Reason for Appearance 

Negative Emotion 3 
Positive Emotion 6 
  es th et ici Negative 7 
Aesthetic Positive 14 
Physical' Negative 3 
P h y s i d  Positive 23 
No Response 5 

---- -.---- 
Total 6 I 

1 Refers to general military commcrnoration- In this instance, answers do noL give specific reference to peacekeeping but include 
responses such as "it's to honour the sacrifice of soldiers" or 3 ' s  a comrnernoration to WWW.II." 
2 The category "aesthetic" refers to generd comrnents on appearance. For esampIe, the monumem ir "a good representation of 
what it be likt to Iive in these aresw. 



monument in full sight of the fi,gures, sacred grove and the debns between the converging 

wds .  The site itself is in the middle of a tnffïc island but pedeseians can circumvent the 

site on either side. However, the monument's proximity to the hÏational Gallery, National 

War Museum, the Royal Canadian Mint and the Canadian Museum of Civilization 

provide ready flow-through traffic on the way to these destinations. 

Characteristics of the sample (see Table 6.6) 

Sex and age were fairly evenly-disuibuted except for the latter, where the 

younger age group of thirteen- to nineteen- year olds accounted for only 4% of the 

sample. This result is comparable to the Tribute, and is the result of the same reason 

given previously, namely, that the survey was conducted duRng schooI hours. In tems of 

nationality, 75% identified themselves as Canadian. Since this site is situated close to 

tourïst destinations such as the National Gallery, Major's Hill Park and the Byward 

Market, the number of non-Canadians is appreciable: 25%- This latter group also 

corresponds closely to the sixteen individuals who were first-time visitors to the site. 

Over half the sample were 5equent visitors (more than six times per year). S d a r  to 

that of the Tribute was the high proportion of respondents with post-secondq 

education (79%): compared to the other categories. 

In order to facilitate the use of chi square, these characteristics were again 

condensed into more manageable formats identical to the Tribute survey. Chi square 

results were obtainable in a number of cases and are reported in Table 6.7. 

Unfomuiately, due to the small number of respondents there is only one chi square result 



Tabie 6-7 Chisquare test resuks for seIected variables from a survey of Reconriliarion 
in Ottawa-HuII, 1997* 

identification Inscription Walk Through Appearzrnce 
Sex Insignificant Insignificant Insignificant Insignificant 

.- 
2 x =.894,2 xL=3.8~, 2 D.F., z x =.049, 1 .D.F., 

Cnt. Value-5.99 Crk Value-3 -84 

Education 

Visits 

Insignificant Insiai ficant 
x2=3.86, 2 D.F., x2=9 2 1,2 DE., 
Crit. Value-5.99  cri^ Value-5.99 

Signïficant 
x2=451, 1 D.F., 
Cnt. Value-3 -84 

hsignificant 
x2=2.51, 1 DE., 
Cnt. Value-3 -8 1 

x2=.0 13, 1 D.F., 
Crit. Value- 
3 -84 

Insigni ficant 
x2=022, 1 D.F., 
Cric Vahe- 
3.8 1 

D.F., 
Crit Value-5.99 

NA*' 

- 
= Missing variabtes xt because of srnail frcquency values 
** NA reftrs to " N O L  Availabk" bernuse of maII frcquency values 



TabIe 6.8 Cross-tabulation of survey results reIating to identification of the monument (Identification), 
pIaque reading (Inscriptions) and if they walked throujh the monument (Walked Through) for 
Reconciliation in Ottawa-Hull. 1997 

Iden tificauon Inscription Waiked Through 

Yes Partid hro n Yes No n Yes h-O n 

Se.. 
Maie 12 6 13 31 1 20 31 14 17 31 
Femak 8 7 15 30 9 21 30 13 17 30 

- 
Totai 20 13 28 61 20 31 61 27 33 61 

Nationality 
Canadian 18 I O  I S  31 18 28 41 25 2 27 
Other - 7 3  10 20 2 13 20 2 13 I S 

- .-- Y -------- 
Total 20 13 28 61 20- 41 61 27 33 61 

Education 
< Grade 9 O O O O O 0 0  O O O 
Sorne high school 1 O 2 3 1 2 3  2 1 3 
Finished high school O 2 1 3  1 2 3  1 2 3 
Some post-secondary 2 1 4 7 3 4 7  3 3 7 
Finished Post-secondary 17 10 21 48 15 33 48 20 28 48 

------- -- 
Total 20 13 28 61 20 41 61 27 34 61 

No- Visits in Past Y m  
First time 5 O 11 16 2 14 16 3 13 16 
2-5 2 3 6 11 O 11 I l  O 11 11 
6-1 1 2 O 3 5 1 4 5 2 3 5 
12- 11 10 8 29 17 12 29 23 7 29 



for the last three variables (purpose, appearance and reason given for choice of 

appearance) . 

Name Recognition 

Of those sampled, 32.8% indicated that they knew- the name of the monument 

and a further 21.3% knew a portion of the designarion (Table 6.6). h example for the 

latter category is the reference to the work as "the peace monument". The fact thar over 

half (53%) have a good idea of the name suggests that promotional activities are havkg 

some effect on recognition levels. In addition, the fact that it occupies such a prominent 

site, located close to the National Gallery and Byward Market, increases the monument's 

daily exposure and tourist appeal. These factors may explain why the percentages are 

higher than the Tribute's recognition level of 33% (Table 6.0), a work with considerably 

less promotional history (at least at the tirne of the survey) and exposure. The cross- 

tabulations in Table 6.8 are fairly weU-distribute& but there is still an interesting 

fïninding in tems of who visits the site often. A total of eleven people who fiequent the 

site had no idea what the monument was named. As in the T'bute, d i i s  result may 

suggest evidence of non-interest or of the leveiing effect in one's surroundings. However, 

the chi square result suggests that the dis~bution is not a sibonificantly different one than 

one would expect to occur. As one might expect, those who were non-Canadian and were 

first-tirne visitors were less likely to be able to identify the work (Table 6.8). 

Chi square resdts for sex and age were found to be insignificant, but for the 

number of visits and the level of identification, a meaningful statistical ciifference uras 

found to exist (Table 6.7). The chi square result of 4.51 was significant with one degree 



of fieedom and a critical value needed of 3.99. This result means that the two samples 

representing those who had visited the site fiequently and those who did not and their 

responses to the questiok are statistically different and are not the resuit of chance. This 

result appears to be related to the basic a s s ~ p t i o n  that the more one fiequents an area 

the more one is likely to recognize the presence and name of nearby visual stimuli. The 

reverse c m  also be fonvarded in that one is less Likely to recognize a formal name to an 

urban object if one is an bfkequent or est-time visitor. 

Inscriptions 

Unlike the position used at the Tribute, the position for this questionnaire did not 

d o w  for people to read any inscriptions on the work during the interview. This 

characteristic translates into results which should be more reflective of interest and 

knowledge in the work. From the sample, 67.2% responded that they had not read any of 

the inscriptions (Table 6.6). This figue is quite substantial and important in that the text 

guides the interpretation intended by the monument's proponents. Failwe to read the 

text on the part of observers raises serious questions as to how the monument's 

miIitary appearance is consumed. Again the results for the inscription reading are evenly 

distributed across sample characteristics, except in age and frequency of visit. In the age 

group of - twenty to thirty-four year olds, 19 or 94% of al1 respondents reported that they 

had not read any inscriptions (Table 6.8). This group accounts for roughly 30% of the 

entire sample. The chi square result was si_pificant in this case suggesting that there is a 

difference based on age in whether how the inscriptions are read (discussed below). In 



the area of fiequency of visit the chi square could not be used due to small fiequencies 

for first-tkne visitors. However, judging by the cross-tabulahon numbers the group mon 

unevedy disnibuted is the fkst-time visitor categoq- (Table 6.8). The fact that these first- 

time visitors responded negatively to havhg read the inscriptions is not surprising, 

given their limited exposure to the area- 

Chi square results for three variables were obtained: sex, age and education 

(Table 6.7). The only positive result to be found was for age and if the- had read the 

inscriptions. A strong chi square result of 9.21 was obtained (at tn-O degrees of freedom 

and a critical value needed of 5.99). The age group of 13-34 year olds is the group 

clearly skewed toward the negative in relation to those who have the read the textual 

information on the monument (see Table 7.8). This result may indicate less interest in 

reading the texq by this age group, but rhis hypothesis would need M e r  testing with a 

larger sample size. 

Walk through 

The second measure of participation is the number of respondents who reported 

that they had waiked through the monument at some point. Rouzghly 44.3% reported 

doing so (Table 6.6). This result is comparable to the Tribute totals of 44.4% (Table 6.0). 

Again, both aJe and number of Visits yielded si-onificant chi square results. The same age 

croup who were Iess likely to answer positively to reading the inscriptions was also less 
C 

likely to walk through the work. The same is dso m e  for infrequent visitors. Clearly 

more of the fiequent visitors (more than twelve times) are w&ng through the work than 



Table 6.9 Cross-tabulatïon o f  s w e y  results relatïng to the perceived purpose of ReconciIiation 
in Ottawa-HuII. 1997 

General 
Peace- M i I i q  No Negative Positive 
keep ing Comm- Response UnreIated Unrelated n - 

Sex 
Male 1 1  16 1 2 1 3 1 
Femde 7 20 O O 3 30 

--- 
Total 18 3 6 1 2 3 6 1 

Age 
13-19 O 3 O O O 

Xationality 
Canadian 17 22 1 2 3 4 1 
Other 1 14 O O O 20 

p- ----- 
Total 18 36 1 - 3 4 6 1 

Education 
< Grade 9 O O O O O O 
Some high school O 3 O O O 3 
Finished high school O 3 O O O 3 
Some post-secondary 1 4 O O 2 - 1 

Finished Post-secondary 17 26 1 2 2 38 

No- Visits in Past Year 
Fim tirne 3 1 3  O O O 16 
7-5 - 1 9 O O 1 1 l 
6-1 1 O 3 O 1 1 5 
1 2; f 4 I I  1 1 - 3 I I  



was found for the Tribure. The larger size of the site for Reconciliarion rnay account for 

this difference between the two monuments. An interesthg cornparison to the Ti-ibure 

was found in respect to the two sexes and their likelihood of entering the work or not. In 

the case of Reco~tciZiafion there is no disparit)' between the two groups as seen in the 

former work (Table 6.6). In addition to its Location, the work is large and f d y  open 

which makes it more conspicuous and may perhaps lead women to feel safer if walking 

dirough it. 

Chi square testing for sex? age and education were conducted with the variable 

"wak-through", but only one result proved si_&cant (refer to Table 6.7). It was found 

that for the three age groups there exists a statisticdly meanineful difference in the IeveI 

of people awakuig through the monument. A chi square result of 9-21 was obtained with 

two degrees of fkeedom and a crit ical value needed of 5.99. Again it would appear that 

the 13-34 age group represents the clearest area of difference in that more individuais 

were likely to have said they did not enter the work As stated previously, this may 

indicate a particular ambivalence toward the monument. but more work needs to be 

camied out to test this hypothesis. 

Purpose 

The results from this question reveal that a fair proportion of respondents (29.5%) 

were aware of the monument's purpose as a commemoration to peacekeeping (Table 6.6). 

As a result of the literal nature of the monument, it is perhaps ~l l~urpns ing that the 

second largest category (59%) described its purpose as a general military 



cornmernoration. Moreover, the remainder of respondents (9.9%) answered this question 

in more detail, but in their responses still reflected an awareness of the miIitary nanire of 

the work. Clearly, the intention on the part of DND to have a monument which wouid be 

clearly understood has been realized Miiitary in therne and represe~tative in 

appearance, the monument can be seen as an archetype & E l h g  tradiriond 

expectahons of commemorative arc. Many of the kss t  monuments in the Western world 

were military in nature and employed the use of fiaprative art (Robinette, 1976). Thus, 

the literd image and theme offered by Reconciliation is well grounded in cultural 

memory. Some responses outside the two main categones were quite specifïc as to some 

of the potential motivations covered earlier in the case snidy. The following four 

examples refiect the vulnerability of the military in today's society and the monument as 

a reflection of efforts to deal with this uneasy situation. For instance, one participant 

descnbed the purpose for reasons of public relations: "it's there to provide an awareness 

of the various functions of National Defence". This opinion was echoed by the following 

response by another individual: 'Tts purpose is to raise an awareness of the h e d  Forces 

and to boost morale". One respondent described the monument's purpose in the 

followulg way: %e m i l i t q  needs to get another statue since they haven't had one in 

M y  years". Another felt that the monument's ccpurpose is to justiS militas. spending". 

ui p d c u l a r  to the NCC, one participant was au7are of the work that had been carried out 

on the site over the years by the C o ~ s s i o n ,  and described as a resdt, how the purpose 

of the monuments was "to fi11 an empty site". These examples indicate that people are 

aware of part of the social context that surrounds such commemorations and exemplie 



the fact that the intended messages are not always received in the expected manner. 

Rather that creating a sense of unity through the image of peacekeeping for instance, 

some of these individuals are interpreting the work in tess exuberant ways which were 

never intended by either the NCC or the DND. On the whole, including direct references 

to peacekeeping and in cases where one could infer that peacekeeping is implied, the total 

recognition Ievel for the purpose of the monument being related to peacekeeping in a 

broad mariner measured 59%. The difference between the result for Reconciliation and 

the Tkibute 's (8 8%) is perhaps related to the literal text on the latter monument which 

was in full view of the respondents. However, for both monuments it cm be argued that 

each work is understood fairly well on a basic level. 

As a testament to the cross-cultural literal nature of war memorials, those of non- 

Canadian identity dl responded that the monument was military in purpose (Table 6.9). 

This broad recognition of the military theme raises some interesthg issues. Military 

commemoration is a sensitive issue in that many individuds have contentious 

interpretations about the nature of war and the military. For those unaware of the focus 

on peacekeeping as a generally well-received function of the military, there rnay also be 

nesative interpretations. RTi1Iet (1993) argues that in Canada, there is a general an& 

militaristic feeling present. This general attitude may &anslate into an irterpretation of 

the monument as a glorification of the military. This view can be seen in the comments 

offered by Riley (1995) discussed earlier. In regard to international tcurists, the personal 

experience of many with their own military history may evoke a less than a positive 

association to the monument. 



TabIe 6-10 Cross-tabulanon of survey results reIating to the opinion of the appearance 
of ReconciIiation in O ttawa-KulI. 1997 

Ouinion on the monument 

Like a Dislike 
fot Like Neutrai DisIike a lot a 

Sex 
Male 
Female 

---- 
Total 15 25 11 9 1 6 1 

-.- d. - -- 
Total 15 25 11 9 1 6 1 

Other I 6 5 3 O 15 

-- --- 
Total 15 35 11 9 I 6 1 

Education 
< Grade 9 O O O O O O 
Somr high schooI I 1 O O 1 3 
Finished high school O 3 O O O 3 
Some poss-secondary O 1 3 3 O 7 
Finished Post-secondary 14 20 8 6 O 48 

No. Visiis in P m  Year 
Fim time - 7 6 6 2 O 16 
2-5 3 s' - 7 1 O II 
6-1 1 1 1 - 7 1 O 5 
1 2+ 9 13 t 5 I 29 

---LI_-----p.....-....--- ------- 
Total 15 25 11 9 1 3 1 



The international aspect is more important for ReconciLia~ion, @en its location 

in a central touist area and its promotion 2s hentage with an international messaje. 

How peacekeeping is viewed by outsiders is thus an imporrant consideration. Do such 

individuals see Canada as a major player worthy of such praise? For those who do not 

take the time to read the inscriptions, the same h d  of ambi-&y around the military as 

an institution arises. What kind of image might the monument leave in the min& of these 

visitors? The international dimension of consumption for both monuments will be 

addressed more fully below. 

-4ppearance 

The results fiom this question in Table 6.6, indicated the monument is seen as 

aestheticaily pleasing with 24.6% respondirg that they liked the work a lot, while 

another 41% were reported as liking the appearance. Thus, over 65.6% felt positively 

about the work, and compared to the Tribure level of 45% (Table 6.0), the results would 

seem to point to the general preference of the public toward representationd art 

discussed earlier. Only 14.8% said they disliked the monument, and only one person 

(1.6%) reported disliking it a lot The combined total of 16.48% for those who felt 

negative is slightly less than the Tnbure at 2 1 %. A large measure of difference between 

the two works c m  be found in the neutral catesory. For Reconciliation, 18 % of 

respondents were neutral to its appearance, whereas more than double this percentage 

(37%) felt the same for the Tribute. Again, t h i s  difference between the two works seems 



Table 6-1 1 Cross-tabulation of survey results relating to the reason ~ i v e n  for choice of appearance for 
Reconcihion in Ottawa-Hull, 1997 

Response 

Emotion -4esthetics Physical 

Fi0 
Nezative Positive Nesative Positive Negative Positive Rcsponse n - - - - 

Sex 
Male 1 3 6 6 O 12 3 3 1 
FemaIe - 7 3 1 8 3 1 I 2 3 0 

Education 
c Grade 9 O 
Some high school O 
Finished high school O 
Some post-secondq 1 
Finished Post- 7 
secondary 

No. Visits in Past Year 
F i r s ~  time 1 
3-5 O 
6-1 1 O 
1 Z+ - 7 

Gzneral Response 
Like a lot O 3 O 4 O 8 O 13 
Like O 2 1 8 O 17 2 25 
Neutra1 O 1 2 2 O 3 3 11 
Dislike 3 O 3 O 3 O O 9 
Dislike a lot -- O O 1 O O O O 1 

/---------------------P------P-- 

Total 3 6 11 3 23 5 6 1 - 



23 1 

to indicate that people have an easier time making aesthetic choices in rejard to literal 

works compared to abstract expressions. 

The findings for aesthetic choice through the group characteristics are listed in 

Table 6.1 0. The responses to the choice were condensed to three categorïes to facilitate 

chi square testulg: positive appearance, neutral and negatïve appearance. Only one 

outcorne could be obtained which measured sex, but the result was insignificant (Table 

6.7). Tais hding suggests that there is no significant difference in how males and 

females judged the appearance of the work. 

Reason given for choice 

Overall, I f o n d  the lena% of answers and their detail to be more in-depth than 

those for the Tribute, perhaps again suggesting that people are more comfortable in 

jud,oing representative works. However, the cold was not as intense at this site compared 

to the Tribute. The results indicate general negative or positive associations to physical 

aspects and to the general aesthetic nature of the monument (Table 6.1 1). Nine of the 

individuals responded by relating to an emotional state, for example "just a feeling", 

rather than by referrîng to any physical aspect. -4 sarnpling of these responses reflects the 

same Ievel of variation, and at times contradiction, found in the Tribute case study. 

General patterns reveal references towards the openness, the war-like debris and to the 

fiagres. One older male related that "1 like the graphic symbolism, the wedge on wedge, 

portrayal of conflict, the containing of destruction." Another male commented on the 

active nature of the work: ''you c m  walk through it, see debns, and it looks good in 



snow". A comment fkom one older women relates a direct perception to the purpose of 

the war-scene and to the stance of the statues: " I like the niins inside with fiagres, it 

reminds us what we could Live through, and there is a sense of purpose with the fiames". 

Another felt that the monument was "visually unappeaiing with its G.1 loe fi,wes". One 

participant had more generd negative comments: "it's not well done ... it has no class, 

and it's a waste of money, and it blocks the view"- There was one individual who 

particularly did not like the rear entrance to the monument with its war debris: rhe 

"entrance is not aesthetically pleasing." In regard to the military aura of the work, 

which was of conceni to the NCC in its production, one again fuids conflictins views. 

One respondent found that they "don't like the image ... it's too militaristic and it doesn't 

reflect Canada and liberty". Another interpreted the work in a mamer more in line with 

how the proponents would like it to be seen: 'Yhe monument is pacifist, it's not into 

glorification." Despite these contradictions, comments were still clearly weighed toward 

the positive. 

One interesting finding is that there was no reference to the sacred grove. This 

finding rnay indicate that people do not necessarily identi@ the area as part of the 

monument. The grove, as one recalls, was meant to provide a balance to the overly 

military nature of the main monument. It is rneant to reflect a story line fiom connict to 

peace. Moreover, it was intended to provide a physical contrast to the cold and stark 

concrete. Its lack of recosyïtion May partly be the result of the season making the 

presence of grass unlaiown to the viewer. On the other hand, the grove contains trees 

which keep their leaves all year, providing year round contrast to the white surface of the 



concrete. A survey in the summer would settle this issue of physical recognition of the 

grove. Another point is that by occupying the entire node or space there is no definitive 

edse other than the street which mi& help to accentuate the fact that the grove is p u t  of 

the monument. A broad expanse of gras  encirclîng the entire work mi& help in this 

matter. This lack of comment on the gove in general may be the result of the location of 

the s w e y  which does not feature the grove cenMly. If people had been inteniewed 

fiom the National Gallery side, this result may have been quite different. 

In summary, the survey indicates that the monument is generdly well received in 

regard to its aesthetics and is relatively well recognized. Moreover, its purpose, at leas  

as some kind of military cornmemoration, is understood by both Canadians and 

international visitors. The results of the s w e y  also indicate that people do occasionally 

walk through the work and, therefore experience it in a more direct fishion. However, the 

results indicate that many of those who w a k  through the work do not achially take the 

time to read the inscriptions. 

1NTERNATION.A.L DIMXNSIONS 

One very tangible area that connects with issues addressed tangentid in the thesis 

is the issue of tourist response. With the focus on tourism and the hentage industry in 

many countries today, there is clear use for any insights offered into how people vïew 

monuments, especially in order to minimize issues of hentage dissonance (Tubridge and 

Ashwonli, 1996). Though not central to the thesis focus, 1 will introduce some initial 

discussion on how each work may be consumed by international tourists. As noted 



earlier, one of the reasons monuments are built today is to offer sites of attraction to 

tourists- Monuments which are ilIe@ble or ambiguous are clearly not effective if one is 

"selling" this experïence for mainstream economic consumption. 

In terms of international tourist recognition, the two case snidy monuments c m  

be discussed bnefly since both are featured as exampIes of the intemationd dimension of 

the capital. Reconciliation, as noted previously, is located in a major tourist area T?ae 

monument is meant to be interpreted on a broad note as a reflection of Canadian 

identity. How do international çisitors view peacekeeping, and do they share the same 

kind of views about the extent and imporrance of Canadian involvement supposedly felt 

by Canadians? A recent Angs Reid pou of 5700 adults in hventy coutries (see Wilson- 

Smith, 1997) seems to indicate that while Canadians do in fact view Canada's role as 

central to peacekeeping efforts (83% responded somewhat or substantial), this belief 

does not seem to be shared by other nations. For example, the results fiom respondents 

fkom other countrïes who expressed the belief that Canada fiagres prominently in 

peacekeeping range eom a high of 57% in the U.K. to a low of 42% in E,vt. This may 

result in a view on the part of outsiders that the monument is an expression of self- 

aggandizement or, at least, lead to a few scratching their heads. One area of central 

concem for Reconciliation raised earlier is how the military theme is interpreted by 

outsiders, especially for those who do not understand or take the time to read the text. 

One c m  expect a number of diEerent views concerning its military look and what this 

bnngs to mind, especidly given the range of expenence many xi11 have had with their 

own coutry's military legacy. 



The Tribute, though not in a "capital" location, seems to reinforce the image that 

does exïst in other nations, that Cansda enjoys one of the highest levels of rights and 

keedoms in the world. For instance over 82% of Americans kom the same survey as 

above felt that Canadians enjoyed more rights and fkeedoms than themselves. One reason 

given for this is the ability of Canadians to debate in a calm and rational manner 

without resort to bloodshed, especidly iri regard to the national unity debate. For these 

people, does the need for a monument make any practical sense? However, the survey 

indicates that Canada and its human rights record abroad is not always seen as a 

pristine actor in its relations with other cornries. In addition, it is viewed as a nation 

which has treated its native population UILfairly. The addition of the native translations on 

the T'bute thus serves a useful purpose perhaps in the image of a nation trying to deal 

with its native component through inclusion of their laquages. 

This poll is indicative of some of the ways in which people rnay consume these 

two monuments iYom a perspective outside the culture iYom which they were produced. 

Again these considerations point to the variability in opinion and interpretation of the 

events and ideas expressed by monuments. 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this chapter was to provide a sample assessment, through a variety 

of sources, of how each monument is being interpreted or consumed. On a practical 

level, each work appears to be operating at a level \vhich does invite basic interaction on 

the part of the viewer. This may be for sightseeing, eating one's lunch or resting, taking a 



short cut to one's planned destination, taking the time to read and interpret the work or to 

sit back and consider its more aesthetic qualities. As a result, each work perfoms a 

varïety of useful functions and contributes to the overall expenence of the city. 

On the ievel of meaning, the resdts of the sunieys and the formai comments 

point to varied and contested interpretations that exist surrounding the sijnificance of 

each work. In both monuments, one can see exampfes of individuah interpretin; the 

work (sometimes mistakenly, as in the case of the Tnbute as govemment art) in ways 

which were never intended and which at times undennine their basic message. These 

interpretations are evidence of the fact that dominate ideas are ofien questioned by people 

and reinterpreted through the very medium whereby dominant values are disserninated 

(Tunbndge and Ashworth, 1996). 

The monuments also reflect elements of aesthetic dissonance, but each work 

indicated an overall positive feeling on the part of s w e y  respondents toward general 

appearance. Whatever negative physical attributes each monument has in this regard, 

(either too military or too abstract), these aspects do not seem to impede the ability of 

each work to transmit its basic purpose, or in the case of the Tnbure, to be used as well 

as a space for activism. 

What this chapter reveals, at the core, is that each work c m  reflect a multitude 

of meanings which will Vary for each individual and which will change through time. 

The subject matter of the monument, its form and te% point to the suggested and 

intended interpretation, but the final reception can vary a great deal. 



In regard to the statistical testing, in a number of cases positive results were 

found. As 1 have stated before, the chi square statistic only confirms that group responses 

are statistically different and does not allow one to infer as to why the results M e r .  In the 

Tt-ibute study, it was found that the sexes and the level of physical interaction with the 

monument is statistically different In Reconciliation, resdts show meanuigfid 

differences in how particular age groups responded to having read or not read the 

inscription, and their level of physical interaction in the monument. 1t was dso found that 

the number of visits to the nearby site and the likeIihood of identiwg the name of the 

monument are statistically related. In many cases it found that background 

charactenstics did not seem to play a rneaningful role in the responseç given. For 

example, education and inscriptions, the number of visits and appearance, and sex and 

appearance ail proved insignificant. htuitively speaking, one would expect that personal 

background charactenstics would have an affect on the responses given. However, due to 

the small number of individuds in some categorïes, which more often than did not allow 

for any testing, 1 would reserve judgment until a larger sample size could be obtained 

allowing for the use of more powerfui statistical tools. The results obtained do however, 

point to areas of  fùture research of how personal background characteristics affect 

particular responses. 



CONCLUSION 

In overview, this thesis has explored the multidimensional purpose and role that 

monuments serve in the cultural landscape. Specifically, I have related monuments to the 

dissemination of nation-building ideas and beliefs in the context of Canadian society. In 

addition, 1 have explored the particular production process of two monument case studies 

in an effort to illustrate their constructed nature and meaning. The intensely negohated 

process of buildinj a monument and symbolic meaning is an aspect that is ofien hard to 

see Ï a  the &shed work, which often purports to offer a certain objectivity and finalit). 

of interpretation on its subject matter. In regard to the monument's eventual 

interpretation or consumption, ~vhich was not central to this thesis, 1 have provided a 

somewhat more limited consideration. 

In Chapter 1, 1 discussed how monuments serve a variety of functional roles in 

the city related to providing a positive urban experience and as a means of contributkg 

to city legbility. From functional considerations, we moved to the more symbolic and 

ideologïcal dimensions of monuments. Monuments form part of the corpus of cultural 

resources related to national heritage and history which is used to promote national 

distinctiveness and pride. The role of the capital landscape was then discussed as being 

cen&aI in this task. A number of monument case studies fiom cultural geography and art 

history were then introduced, which highlighted the fact the monument buildin; and 

interpretation c m  be contested issues. Finally, a consideration of postmodernism 

contextualized why there has been an increase in nation-building uses of heritage and 



why there is a growing need by state agencies to provide a more inclusive representation 

of Canadian society. 

Frorn a consideration of the theoretical, 1 then moved to a discussion of the 

methods, data sources and study limitations for the thesis in Chapter 2. This chapter 

grounded the research methods used in the thesis by linking it to other work carried out 

in the study of monuments in geography and art history. 

Chapter 3 discussed the chan-eg Canadian identity and how this process was 

reflected in national monument building. While it was shown that the conception of 
- 

society had changed fiom a British orientation to one of encompassing greater cultural 

diversity, this change was not reflected in the monumental heritage. As a result, the 

monument componenr of heritage was argued to be out of step with the new ideas of 

Canadian society and culnue. 1 then discussed efforts by the state to address this 

imbalance in other forms of hentage. Part of these efforts were seen in the national 

capital. 

Consequently, Chapter 4 was an in-depth consideration of the broader efforts by 

Canadians to build a capital landscape, symboiïc of the national culture. The 

monumental heritage of the capital was then assessed through an histoncal, spatial and 

thematic approach. It was f o n d  that the predominant themes were national in scope, but 

were primarily military and political in theme, and figurative in style. 

From this broader capital perspective, I then narrowed the focus in Chapter 5 to 

consider two monument case studies in tandem, and the issues related to their process 

of production. The t w o  were chosen prirnady suice they represented recent attemprs to 



bridge the diversity of Canadian backgrounds. There were several key areas of inquj.. 

Firstly, the discussion contextudized the relevance of the comnemoration to the national 

socieq and also discussed who the proponent(s) were and their own specific goals for the 

monument- Both Reconciliation and the Canadian Tribute to Human Ri,ohts were linked 

through a discussion of Canadian identity on the world scene. The two projects had 

different kinds of proponents, one private and the other public, and each reflected 

different needs involving respective1 y multilateral and bilateral nego tiation. Secondly, 1 

explored the reasons for the choice in site and its s p b o l i c  importance to the capital. 

Thirdly, the analysis then discussed the cornpetition process including the negotiation that 

went on in the drafüng of the guidelines for the artïsts. Fourchly, a detailed considerarion 

of the winning designs and how they embody the ideas of the proponents were 

discussed. The last area of inquiry in the production phase, described the promotional 

efforts made by the proponents, and their importance in raising awareness of the 

monuments. Of central importance \vas the different character of the unveiling 

ceremonies seen in each cornmernoration. The unveiling ceremonies point to the purpose 

that they play in inscribing monuments with meanhg and how they tie into the political 

problems of the day. The chapter then concluded by linking the monuments to specific 

issues related to postrnodemism and heritage. 

The final chapter addressed issues of consumption or interpretation by providinj 

a consideration of some of the comments that have been made on the aesthetic form and 

subject matter of the monuments. The discussion then turned to consider the results of 

the on-s~eet survey that vked questions pertaining to reco-~tion, participation, purpose, 



and aesthetic consumption. In each of the above areas, similarities and differences were 

found to exist between the tw-O works. Recognition of the formal name was higher for 

Reconciliation and it also reflected a more positive raoking of its aesthetic appearance 

compared to the Tribute. In the area of inscription reading it was found that more people 

tend to read the wordïng on the Tribute compared to its counterpart. Both monuments 

share a strong reco-onition on the part of s w e y  participants as to the basic purpose of 

each work and the level of people choosing to enter each monument is similar. Chi square 

results for personal background characteristics and the above variables were found to not 

be consistent between the two monuments. 

REVLEW OF THE PIIPIRPOSE OF TEE THESIS 

At this point, it is appropriate to step back and consider the results of this thesis by 

linking the discussion back to the ori,%al goals of the research. The first goal was to 

explore the broad efforts in building a symbolic capital that is representative of the 

sociev. In regard to monument-building, it was found that despite the Iack of a balanced 

monumental herit~ze, there are examples of monuments which celebrate themes which 

were not previously depicted. These include multiculturalisrn~ aboriginal issues and 

women's contributions to society. While the representation of national identity and 

history through monuments, may be unequal or unbalanced, it was noted to be 

impractical to expect that this situation would ever be fully corrected. It is important to 

recognize that the overall symbolic image in the capital will draw upon a variety of 

heritage resources, including monuments in its effort to reflect a more inclusive national 



i den t i~ .  Specifically, the role of museums is important in this regard since heritage 

displays are more amenable to change and modification. 

Despite the limitations of monument building, 1 would argue that the 

monumental heritage wiIl likely continue to expand into the fùture. The NCC re,darly 

receives submissions for monument commemorations and this is a s i s  that despite the 

overail decline in monument cornmernoration in Canada the capital continues to be 

regarded as a special place or symbolic centre for this kind of heritage. This continueci 

appeal for monuments in the capital ensures, to some extent, that monuments will 

continue to form part of the evolving symbolic image of the capital. 

The second goal of this thesis was to consider two case studies in-depth and to 

ascertain if the intentions of the proponent(s) were successfuily realized. Both 

monuments were built for the purpose of uniting a diverse population through their 

subject matter. However, it is important to remember that this intention was not as strons 

for DND as opposed to the NCC in regard to the building of Reconciliation. It was 

argued that the Tribure, through its artistic form and focus on human rights: was more 

conducive toward building cornmon reference points for Canadian society-, especially in 

regard to the plurality of cultures that exists. The proponents of the Tribute as well, do 

not attempt to achieve uniw through the elevation of national myths related to popular 

images of Canada as a protector of human rights at home and abroad. In contrast, 

Reconciliation embodies the ideals of traditional military themes and the use of military 

figursltion in its message for national unity. Moreover, it does to an extent elevate popular 

images of peacekeeping and Canada in its texnial messages. While this might be a valid 



approach. especidy given the historicai precedent of war-related themes for unifj6ng 

nations, in the specific context of Canada at rhis ùme it would appear that military 

accompIishments are not a source for common identification by al1 Canadians. Despite 

the uncertaUity surrounding the ability of Reconciliarion to serve as a symbol for 

societal cohesion, the original intent of DhQ c m  be said to be successfd in that a 

monument  vas produced which would serve forernost as a commemoration to its 

personnel. 

It mua also be said that in cornparison to the Tribure, Reconciliation may be more 

open to the destabilinng influence of time on its meaning as the nature of peacekeeping 

has changed and may do so again. This issue of monuments and their durability versus 

the changing nature of sociew is one area that has resurfaced time and time again. To 

make an idea permanent is to distill experience and emotion into a form that can never 

quite accommodate au the various angles and nuances that are reflective even of their 

original sources. Once in fom? these thoughtfid expressions becorne calcified over time 

as society around them evolves and changes. This seerns to reflect the tension between 

the need on the part of society to make permanent its ideals and yet to have public 

monuments which are timely and speak to the issues of the day. Moreover, the tendency 

to rewrite history will aiways prove to be a means of destabilizing the textuai references 

and iconographie imagery of monuments. A recent letîer in the Ottawa Citizen 

newspaper by Lodger (1998) highlights the tendency for histoncal revisionism in 

Canada, in light of the changing view on Louis Riel fiom an earlier conception as baitor 

to one of martyr. As a result, he questions the interpretation of events that the NorthWest 



Rebellion mernorial in Ottawa-Hull puts forth in this ncw context. The monumenr uras 

built as a cornmernoration to two local soldiers killed at the hands of Riel's supporters 

during the Battle of Cut Knife Hill in 1885. Lodger in reference to the statue sarcastically 

States: "It was erected by our less enlightened predecessors, but it will have to be 

removed lest it offend". A concrete example of a monument outliving its surrounding 

social clhate was also discussed earlier in regard to the Champlain monument and the 

dissonance conceming the rneaning of the kneeling native. 

How are those responsible for these works expected to deal with contention 

surrounding outdated iconography? As argued by public art critic Mark Lewis (1991), 

these works could serve as an example of earlier aninides towards the issues that they 

commemorated, and thus perform an educational purpose. This approach could be 

carried out through guide books or with on-site interpretative plaques explaining 

different interpretations- A more radical approach would be the removal of the wo& a 

course of action that has happened throughout time. This approach has been advocated 

for the Champlain monument native in Ottawa-Hull and in an international contexz \vas 

cmied out in relation to many statues of Lenin throughout the former eastem European 

communist countries (Lewis, 1991). Lewis (199 1) would rather that aaists and s o c i e ~  

adopt a more avant garde approach to this problem. Specificaily, public art would be 

much more temporary in nature dlowing for a timely commemoration of events or 

persons but not permanent enough to outlive their social relevance. Ironically, he relates 

how this was the approach of Lenin during his tenue in power in the Soviet Union. Much 



of the propaganda art of the penod wras consmcted of plaster or wood and very Iirtle 

swvives to this day. 

How this temporary approach wouid be received by a public accusromed to 

permanent monuments, is a matter of potential controversy. There seems to be an innate 

need for the consmction of permanent objects in human society for reasons of  

continuhg poster@. Moreover, old buildings and cultural objects continue to capture the 

attention of many as the growth in herÏtage tourisrn attests. To build monuments which 

would not survive for a long period would thesefore be a radical reversal in historical and 

social trends. 

AREAS OF FURTHER IRESEARCH 

In regard to issues of production, a more comprehensive approach could be 

carried out through an increase in the number of participants in the interviews. In 

addition, a greater sensitivity to the creative process of aaists and designers could be 

included. This latter point is important ro consider given the fact that so much of wha-hat 

one sees in the monument is a result of the experience and beliefs of the artist This area 

was not explored in depth in this thesis. In relation to the use of interviews, a brief 

discussion of potential pitfalls must be raised. While they are highly useful for obtaining 

uiformation not readily available, problerns c m  occur when making sense of opinion, 

especially when it conflicts, and in the ordering of events. In the process of sorting out 

information, the issue of subjectivity can arise which may result in facnid errors if 

inadequate or delayed interview follow-up occurs. Systematic "foilow up" proved 



essential here to represent and contextualize certain points a d  quotations correctly. 

Despite the problem of s u b j e c u v i ~  the inclusion of interviews is absolutely vital to the 

process and a rewarding experience. 

One area that needs to be explored M e r  involves the issues of consumption or 

interpretation. As 1 have argued earlier, the production of a monument is only one aspect 

of the overdl consideration of monuménts: the issue of how the audience interprets the 

work ic, the central reason for the monument coming into existence. A more "in depth?' 

and conclusive statistical analysis would need to include the following: a larger sample 

with closer consideration to how it is denved, a more favourable season in which to 

conduct interviews, the use of more powerful inferentiai statistics and an expanded set 

of questions. One of the major areas is to investigate M e r  is how different personal 

characteristics affect interpretations of monuments. For instance, the role of ethnicity 

surely plays a role here and, given the plurality of cultures in Canada, offers a relevant 

area of research. The preliminary chi square fïndings also point to the need to ascertain 

the role of a person's sex in how people decide, for example, ifthey will walk through a 

monument, and what role age plays in the overall monument experience. In addition, one 

rnust ascertain the destination of participants in order to differentiate the tounst- or 

leisure-minded, fkom those on the way to work, since this aspect may affect the fiame of 

mind in which they discuss the monument (Demore, 1987). It wodd  also be interestkg 

to address the issue of whether people aïe reading into the monument any of the ultenor 

motives that may be present in the intentions of their producers. These preliminary results 

clearly show this to be the case, and offer, as a result, tangible evidence of some of the 



more subde ways people may choose to resist dominant ideas and values. One couid 

delve into this area by asking peopLe if they feel the comrnemoration adequately reflects 

social identity, or, if its subject matter is of relevance to the society at lzge. This line of 

inquiry would be particularly usefd in studies associated with ideology and hegemony. 

Finally, one may waa to test if people are making some of the symbolic associations that 

the monument's proponents and d s t s  have tried to incorporate. With reference to the 

present cases, do people make the symbolic connection to the War Mernorial in the 

Tribute; a feature that was deerned centrdy as one of its positive attributes. 

The results of such an expanded survey would aiso help to M e r  the analysis as 

to why the chi square results found in the case studies explored here were ofien 

inconsistent. For example, why was age an important factor for the decision to read the 

inscriptions on ReconciZiution while for the Tribute, no statistical meanùigfukiess for 

these wo variable was found to exist? A larger sarnple would allow for smaller age 

cohorts which could then- be more thoroughly tested and compared. Perhaps rhe 

relationship between age and inscription reading is related to the appearance of the work 

and different ideas of what is acceptable art between the age cohorts. At an intuitive 

level, one would expect that the appearance of the work would play a part in aitracting 

attention to the monument in question thereby affecting inscription reading levels. The 

interrelationship between the variables suggested here may be found to be quiie important 

in monument interpretation as discussed in Degnore (1 987). 

In addition to the questionnaire, one codd employ the use of behavioral mapping 

(Depore, 1987) to observe how people circulate on the site, what elements attract 



attention and which do not, and how long they spend observing the monument. These 

observations would provide usefid information in analyzing the data gathered through 

the sweys .  It may address the issue of whether people regard features such as 

Reconciliation S sacred grove as part of the 0verd.l message of the monument. 

Auy study of this nature w-ould also have to be sensitive to the location of the 

survey, since monuments are fkequently large in f o m  and occupy large sites, 

intentionally with nurnerous vantage points. As was discussed in Chapter 6, the location 

will affect the kuid of responses given, especidy in regard to aesthetic consumpuon, 

plaque reading and inonurnent recognition. One may want to conduct the survey fiom a 

variety of locations on the site and then compare the resutts found. 

WLEVANCE TO CONaTEMPORARY GEOGRAPBICAL CONCERNS 

In closing, this thesis has attempted to advance the scope of geographical 

inquiry- into the cultural significance of monuments. Moreover, it has sought to convey 

some of the richness and complexity of research areas that a study of monuments can 

offer; a topic x p e d  by Johnson (1995) as lacking adequate inquiry in the discipline of 

cultural geogaphy. In an era of rapid globalization and increasing cultural diversity, the 

importance placed on heritage as a means to assert a national identiq- is grouiing. The 

process of deciding what is national hentage and if it reffects the diversity of the civic 

culture is an area involving intense debate. How this is played out in the nationd 

landscape has particular relevance to national capitals, which are deemed by many to be 

the sacred place of the national culture. Hentage, however, is also being used by other 



agents at various geographical levels including the local and regional, which may reflect 

messages which are not in accordance with those at the national level (Tunbridge and 

Ashworth, 1996). A study of monuments and how they are implicated in the process of 

fostering national UI1ity amidst the complem- described above, seems ta bc central to 

understanding how geo-mphical idem@ is unfolding. Through an investigation of the 

processes of heritage promotion, resistance and renegotiation, monuments offer a tangible 

means to explore the complexity of human culture. 
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Appendix A 

Dear S M a d a m e ,  
1 am writing thk letter in the hope that you might be interested in participating in 

my research study. My name is John Roberts and I am a Master of Arts candidate at 
Carleton University in the Department of Geography. 1 an presentiy working on my 
masters thesis which is related to the study of monuments in Ottawa, Canada. The 
ï n t e ~ e w s  are aimed at providing information relating to the erection of both the Tribute 
to Human Rights monument and the Peacekeeping monument, lcnown more fomally as 
Reconciliation. As I understand, you have personally been invoIved to some extent with 
both or either of these projects. In this event, your assistance would help towards the 
cornpletion of this project. 

If you are willing to participate in this study please indicate this by circling the 
response below. In addition, please read and sign the Inforrned Consent F o m  attached. 
This form outlines in more what is involved. Please include this form with your response 
1 will contact you in order you agree upon a meeting place and t h e .  Alternatively, a time 
will be set for a telephone interview. If the latter is preferred please include your 
telephone number and when you can be reached. 

John Roberts 

Thank you for your time and patience. 



lnformed Consent Fonn 

This fonn is designed to irnpart to you what participation in this study will 
involve, the nature of the research project, and the procedures that will be used. A signed 
consent form is requïred before participation ùi the study can proceed. 

The aim of this research is to gather information conceming the erection of the 
Tribute to Human Rights and/or Reconciliation. It is hoped that through the use of 
interviews, ùifomation not readily available in the written record. The information will 
be used towards the completion of my Master's thesis. Participation wilI involve 
answering a number of questions relating to such issues as site, intent and foxm of the 
monument(s). The kind of questions one may be asked will be based on one's 
involvement with the project(s). 

List of Potentiai Questions 

Background 
- m a t  role did you play in relation to the creation of the monument? 
-How long were you involved? 
-Hâve you had previous expenence in the area of public art? 

Monument 
-Why was a monument chosen in the first place? By whom? 
-What kind of ideas were expressed by those involved about what the monument should 
mean? 
-Were there different ideas about what the cornpetition guidelines should contain? 
-Were there ideas about how the monument should look? 
-Were their any steps taken to include the public's opinion on how it should look or other 
aspects? 
-What kind of views were expressed in response to the winning designs by those 
involved? 
-What steps have been taken to promote public aw7areness of the monument? 
-Were there different ideas about where the monument should be situated? 
-Was the final site the prefened one? 

Personal 
-What does the monument mean to you? 
-Did you approve the site? 
-How did you feel it should look? 



The duration of the inteniew will be approximately one h o u  in length, and will 
take place in a setting convenient to the respondent- Alternatively, the interview will be 
conducted by telephone at a time previously detemiined. 

Due to the politics that surround the erection of public monuments one may feel 
uncornfortable answering particular questions. E s  may prove especially mie where 
names are involved. In order to Iessen the likelihood of discornfort the use of the 
participant's name will not by included in the final thesis if the participant so chooses. In 
addition, access to the information collected will be kept limited to the researcher and 
supervisor of the project and stored under lock and key. In any event, it m u t  be clear that 
you retain the nght to refuse to answer any question(s) and may choose to withdraw at 
my point* 

In the event that infornation collected fiorn this i n t e ~ e w  will be used, you will 
be contacted in order to v e m  the content. If you are interested, the final copy of the 
research M I  be made available to view. 

In order to proceed with the study please provide your signature in the space 
provided. Please note: your signature verifies that you understand what is involved in the 
study and that you have chosen to participate. Your signature does not constitute any 
waiver of nghts. 

Participant Researcber 

Date 

If you have any questions or comments in relation to this study, feel £tee to 
contact the folIowuig person(s) at the numbers listed. 

Researcher(Ge0 .), John Roberts (6 1 3)m-xxxx 
Supenisor(Geo .), Prof. John Tunbridge (6 13) xxx-xxm 
Departmental Chair(Geo.), Mike Srnith (613) xxx-xxxx 
Ethics Cornmittee Chair, Anne Burgess (61 3) XXX-xxxx 



Appendix B 

Monument Questionnaire 

Hello, my name is John Roberts and I am a graduate student fiorn Carleton Universir). 
conducting research on people's impressions of monuments. Would you be willing to 
participate? This should take no longer the five to seven minutes. 

Questions 

1. In the past year how ofien have you passed by this monument? 

I Twelve visits or more 
2 Eleven to six visits 
3 Between five and two visits 
4 First time 

7 - Have you ever walked through the monument? 
i Yes 
2 No 

Have you ever read any of the plaques or inscriptions on the monument? 
1 Yes 

On a scale of 1 to 5 how would you rate the appearance of the work? 
1 Like a lot 
2 Like 
3 Neutral 
4 Dislike 
5 Dislrke a lot 

5 Why ? 

6 Can you identiS. the name of the monument? 

7. What do you think the purpose of the monument is? 

Thank-you. Now in order to help me analyze the responses I would appreciate some 
general background information on yourself. 



Under which age group do you belong? 
1 12-19 years 
2 20-34 years 
3 35-49 years 
4 50-64 years 
5 65+ 

Sex 
1 Male 
3 Female 

10. Which category inchdes the formai education you have completed. 
1 Less than grade 9 
2 9-1 1 and some other 
3 9-13 
4 9-13 and some 

1 1. Which nationdity do you most strongly iden* with? 

Thank-you for time and enjoy your day. 
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